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Quebec gov't announces. expropriation 
QUEBEC (CP) --  The announced today, before Quebec Superior Earlier, sources close" to General  Dynamics  financial community be. with the company refusal to worked out with General by- 
Quebec government will But Parizeau told a news Court, the provincial cabinet in. rejected the ~H2.a-share bid, lieved it might be wlll,ng to sell. namics. 
move to expropriate conference that the ex- Tern•of the expropriation dicatedQuebec had been which works out to a total settle for less. Sources aid the govern. 
AsbestodCorp. Ltd, fromits, propriation would' 'not werenotimmed/atelyelear, preparedto pay more than l~'leeofe~ut~2million, on ment might have been 
private owner, the American proceed "in a savage 10ut it appeared the value of ~42 ashare--  its supposedly Thursday, The company had Parizeau made the offer of willing to offer more money But the announcement of
multinational General manner." This was in eon-. the company's Quebec final offer - -  to .buy a been as kJng $100 a share in ~P.2 ashare public on Sept. 21, under certain cir- expropriation appeared to 
Dynamics Corp., Finance fortuity with promises assets would be determined maJority interest in Asbesto~ . its .publl¢i... :statements, .saying it was irrevocable, cumstances, according to a rule out the possibflity of any 
Minister Jacques Parizeau already made in hearings by the courts. - .  ' . . . .  • :,' ~" . . . .  . Corp...,: :, -: . . . . . .  ~, . altlmugh'obsef'vers:b .the . The'offer expired Thursday complicated formula to'be further negotiaUons. 
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Pope rea f f i rms  FULTON: 
church ban . . . . .  • . . . . .  -  straint 
~ T ~ ,  . , , '1 , , , . ,  . - ' ' tape  rb¢ord l~awhl~ urge 
on contraception . .~cialeredi.t supportera.tONewPlaydirtYDemocraticwnenlightingparty reefer expens ive  
CHICAGO (AP) -- Pope The church was packed =M • • .. May IO provincial election 
JohnPaul, speaking out for with 17,000 people and E~ulnor l~ng • votes; . . . . .  
the first time on the Roman another 10,000 filled the Th0 tapes, made last year 
Catholic Church's.con. streets outside; many recrdng -o  . , .~o ._~, ,o ,  
, ,owr,,a, . . . . , . , ,  co,. top ~" party,,wm'kerk, wer~ ¢om- By ED YUDIN government's austerity emphasizing the urgency 
ignored ban on con- ' fumes in this city which has mbisloned by George Lenko Herald Staff Writer program. The equipment of the on-going in- 
traception, said today the the largest community of the minister's' executive 
ban must be kept in force, peopleofPolbhextractionin .... assistant; . . . . .  has been removed from vestigati0ns. 
"It is not possible for us to the United States. , Lenkort/used tocomment Skeena M.P. J im all private elevators,' and 
avoid all crlticism," be told In his homily the Pope . Thursday on whether he Fulton has written virtually all government "The critical point to be 
,an unprecedented meeting Voiced compassion for "the " ' ' made." the . decision to Agriculture Minister operations. Fulton says understood and acted 
with . the entire U.S, sons and daughters of our distr ibute the tapes or John Wise for a second the est imated $50,000 upon is the price of 
hierarchy of bishops. "But it first homeland, Poland," in ~ '~ iL  whether he had Instructions time, requesting action replacement cost is restra int  in Prince 
b poesible to work for the the "toll, efforts, struggles I ~ i ~  from Mi's.. McCarthy. ' . on the! re•  oval of PCB's minirnal c ompa red to the Ruper tw hen examined in 
real benefit of everyone." and sufferings" they .have , On bn~ tape, part  of a from the  Prince Rupert cleanup costs involved in ' l ight of this in- 
He also laid down a endured. , ..... threecassette:.serles on grain elevator.  Fulton Billings, Montana, where vestigation," he pointed 
rigorous position against The Popewas greeted at ........... . ..... politiC! tactics recorded in plhns to contact the a PCB leak has created out. "Clearly it will cost a 
extra.marital and pre- the church by cheers and ' i ~ . Vancouver Sept. 22, 1978, minister today, havoc. PCB can cause great deal more than a 
marital sex, divorce, . applause, by people hanging , h JackKdly, a party caucus Plans to remove grain numerous  hea l th  $50,000 rep lacement  
/ :  . researcher, tells con, abortlonand homosexuality, out of wlndows'of neigh- .~i ! stituency organizers that elevator magnets con- problems ff it infiltrates cost." The ban on contraception boring buildings, waving ~ ~:~,,~ ....... ..: 
has been a point of growing flags~. He stumbled slightly ~: ' :~  ~ ~ caucus staff "specialize in taining the .highly toxic the food supply. Fulton quesUoned the 
dissent ever since it was as he arrived, but was ~ , ~ doing dirty things and we chemical  PCB were "This situation must savinginvolvediftherish 
reasserted in Pope Paul VI's quickly helped to regain his i~iii: i i~  - don't mind." , scrapped ue to the new now be examined in light involved is considered. 
1968 encyclical, Surveys balance.. . i ~ ~ , :  ' . Kelly,s actions are being of the massive PCB in- He saysa PCB leak would 
indicate aboutg0 percent of After'a serene afternoon .. !i: .~ :  ' investigated 5y caucus M.~ ~, l~a l l -~  vestigations now un- not only cause a health 
North American Catholice (m the Iowa .prairie Thur- ' . . . . . . . .  ,~,** ~;: ,: " chairman Jack r 
.... ~ Kempfwho test derway by Agriculture hazard, but seriously ignore it. told hlmto take his h01idsl~ Opposition to the at'and sday, the pontiff ended the -~ ~ ~ " " ~;:i.'- ~ ~ Canada and Health and damage 's busiest day of a punish/rig . . . .  i -  " :; " a week early after eports ' Canada 
• ~so has been voiced by U.S. tour. ln in Chicago, ! '~ i~! ! ! .  ' ~ ;i:,/!i: I told'ac~stitueneymeetlng y o u t  Welfare," Fulton said in reputation, 
oo, o.,o,,, o. .  ,, E--urocan been"~,fo~nd. , in "some.. f0~,,cqllbacy and,, o~ence  ~ . . . . . .  member, tr  • . . . . . . . . .  m)ciolog|~al research to be bythoselnchurch~ocations. . . . . .  /:~: ~amm to sign letters to the l S  ' 
.,ections from eh~ch ac- ,~ , ,  , , - -  ~ P 0 P e  i s  ~;~i i ~ press, simple bloodtesttodetect being bought tivity, ' ;*~':.* ' Mrs. McCarthy, wh0spoke lung cancer now is un. 
• ~i at the Vancouver meeting at dergoing trials at the John Paul to,d the bishops: ~. ;i 
• "We arehumblyconvineed o.a , . t .e ,  ~ .~ whlehKellywasr~orded, University of British Co- 
that God is with us in our '.*.: ?~,  .;/.,'~ : .' i~.. said she never heard the lumbia after I0 years of re. 
S 
ministryof truth, and that he ~ : : ~!~ ' tapes anddidnot know they search. VANCOUVER (CP) -- Enso-Gutzeit recently 
'did not give us a spirit of sex  ' ~ existed ~ until tSe'y were It might take between 18 West FrMer Timber mid agreed to increase its in- 
timidity but a spirit of power on , ~ ~.~.,~ ':~ . dupli~ted for distribution to months to two years com. Emo-Gutzeit Oeakeyhtio f tereet in Eurocan to 100 per 
and truth.'" .... ~ " par ty  offices . throughout paring results against other Finland said Thursday that cent by acquiring the 50 per 
The quotation, from 2nd • " ' ,: ~ ' :  Bdtbh Columbia, diagnostic methods but Dr, an agreement in principle cent held by Kymi Kymmene 
Timothy 1:7, was typical of I s sues  " ~ . The minister, who is also Julia Levy, the chief has been reached whereby Oy, one of the original 
the frequent recourse the deputy ~. prmiier, said any researcher and professor of West Fraser will acquire a Finnish shareholders in 
Pope has made to the Bible CHICAGO (AP) --Priests, attempt to'lbk the/apes to microbiology, said Thursday 40-per-cent interest in Eurocan. 
during h,s U.S, tour. nuns and lay people reacted her office b a masterpiece of she is cautiously optimistic. Eurocan Pulp and Paper. ' The transactions are 
John Paul emphasized the swiftly-- and strongly -- to. innuendo,' . If successful, the test 
necessity that doctrine' be Thursday's flrm stand by the Mrs, McCarthy said she might be used for general The agreement includes subject to the consent of • governmenta l  and 
"effectively guarded and Pope against he ordination has strong feelings about screening or to safeguard an option for West Fraser to regulatory authorities. 
ofw~menasRomanCatholic whether Kelly' should be Effective Nov. I, E. V. taught" in. "entire and un- . industrial workers. Dr. Levi acquire an additional I0 per 
corrupted" form. priests, allowed to continue working said .it would cost only cent. Olander will return to his 
Noting that bishops have "Needless to say, I as a party researcher and l~ennles to do. As part of the proposed at. duties with Kymi Kymmene 
reported "that some disagree with him," said ~. they will be: conveyed to Sheandher team will have rangement, the sawmill Oy and cease to be president 
teachings "had been Maureen Reiff, a board Kempf who is due to meet to show that the test is ac- operations of West Fraser in of Eurocan. He will be 
challenged, denied or in member of Chicago Catholic !!!'~ Kelly here on Tuesday. Kelly 'curate and specific to cancer the vicinity of Fraser Lake in replaced by Lars Wrede, 
practice violated" in Ameri. Women, a feminist group, has refused to. talk to re- ' and will .not pick up Central British Columbia previously vicepresident and 
canCatholicism, hesaid that "We are all called by our ~ porters. : . ailments like chronic will be merged with general manager of sales for 
while the faithful have baptism to the priesthood -- : • . Party president Lea Keen bronchitis and other lung Eurocan's operations, the company. 
"great insights of faith," men and women alike." has said he was shocked by disorders. 
they must be kept in line with In Dallas, Sister the' advice to play dirty Dr. Le~'y adapted an ex- 
churehteachings. JacquelineMerz said that during, the election cam- , re•ely  sensitive testing Auto  workers  
On the matter, of she can see no theological or pa,gn, procedure tO identify what 
homosexual activity, as scriptural basis for the ban He said he was present at a the researchers consider to 
own " , ~. ~ -~ seminar last fall when Kelly be a protein associated with d i s t ingu ished  f rom on female priests. "My i ~; Y/<,. I 
hom~exualorientation, he personalopln/onlsthatitlsa : :~ ' .< ' .  instructed party members lung tumors. The protein has fay Off job 
said the bishops were right in matter of cultural difference m how to fake signatures on also been found in the blood "S  
calling it "morally wrong"; . . , which means lt'i letters to newapapers but did serum of some .lung cancer 
sexism." nothing about it.because he patients. on sex relations, "You .Speaking at a worship TORONTO (CP) More White said the ratification rightly stated: 'Sexual in. and other party members - 
tercourse is a moral and' service of mainly priests and thought he was "speaking off than 3,800 General Motors of vote for the Toronto plant 
human good only within nuns in the Philadelphia the euff." Quints  sa id  Canada Ltd. workers were will goaheadSunday. 
marriage, outside marriage Civic Centre, the Pope said "There was feedback still off the Job today in 
Quebec even though The proposed contract, 
it iS wrong';" and on the church'srestriction f about it instantly," ,Keen all healthy negoUators for the company reached shortly after a 
"question of indissolubility the priesthood to men is the said. "They (party me•- 
of marriage," they were way "God has chosen to berg) were amazed that and the United AutoWorkem strike deadline set for midnight Wednesday night, BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) reached aprop~ed contract will increaae the average right in saying it is "in. shepherd his flock." instructie,s llke this would --  A 35-year-old other of Thursday. 
dlssolubleandlrrevocable." "The church's traditional be given, eight, who mekesO0 cents a Robert White, Canadian wage of auto workers to 
Earlier today, Chicago's decision to call men to the "It was clearly evident o day as a maid, has given director of the UAW, said $11.70 an hot:r at the end of 
Polish community exploded priesthood, and not to call all therethat there was dis. birth to healthy quintuplets, negotiations continued the contract, 
with delight as John Paul women, is not a statement approval, doctors ay. overnight and today to 
took over the putoralrole at about human rights nor an Howdver, on the tape In Quebec, about 350 
their Church of Five Holy exclusion of women from r~ordini[, the audience is The babies, all girls, were resolve the walkout by 3,898 workers who make diesel 
Martyrs, then led them, in holiness and mission in the heard laughing and there are born Thursday to Eve,lna production workers at GM's engines at St. Eustache had 
Polish, in a solemn holy church," he declared, no objections to Kelly's Torres in the town of Nelva, assembly plant in Ste. walked out with the nearby 
a state capita, about 280 Therese, Que. Ste. Therme local but went 
statements on the tape. kilometres southwest of Meanwhile, 2,000 GM back to work late Thursday communion. , He was interrupted by ap. ~ Bogota. They weighed an workers at a Toronto van 
'~ plause four times during his despite picketing by ate. GREENPEACE average three pounds, five assembly plant who walked Therese workers. 
.NO remarks, • BY o.=..e.oh,, ' out off their Jobs late 
Sister Jacquellne, who ,s "Their state of health is Thursday have returned to Workers on the ate. PAPE~ provincial leader o! the excellent and they have work. Therese picket lines said 
Sehool Skters of Notre Dame " J" " ~Wc*or"  claimed accepted nourishment White said workers they lefttheirJobsbeeause MONDAY ~. the southern c~ntral U.S, wihout any problem what- reported for the7 a.m. shift o/ several unsettled issues 
as well as a member of the . . soever," said Dr. A,berto today, with the company, and some 
Y e s , e v e n National Core Commission Moreno, chief of the ma- Spokesmen for GM and the expressed anger at the 
newspaper employees o~ the Women's Ordination VANCOUVER (CP) --  hunterson the run. Now we will hunt the animals ternity section of the Neiva UAW said the Toronto union's in ternat iona l  
eat turkey once in a Conference, said the ap- Greenpeace Foundation can go to the government," wherever they Dan find hospital, workers walked out beeatme executive. 
- president Patrick Moore A member of the Green.. them. The five girls are in a a ratification vote on the 
while, plause was particularly says the environmental peaceexped i t ion  said Said one: "The in- 
TO commemorate galling. " group'e expedition to Thursday the group was Mooresaid he has received single incubator. The wife of proposed threeyear contract 
Thanksgiv'ing' Day, "I Jusi watched the.Holy Spatsizi P,ateau Wildernem returning to Vancouver an Invitation from ~e en- President Jullo Cesar set for Sunday would in- ternaUonal, as long as they 
there wil lbe no Daffy Father on television and Park in northern British today becaus~ there were no vironment ministry to a Turbay seid she is arranging terrupt the Thanksgiving get our money from Canada, 
Herald published this when he  reaffirmed his Columbia to stop lrophy more hunters in the imrk, meeting Nov, e on harvesting to have four incubators ent Day holiday weekend, dov't give a damn for us." to the town so each baby 
Monday Oct. 8, position about women in the hunting was a success. ' Ray Weyler said he and levels for caribou in the would have its own: 
The Herald will ministry, I saw all these "We've won hands down," three other volunteers forced la rk .   ,.,=er,. cowboy ,o Ter race  s tudent  w ins  
on priests getup and clap," she Moore said Thursday; "It two .Michigan caribou Greenpeace says that the earns $2 a day. 
resume publishing said. ".That, more than looks like we've won a hunters and their guide out caribou hunting in the park "I am very poor and don't Valdis Foldats of Terrace the university, is a third- 
Tuesday, Oct, hO~ anything else, tells you why tactical victory on 1he o~ the park, should be stopped, but .the have the money to provide is the winner of a $400 year Arts and Science 
containing all t we have not been ordained, plateau and we've He said two or three moeu fish and wildlife branch for so meny children," said President's Scholarship for student, He was one of 249 
usual features and They didn't have to stand established an. en- hunters were camped just maintains ome hunting is the mother in a telephone academic achievement at winners from 45 B.C. 
news. and applaud. They could feel vtronrnental presence in the outside the park and necessary to avoid a shor- interview with the Bogota the University .f Victoria. co••unit/ms and four other 
...a little somethln~ f,,.,' . . . . . . . .  ,. we have the big game Gn,~nla¢~ee suspected they tqle of.lood lor the herds, radio atnttnn r' . . . .  F',,~dnts. whn.l~4 n,~ndin~ orovinc~,x 
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RADE (Reuter) -- being held for the first time 
in Eastern Europe, 
• Leading IIVlF officials ay 
" world financial leaden e~d that inflation has become so embedded in people's daily 
their conference today lives that it ie automatically 
a gr~ed that hard t/meg must planned for in wage 
~.~nunue ff inflation is to he demands and price policies 
beaten. 
The industrial countries and this must stop, 
The mussage is expected 
to be repeated in concluding 
remarks today. 
The developing countries 
Economic  l eaderSdescribed their s e hard  t mes WORLD BRIEFS 
situation as increasingly 
desperate and have called 
for economic expansion to 
provide markets for their ex- 
ports, 
They also have asked for 
vast financial aid from the 
e 
elevate resetS, ant policies to William. Millet noted on Carter • and U.S. trade 
heat inflation, weaneao.n~/ tne national unions• He enid this 
U,S, Treasury 'Secretory accora eetween President reeog~lzesthatthedisolpl~,. 
• " needed to halt inflation w~ 
' 5 r mean a period of national 
austerity. 
I ~ l l ' r l~ l ld~l l  ~ l l t l~ . l l~r l l  Miller returned home 
w~.m,,m.ww,~..m.w,u, ,~.v vv , , - - , , -  F3r/da~/ fuelling 'm'~'tmtlon 
1 " _ - -  ' here ~t  the u~"s'~tos 
• might soon announce  new as re luc tant  .,,. 
By AL COLLETri 19705 when Nixou lmpnaed sa~ Arah~ has Warned 
NEW YORK (CP) - -  import quotas on uauadtsn "~,-~-"----tbee~e~et'~eetbe"tit 
Mitchell Sharp says the U.S, crude oil, reducing the dally ~ '~ ' ,  I,.,.. ,^ ,u .~. .~. , .  
should drop any ideas it export o el 81! Y more than ~t  its m.~,~nt o H surely 
might have about a North 300,000 barrels f.r0m~00,000, poli-~'ies ~ ' t~"  curren~c~ 
American energy common Nixon apparenuy was markets are not made more 
market, tryin~ to protect the U.S. atehie 
"It's a non-starts,with the domestic rude oil industry The' developing countries 
Canadian people, Sharp from much cheaper Middle hey• eke called for ~ater  
told an energy sympcolum East oil that was be~ianlng enrraney stability so that 
sponsored by the Conference to flood the U.S. markets, their extort es~ from 
Board, The higher prices for raw nm~rh~ls will not be h i t  
As commissioner of the domestic crude cost U.S. by fluctuation, in the value 
Northern Pipeline Agency, consumers an esthaat~.. ~ ~muney 
Sharp was in New ~org on billion extra a year mey 
Thursday to give a briefing would have savedff import ~-~ u : 
onthe status of the propeeed controls were not in_effect, l l eDe lS  
8,800-kilometre Alaska High- Sharp recalled that . -  
way gas pipeline project, Canada had [peat difficulty Od'~WlQ11d~1. ' 
It would bring Alaskan in mnintaining an open . . . . . . . .  
natural gas from Prudhoe borderfor what "we thought/- . .~- - . ,~ .~. . .1  
Bay nnd from the Mackenzie was unlimited supplies of p [u I Juo~u 
I 
t 
SAN SALVADOR (AP) -  El Salvador's meet active 
Several hundred leftists politi~l action group, said 
have reoccupied the the. demonstrators are 
motropelitsn cathedral and proteetin8 the shooting 
say they will stay in- ~l~ths of four bloc leaders 
definitely In the church last weekend. 
where the steps wore littered The rouccupation occurred 
oulyflvemonthsagowiththe Thursday afternoon at the 
cor~ of supporters shot by close of the funeral march 
President Carlos Humberto for the bloc leaders. The 
have hammered home the 
point at the annual meetings 
of the World Bank and In- 
ternational Monetary Fund 
industrialized countries. 
But sources ay they have 
accepted reluctantly that the 
industrial powers must 
YOU MAK[AIOPUOGDEAI 
YOU COME 
OUT OH 
TOP! 
1973 CHEV % TON 
10' Security ~mper ................... $6895 
1977 DATSUN 200 SX 
4 cyl. etandard 
e t i l es  • e l e e O e o l o e  • • • O I O I @ O I I O O O e O O I I I I O • O I  • l e e e o e l l • • •  • 0 • • • •  $4895 
1974 THUNDERBIRD 
loaded 
• • • ••••••o•o  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $4195 
1977 FORD F250 SUPEIICAB 
Camper Special, V6 Auto .... $10,500 
1977 0LDSMORE CUTLASS SALON 
z door loaded 
et~eo l••  • •••••  • I l l  l e l l l l t l l e i l O l l l l l e  l • • e e l  e o o e e e l e o e l e l o e o o e e •  $5595 
1978 CAMARO 
V8 auto. Stereo,etc. 
• •0  • sos  so  • see•o•  • ••re  oee  ee  e oe  • essex•so•see  eooo  eo  eoe•~ • e t  
$6895 
1978 T-BIRD TOWN LAiAU 
L~ded 
, *o  ~ e l . l , I I  • • • I • • • • • • l • • l o i i • l  I l e • , l • l • •  I • . . "  ' • ee  sos*• Joe l  i •••  I 
$8795 
Delta in the Northwest petroleum." 
Territories to southern There was pressure at the 
markets in both countries, time in Canada fur a corn- 
The building of this men energy market becanae 
system, the isr~est private some Canadians thought 
civil project ever us. they could get in under. ~be 
derteken, was to he,in with umbrella of Amertcan 
conaiructton on the Alaskan policy, Sharp sa id .  . : 
portion as ~carly as next J" J' Greene was uauaaa-a enor~ minister at the time 
January and ready to go into and.~ was involvedin sharp 
operation by January, 1983. exctumges with the Nixou 
But the beginning of administrauon. 
• operations has been set back He asserted that 
to November,1984, a delay of Canadians never would 
nearly two .vests, negotiate anything "with a 
~Imrp said in an interview ~un at the head." 
that suggestions of a Joint D .u~ the conir~verey, a 
continental energy policy Nixon essistant admitted the 
upset Canadians wee administration was tryi~ to 
remember the Richard force Canada to ;loin a 
cont inenta l  energy  House,Nix°n years in the White agreement, clalmln~ that 
"It produces an adverse national security of the U.S. 
comment right away," requlredeuchane~reemunt. 
Sharpsaid. to ensure the source 'el 
"That's why I think it's far 
better for Americans to talk supply. • Now the sltuatlou has been 
LONDON (Router) - -  
British pro~. for  a new 
Constitution in Zimbabwe • 
Rbedeala re being studied 
• by the re~l  eelney's biracial 
government -- hut without 
~elp from its white lmdar,. 
/an Smith, who Is making a 
aurpries weekend trip to 
SaU.bury 
A Ballebury delegation 
e~icial would not cerement 
Friday m a r~ that the 
former prime minkter is 
going home to r.sansure 
white8 that they are not 
being abandoned in the 
I,c~lun constitutional talks. 
Sm/th eeuld ant ha rmehed 
tmmdlat~ f~" commit  on 
the ruum fur his dapar. 
ture. l ie has. hem slrmmm 
i  conference Mast•as 
8upportln I the cau  of 
Zimhsbwe RhedNIga while 
m~ority ~ ~0.~0. 
His visit to Sallebury about co-operation on par- reversed. 
ticular thinks and then With the U.S. relatively makes it asem unlikely he Canadians could sit down 
and talk about hem, short of energy, some will attend • key plenary 
"If you say, 'we'd llke to leading Americans have esuslun unMonday, when tbe 
have n common market,'  raised the possibilities of I ~  daleptim and 
Canadians ay, 'what does tapping Canadian energy the Patriotic Front IP~er- 
that mean?' and setting up a cemmm rillna of Robert Mugabe and 
"You mean you would Joshua Nkema ~ive their market o ensure easy ac- 
have access to all of our cces to Canadian euppUea. 
energy and we would not Sharp said Canndtsna still British ~k . .  
have the r~Kht o withhold it would prefer to deal with 
for ourselves? to hell with 
that.'" 
Sharp said he remembers 
well the time hewan external 
affairs minister in the early 
issues one by one. 
POPULATION GROWS 
Scientists estimate that 
world population grows :by 
200,000 people ach day. 
final decision on the new 
Car r~n that 
anyone re|ectin8 the 
prolmsa~ will bear the on.us 
of wrocki~ the talk& now m 
their fourth week. 
Romero 's  troens march by up to 7,000 persona "-' was  peaceful~ although 
A spokesman for the witnesses aid ma.ny of the 
Popular Revolutionary Bloc, marchers carried ha i t i - - .  
New loan scheme unfolds 
BELGRADE (Router) - -  annual meet lnp  o f ' tM 
Proposals for increased World Bank and Mi 
lending to developing _tex~m. t i .malMom~.~l~l~ 
eotmtrios in financtsl trouble .m.eNamara, to~a 
were announced todav by ctnamg session mat um 
World Bank Pree[dent sevoreproblemaof~eTldrd 
Robert MeNnmara World call for new policies 
He said the idea is to help and additional resources 
thrum &w~onlna countries "and we have comldared 
~vil~'to" ma'ke'°chanSsa in what action the.~nk.n~ht 
their ecunomies to solve raze to help auevmte'me 
their own financial situation." 
problems The World. Bank proposes 
• - to increase leading to help 
The proposals will be countries in severe balance 
recommended to govern- of payments' difficulties to 
meats by flnance minlJto.rs minimize the effects on their 
asd C~i~'al IMinkern Wlb0 development programs, he 
lave bee~ atts~dl~. ~ said, 
'Bomb explodes in bazaar 
TEHRAN (Rout•r) - -  & The blast came this 
time bomb blasted the mon~ at the hei~zt of 
~saar of the southern port weekend shopping. 
dty d Kborramshahr today, 
~e persm and in. 
Ju r~U,  etaterndlo said. Security forces were 
• radio said the bomb immediately dlsl~tched to 
was of the esme type that key areas of the t~vn~ which 
~plodedabcardapassonger was the centre of fighting 
irate outside Khorrnnudmhr earlier this year between 
two days ago, killing eight autonomy-seek•n8 Arabs 
and Persian militia. persons. , _ 
1977, .... ":CHEV .................................................... DEAgVlLLE VAH :~bZ'JO""" . . . .  • : . .  ~ ~ r i'.featuring the musical talents of 
l * ~ "~ 1 ..... q . . . . .  " ' ~ l~ ~ 1 " Saimond & M u l d e r  IL, ST,. and the Bowker Bros. 
" IGHTS 5e?u r Itv:. ffl.dg, e,. t.u.r.n ac?: .eft: ................................ ~ 1Z,WIO 
1977 FORD F350 CREWCAB 
........~ruT°n' . . . . . . . . .  paint  VII;... ; , .  . .  . . x  .................................... $8495 
.............................. $6395 
1977 FORD BRINICO 4x4 
............................................ $6095 
I I 
1979 20 FT, OKANAGAH 
Motorh0me. only 4,000 kliometres 
.c.o  !Q,H6 
AT ONLY 
I 
Terraoe Totem F ord 
Sales Lid, 
4631 Keith 
636-4984 
7:30  at the  R.E.M. Lee Theat re  
TOPICS THIS WEEKEND 
Fri. Oct. 5 The Best Excuses Not To Be A Christian 
~nother special•youth night 
Sat. Oct. 6 Why I'm Convinced Christianity Is True 
Sun. Oct, 7 The Promise Of Eternal Life • 
Watch the Terry Winter TV Show. 
B.C.'s top rated religious program Sundays at 1 PM channel 4 
TERRACE 
Recreat ion  news  
The Herald, Friday, Ocld~er 5, 197~, ~:'~,?~, 
Finally we feel that we have tried to offer 
%omething for everyone" - -  tots to seniors, day 
workers and home makers etc. Most of our efforts 
have been successful in ~ respect except with 
programs we've offered for the older teem. 
.~dmost every such program has had little response 
except he Teen Discos which of course are always 
very popular. Thin fall the programs that were 
overwhelmingly popular, filling up instantly were tour 
seasonal programs: Mushroom Collecting, Paper 
Batik and Condlemaking for Adults and Children. 
Three new programs-- Quilting, Cldldrens Drav~g 
and Kids in the Kitchen --  also filled up, qulccklv.y. 
Sewing, Stained Glass, Advanced Macrame wi~ 
Weaving and Beginner and Advanced Guitar ana 
Adult Badminton and Skating - -  all previous popular 
programs remained as popular as ever. Sewing, 
Quilting and Adult Skating were so popular 'that we 
are offering additional sessions for them. People can 
still registe r for those three programs at ~e~arena 
office. 
Tots on Ice and Time for Tots, two old favorites 
filled up quickly as well. 
Pre-Ski ConditiooJng and Lnd/es Keep F i t - -  beth no 
charge programs in Tbernldll 'had overwhelming 
responses with 30 to 50 people coming out to get in 
shape. 
There are still a few programs open for late 
registration. These include How to Entertain Your 
Child, Time for Tots and Crochet. Adult Co-ed Fitness 
' has started but still hasa few registration spares. This 
is a really great program led by the very fit, George 
Sejka. George will lead you through a vigorous 
exercise session each Tuesday and Thursday evening. 
George is a physical education major from U.B.C. He 
is very well qualified, extremely, enthusiastic and 
'quite an inspiration himself. " ' " 
There is no excuse for sitting at home and com- 
plaining about your shape when you have a program 
like this. to go to. You can register at the arena office 
for a $15 fee. The program runs to December, it is held 
in the E.T. Kenny Gym. 
Another program that we'd like to see people par- 
ticipate in is the Senior Chef. This is a free program 
open to all seniors in the community where they learn 
bow to make, plus actually make easy and 
economical, meals from foreign lands. Sitting down 
and eating the creations over tea offers a nice social 
aspect o the program. The program is held in the 
Skeena Center kitchen. Skeenavlew ill provide free 
transportation to and from the program every Mon- 
day morrdng. This program is geared to all 'senior 
citizens in the community! Simply call Skecnaview at 
635-2765. 
Womens Hockey is open andlooking for participants 
each Saturday evening at 7 p.m. at the ice arena. 
Womens Soccer has also started at the Caledonia 
Gym on Wednesday evenings at 8 p.m. There are 
many other free fitness and sports Irogr,_am.. s tarting 
this week like co-ed volleyball, women s voneyball 
and basketball, men's occer, rugby and archery. Call 
By MARY.MARGARET 8N]$~D 
The Recreation Department Fail registration and. 
late registration has now been completed. 
We have had the most successful registration i our 
history this fall. We feel that it is primarily due to five 
factors. First we have made efforts to ask the com- 
mtmity, through the media, what programs they 
would like to see. We received an excellent response 
with many good suggestions that reflected the com- 
munity's needs and desires. We have followed through 
by trying to find instructors or leaders for the 
requested programs. 
In some cases we are unable to find the appropriate 
instructor or we lacked equipment or facilities but for 
the most part we have been successful in filling the 
most popular equests. An example is providing more 
programs during the day for women, with day care. 
Popular programs like Womens Morning Jog, Adult 
Skating and Quilting and Enjoying Your Baby's First 
Year attest to this fact. We als0 had many requests for 
more programs for children on Saturdays, par-, 
ticuiarly music lessons. We now offer more regular 
chlldrens Saturday programs than ever before; 
programs like advanced and beginners guitar, Kios in 
the Kitchen, the Art of Drawing for Children and Girls 
Soccer (in the spring) have all received an excellent 
response. We hope to offer more exercise programs 
for women during the day with day care in the winter 
session as we have had numerous requests in this 
area. 
We have also responded to the requests for women 
for more evening sports programs with, womens
soccer, volleyball, basketball and hockey. 
The second factor influencing increasing par- 
ticipation i  recreation programs over the past year m 
the great amount of publicity that we've been doing. 
We feel that we have made great effor~ through every 
media available to make people aware of what 
recreation programs are available to chem. We.are 
now seeing results of our efforts. Publicity is one of the 
key factors in getting people out to participate. 
The third factor is that we have brought programs 
"to" groups in the community that don't normally 
participate for one reason or another. For example 
programs for senior citizens are now being held at 
Skeena Center where many seniors are already 
located and where they have excellent facilities like a 
kitchen and arts and crafts room. 
For those seniors that find it difficult to get out 
Skeenaview picks them up at their homes, takes them 
to the program and returns them home free of charge. 
This co-operative effort between Skeenaview and the 
recreation deparlment has resulted in several very 
well attended programs like the Senior Song Book, 
Flower Crafts and the Senior Chef. 
We hope to offer even more programs for seniors 
this winter. We also run a Native Wood Carving course 
out of the Kermode Friendship Center and take 
registration for the program the first night of the class 
at Kermode in hopes that more native Indians come 
out and participate insomething that in.re .res~ them m 
the friendly comfortable atmosphere el me ~ermoue 
Center. 
WEATHER Te  chers negotlatln  ; 
a new cont ract  here  
Whistler, Sunshine Coast, Contract negotiations elementary grades," 
East Vanconver island= between the 300-plus explained Ken Norton, 
Mostly sunny today and members of the Terrace the chairman of the 
Saturday except for morning 
fog patches. Highs both dsyo D is t r i c t  Teachers  TDTA agreements  
17 to 19, lows tonight 5 to 7. Association and School committee. The teachers 
North andWestVan¢ouver District 88 is getting will ask for additional 
Island: Mo~tly sunny today, underway this week. staff hirings to free part 
morning fog patches along The teachers are of the day for class 
the coast. Sunny Saturday seeking a pay hike and preparation. 
with some cloudy periods, will 'request more In the past, contract 
Hlghebothdayolatolg, lows teachers be hked for the negot ia t ions  have 
tonight near 7. • elementary schools, generally reached a Northern Mainland, Queen 
Charlottes: Mainly cloudy "What we're seeking is stalemate, forcing the 
today and Saturday, a few to try to provide some "two sides to compulsory 
periods of rain or drl~e sort of preparation tlme arbitration. There is no 
• today. Highs both days 18 to for teachers in the indication whether this 
15, lows tonight 5to 7. 
Thompson, Okanagan: 
Mainly sunny today mid 
Saturday, light frost teniaht 
in low-lying areas. 
both days 20 to 24, Iowa 
tonight 2to 5. • 
Columbia, Kootenay: 
Mostly sunny today and 
Saturday, few incoming fog 
patches. Highs .beth. days 
near 24 lowermg to 16 
Columbia region, lows 
tonight zero to 3. 
Chilcotin, Cafllmo: Sunny 
with cloudy periods ~dat~ 
and Saturday. Highs th 
~?  16 to 16, lows tonight = 
Central Interlori Mostly 
cloudy today and Saturday, 
isolated showers today. 
Highs both days about 14, 
lows tonight 3 to 5. 
A HEAVY NUMBER 
The National Gengrapldc 
says that because of their" 
huge numbers, insects and 
their larvae probably exceed 
the weight of. all other 
animals on earth. 
-O O- - 0 0- -0 0- 
I 
situation will be avoided 
this year, with neither 
side prepared to reveal 
their salary offer or 
request. 
"We haven't had any 
figures put into the 
demands," commented 
Ted Wells, the secretary- 
treasurer of the school 
L ~ - - ~  
reach a co~tr~tct 
agreement by ~,;ov I.~, 
the matter goes to ar- 
bitration. 
The fourth factor in creased program participation the arena office at 638-1174 or cheek your program P~ 
is that we now offer numerous programs during the booklet for times and places. 0 ~,ne t.~ves e =s B¢ 
day and on weekends. There are many people.who do ' Also don't forget o use our new 2A-hour recorded ~ CBS O.qg Cb~, 
net  find it convenient to come out for  evening, information line, 635-9212, for public ice times and Chic - Risque - WEA 6:S9 Nell~'~P"U'Young - Rust . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Never Sleeps. WEA.~./~ tim 
fees,pool information and special event information 
programs, like children, seniors and mothers with like registrations, etc, . 9 AnitaQUeen" LIve. SongsKiller" WEALove. 10.996.~ The Cars - Candy? . WEA 6.69 OM 
tots. Ward of CBS Bob Dylan - Live et BuooKan - CB5 10.~ ~=~ 
[]~TO AR~ON~ ~ Bob Dylan - Slow Train Coming 6.49 Prism - Armageddon. GRT ~.~'~ ||~l 
Doukhobors Call for an inquiry The Knack-Get theKnsck .  Capltol 6.49 Ami lStewart .  Knocklng on Wood ~q| |  
Earth, Wind & F i re .  I Am.  CBS 6.49 " Quality . . . .  
GRAND FORKS, B.C. oulylSporcentofltswbrth~ '~ l~es  in burning and were arrested du~8 'th~ More American Graf f l f l l .  MCA 11.~ O 
(CP)-- Orthodox Doukhebor by , the one remaining :public' stripping as methods, w(~tTnd when a CP Raft ~.~ , 
11.99 ~1 company. Vcrigln's charge of false 
arrest echoes tatements he 
made when arrested late last 
year and charged with four 
counts of conspiracy to 
conunlt arson. 
He repeated the claim 
after he was acquitted On 
three of the charges 
following aweek-long county 
court Jury trial in Sep 
tember. The fourth charge 
was stayed uring the trial 
by the Crown. 
Evidence against Verigin 
came from several Freedomits, whose sect 
The following "properties will again be offered for sale on.October 9/1979,1n the 
~unlclpal Cotmcll Chambers t the O strict of Terrace at the hour of ten o'cl0cl~ In the 
forenoon. The following propert es have delinquent axes as of September 30,.1979. 
leader John J~. :re,lain has 
renewed his demand that 
Attorney-General Garde 
Gardom authorize a com- 
mittee to investigate burn- 
boas in the West Kootanay. 
"I accuse the attorany- 
general's department of 
false arrest," Verlgin said in 
a terse written statemen  
issued following a meeting 
Thursday night of the 
executive of the Union 
Spiritual Communities of 
Christ. 
He also said the attorney- 
general has faUed to re=pond 
"to the urgent request of 
people's representatives to a
meeting for the purpose c~ 
developing a common-sauna 
solutim to bring an end to 
the burnlnga nd bombings 
and unjust stigma of the 
Doukhobor name." 
A spokesman said that he 
union also wants the at- 
torney.general's office to 
investigate he cancellation 
of meet of the insurance on 
the union's cultural centre at 
Brilliant, Just outside Castlegar, B.C. 
Members of the radical 
Sons of Freedom sect Immed 
the centre to the ground in 
1975. It was rebuilt, and 
insured for $1 million by a 
group of five insurance 
companies. 
The spokesman said that 
four of the companies have 
cancelled their policies, and 
the hall now is insured for 
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EDITORIAL 
W 
• .hile candidates in other urban 
centres are already declaring them. 
selves for mayor, things are strangely 
quiet here in Terrace. 
It is quiet not because no one wants to 
run, it's more a war of nerves. 
Terrace Mayor Dave Maroney is 
playinga waiting game. If he runs, the 
Incumbent Maroney would be un. 
bearable by a newcomer unless it was 
someone extraordinarily dynamic. It 
would have to be a personality both well 
known and capable of uniting the 
disparate special Interest groups and 
opposing philosophies in this town. 
Cyril $helford might be able to do it 
but he is still stinging from his recent 
defeat in provincial politics. 
The mayor's opposition might come 
from Victor Jolliffe. Defeated before as 
both mayor and alderman, Jolliffe still 
plays at politics the way a cat worries a 
mouse, neither killing for food nor in self 
defence. 
If Maroney runs, Jolliffe could not 
beat him. If Jolliffe runs as an alder. 
man, however, he mi¢lht win a seat. With 
Alderman Helmut (~!esbrecht, Jolliffe 
would cause Maroney more trouble than 
the part-time job as mayor is:~b~t'hil 
Maroney might, if Jolliffee has"a~g0od ~ 
chance at a council seat, retire. 
As Maroney plays his cards close to 
his chest, he holds Jolliffee back from 
making his decision and so cam. 
paigning. Whether Nlaroney will flness 
his old enemy or not remains to be seen. 
LETTERS TCY 
THE EDITOR 
i 
A letter to'the editor: 
~n~ letter appeared 
in newspapers in Skee~ 
under the name of Frances 
Aederson which expressed 
various opinions about our 
M.L.A. Frank Howard. 
Frank is quite capable of 
replying to that letter ff he 
wants to and I'll leave that o 
him. 
I only want to ask ff the 
Frances Anderson who 
wrote the letter is the same 
Frances Anderson who is a 
Director of the Skeena Social 
Credit Association. If so, it 
would hahe been nice to 
know, so that readers could 
have read the letter in 
relationship tothe truth. 
Sincerely, 
Bruce Ferguson, 
Past President, 
Skeeaa "Px, ovlncial NDP 
Assoc. 
Dear Sir: 
Terrsdtex Awakel 
to 
Three times 20 
minutes or so, 
Will make that tubby 
tummy go! 
Have you noticed, though, 
that he Terrace Beereatlon 
Department's wimming 
pool seems to be geared to 
thoee who have the most 
leisure time and who are in 
•ape? How many times a 
week can the working public 
'feasibly' swim? 
Of course, there is Wed- 
nesday, Friday, Saturday 
and Sunday evenings (notice 
no longer is there Monday 
night swimming) but Is the 
weekend not a family time? 
Even if you go to the 
family time the kiddies have 
to be watched. How can you 
put in 20, 10, or even five 
minutes for yotw own ac- 
tivity. Early morning and 
noon-ho~r swims are 
primarily geared to workers 
who can either set their own 
working hours or don't have 
to worry about arriving at 
work looking somewhat like 
a wet spaniel.. Other com- 
munities have Convenient 
swim times for t~etr wor~ing 
adult population. Has the 
adult public, who apropos, 
pay taxes to support the pool, 
.ev~' been surveyed as to 
when they want o swim? 
Swam ~ann 
Cathy Gslingher 
Mary Wintemute 
Mike and Diane Ireland 
Dear Sir: 
On behalf of the members 
of Beta Omega nd Xi Beta 
Mu chapters of Beta Sigma 
Phi Sorority in Terrace, we 
would like to extend our 
appreciation to those 
mm~hnnts and businesses 
who donated oorprizes for 
our convention held Sep- 
tember 28,29, and 30th at the 
Lakelse Hotel. 
Wlnne~ of the Diamond 
Ring raffle was Cherie 
Newton, member from 
Prince Rupert and it is with 
pleasure that we express our 
appreciation to Jim 
Kokesch, Manager of Car. 
ter's Jewellers in the Skeena 
Mall, who donated the ring. 
Our special thanks to 
Agnes Motz of 2 nd look in the 
Skecna Mall and her models 
wh ~ presented a showing of 
e latest fall fashions for us. 
Lastly our thanks to owner 
Rod Verstrate. Chef 
MeInt.yre and the staff of the 
Lakelse Hotel for th~ 
hospl .tall. ty and co-operation 
m m~mg our convenuon a 
IUC~.  
Sincerely, 
Anne Twidle 
Margaret Dedli~e 
Beta Omega Chapter of 
Beta Sismn v~* 
] t  wag 
technology 
which 
l iberated 
women 
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the second in a series of 15 
articles exploring "Connections: Technology and 
Change." In this article~ social scientist Peter F. 
Drueker discusses how technology has ehenged our 
lives and institutions throughout history. This series 
was written for Courses by Newspaper, a program 
developed by University Extension, University of 
California, San Diego, and funded by a grant from the 
Na~o.n_al Endowment for the Humanities. 
• A related 10-part television series, "Connection,"co- 
g educed by the BBC and T/me-Life films, will he. own over PBS stations beginning September 30th. 
Check your lecal telovision listings for exact viewing 
times. 
/: 
wefoundly affecting the way we live. They are 
thereby causing concern about he social impact of 
teclmological ehangn. 
Technology does indeed often have great social or 
political impact. But it is far from predictable 
whether this or that technel~gy will have impact, let 
alone what it will be. The impset depends as much on 
the ~sponse of people and of cultures as it does on the 
new technology. 
For example, the first "women's liberation" oc. 
curred in'the llth and 12th centuries. In the history 
books, this sharp change in the position of women is 
recorded in terms of literature, religion, or law. For 
the trouhadcur who emerged in Southern France, 
woman was no longer a "sex object," but an object of 
adoration to whom he eddre~ed his.poems from afar 
(or at least pretended to).. 
In Christianity, the Virgin Mary replaced God the 
Father as the central figure in popular worship and in 
re. liglons art. And legally, women acquired property 
nghts as widows, the right to maintain property they 
brought into the marriage, and the tight to their own 
earnltngs. . 
But die ~derlying cause of these tremendous social 
changes was a technological innovation i  France-tile 
spi~ing wheel. With it ease the "Sl/oster" actually, 
myone who spins, although we use the word today to 
denote an unmarried woman whois no longer young. 
Spinning has horn women's work from time im- 
memorial-we still speak of the "distaff" side of the 
home. But spinning on the distaff was inefficient. It 
took ten spinsters with distaffs to keep one weaver 
~ing. With the spinning wheel, the relationship was 
reversed. One spinster could supply half a dozen 
weavers with yarn. 
When spinaters became productive, ' they heeame 
independent. Suddenly, a woman could be in society 
and be respectable without being dependent upon a 
male. Until then, only a nun or prostitute could sur- 
vive without being a wife or concubine. Girls, 
therefore, had to be betrothed in infancy. Now they 
could remain single until old enough to choose whom 
to marry or even not marry at all. They could he 
"spinsters." 
The great changes in culture, in rellgtous worship, 
and in law then followed in short order. 
The sewing machine cut this time to approximately 
3} minutes a day. It also made clothes o cheap -- 
cutting prices by more than three-quarters -- that 
even ordinary people could afford "store-bought" 
dothes, 
The typewriter and the telephone, by creating 
middle-class employment opportunities outside the 
home, made it possible, as had the spinning wheel 
eight hundred years earlier, for "respectable" women 
to earn their living without being dependent upon a 
The silent revolution 
• Major technological developments--from television teelmelng~-- required meesur~ent, which led to the 
and computers to satellites and nuclear energy-are by  Peter  Drueker  develqm~ant of geometry. They required ability to' 
forecast the flood, that is, a calendar and astronomy. 
11~oy brought people together into very large set- 
~nts  and thus required water simply, sanitation, 
dly walls, and public buildings. 
'llmy required specialists: scientists, physicians, 
bureaucrats, tax collectors,• lawyers, scribes, 
teachers, and.engineers. The irrigation city requirea 
wdUng to record contracts and tax receipts. It 
rsqdred law--and the cedes developed then, whether 
• inBabylm or in Chins, won]ds~ serve most needs of 
modern commerce today. The irrigation city required 
law courts to settle disputes and police to maintain 
mfety. 
Above all, irrigation developed city and citizen. It 
deve]opnd a common deity, where there had been only 
tribal gods. And from this came the belief in a 
universal God of all mankind, and indeed the idea of 
" ~ "  Itself. 
Ill Ofllor Werda, the irrigation city developed what 
we still call "civilization." And its foundation was 
tschoelo~. 
' These xamples show, first, that technology is not 
. something outside of society. It is society itself. But it 
does not "determine" society and culture. It must fit 
both to become effective technology. 
S l~ wheel was an obvious invention once 
fl~ carriage wheel and the potter's wheel had been 
introduced -- several thousand years before the 
spinning wheel replaced the distaff. Society was 
simply not receptive; the lady of the house spinning 
with I~' daughters and maids -- a scene the Homeric 
~ depict again and again -- fulfilled important 
t in  tlmtseciety did not want o do without. 
~ond,  these exan~ples how that technology 
wevldos only options. The spinning wheel diffused 
rapidly throughout the Old World. Yet it had social 
md cultural impacts only in the areas of Western 
Catholieimn - notin the regions of Greek Catholicism. 
It had ~ st all outside the Christian world, t.ha t is in 
or India. 
The irrigntlon city similarly evoked ifferent social 
md political responses. In Egypt, a religious 
Immuerany emerged, but there were no political or 
social thecrias and no secular institutions. In China, 
the irrigation city brought about great rs~lltical and 
theory -- the Confucian concept of social hat- 
mmy, b~od on interpersonal relations and aiming to 
make human society conform to a pre-established 
harmonyof the universe. 
Equally great was the impact in the Mid,East. In 
&~merla nd Babylonia it was soon seen that the 
c~ntra l~ governance of the irrigation city could 
howme a ~ranny, exploiting the weak and poor, but 
alao.a f~ce for good, the engine of justice and com- 
~mon.  A.nd political philosophy as we now know it 
mus arose In the irrigation city of Mesopotamia nd 
1870, there are only male clerks in offices. "Respoc- 
table" women did not go out without an escort. 
Twenty-five years later, an advertianmant for a 
"clerk" generally meant awoman rather than a mani 
and "respectable" women wore going to work by 
themselves, travelling by themselves, and altogether 
leading lives of their own. Higher education for 
women, considered a luxury or an orunmeat in Vic- 
torian times, soon became a necessity. The demand 
for the vote, for equality b~ore the law, and for 
equality in careers inevitably followed. 
But perhaps the most important example of the 
connection between technology and social order Is the 
first true "civilization," that of the indgntion cities of 
antiquity -- of Egypt along the Nile five or six 
thousand yearsago; of Mesopotamia about he same 
time; of the Indus Valley a (hcosand years or so later; 
and of Southern China, from which Chinese 
civilization arose four thousand years ago. 
What made the irrigntiou city possible m 
technology: the abllits, to erect and maintain civil 
engineering works to lead the flood waters ~ the 
,rivers to the land, to prevent their running back into 
the river again, and to ~ircukto tl~m. 
These irrigation works -- the first, and perhaps the 
most impressive, achievements of "modern" 
Libecating Influence. The typewriter, ahmg with tim 
sewing machine and the telephene, created |eb 
portunltles outside the home that eventually letl t~ 
male. Even in Dickens' last novel, written around today's women,s Hberstlon movemat, thence in Greece. 
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',*Ah;so~ ,y~, are an old-timer," said Mr Smith 
.'t/army, grumbled the cabbie, 'Tm only 72." 
Inn Smith had arrived, a wartime Spitfirepilot, on 
the eve of Battle of Britain Week. 
lie was to be honored by other heroes-men who care 
mtidag for his politics, only for his valor-the Queen 
and the Royal Family, and the Air Marshals of the 
at the Sunday Westminster Abbey memorial 
lenlee for "l'be Few." 
For th~ at the service who were comrades in 
L'am, ho wasn't Inn Smith, rebel and outlaw, but just 
another ace, a survivor of 237 Squadron. 
Net mB he a villein of Commonwealth relations to 
811' ~ Bader, the legless RAP who 
d~fl l l~. l l~ guest column for the wartime ace • London national 
He was ~m-eln-lzer/ng-the~J~odesian l adel; in the ~ days when Smltty was a hero and all Britain, 
and the rest of what then still remained as 
Em~,  were grateful for his courage in the face of 
the skies above the Home Counties when all 
the c/vilized world held ~ts breath. 
.To ~ Bader, it Is still a question-this time In 
Smtlm, n Afriea..of civilization or the forces of evil 
'and darkness, the barbarism of what he calls the 
°~f~s m.myk~rers,,, Robert Mugabe and Joshua 
pastas, leaders of the black African guerrillas and the 
so.eullnd black "Front-line," soviet-supported states 
i OFFBEAT 
BY RICHARD JACKSON 
Ottawa - There he was, tall, gaunt but handsome 
yet, in blue suit, white shirt and old school tie, gazing 
wistfully around as he went for his first walkahout in 
14 years through Kensington Gardens. 
Ian Douglas Smith was back reliving old memories 
in the sunshine and early fall flowers. 
It was a profoundly moving photograph of the old 
World War Two, RAP Battle of Britain hero, on the 
front pages of The Daffy Telegraph, The Guardian, 
The Express and The Daily Mail. 
Here was the man who had thwarted the attempts of
four British Prime Ministers to end his days of power 
in Rhodesia, hack to do battle for the 230,000 embattled 
white residents of his besieged country with a fifth 
British leader. 
Here was what the British government, since his 
declaration ofindependence 14 years ago, had called a 
rebel and a traitor, but still in the eyes of the British 
press and people "one of the so few who did as much," 
to paraphrase Sir Winston Churchill's blond~tirring 
salute to the RAF, in heating back the German Lut- 
waffe in the Battle of Britain. 
I v . . , I . . .  1~. , i^, ,  m. ~owf i~t~ant  h I t l~  ~tmhl~hwp.  
Rhodesia constitutional talks--Including BrlUlll 
Foreigh Secretary Lord Carrington, its chairman-igor 
such space in the London press. 
" Blood, it seems, is not only thicker than water, but 
means far more in admiration and affection than the 
ink and seals, the forms and protocol M government 
declarations. 
lan Smith is an outlaw, back to fight his last hattie 
for fair treatment for the ~0,000 whites of his tiny 
African nation, with all the world, it must seem, 
against him, not only the quasi-gnvemmenta of the, 
African guerrilla states but the prim and proper ad- 
ministrations of Britain, Canada, rite Unltod States 
and most of Europe. 
All against him but the people who came Out with 
their signs "Welcome Home Smitty," to wave real 
..cheer as he made his way from Kens i~ G~,  
~reugh Hyde Park, across Hyde Park Corner, down 
t~onstitution Hill, through .Green Park to St. James 
Park to Whitehall, and later along the Victoria Era- 
bonkment and back along Fleet Street and The 
Strand, there hopping a cab at CharinJ Cross, 
returning to his hotel in  KnlghtsbrldM.~ 
"London's cabs haven't changed much," he was 
reported as saying-the press following him fondly at 
every turn-"they're among the most marvellmm 
vehicles in the world." 
The cabbie, who declined to disclose his name, told 
Mr. Sm!th: '~I would like .to thank yon and your p~e 
for me nospnamy mey snowed to me and other ser- 
~Acamen when we were in Southern Mrica,dud~ the 
i , r Nol Dam project 
cuaw ond SA.,A,OU O ] a surpr i se  
VICTORIA (CP) -- British provide anew crossing of the 
Columbia Hydro'a decision 
A series of pre-school story honrs will begin Wed- to go ahead with its Peace 
nesday, Oct. 10 at 1:30 p.m. These will run six cori- 
secutive weeks. If you are unable to schedule your 
child on this day then register for the Thursday 
session which starts at 10:30 a.m. running from Oct. 11 
through Nov. 15. Children should be between the ages 
of three to five. Phone 638-8177 to register for this fall 
program. 
F rom the children's corner: 
Emergency mouse by Bernard Stone is a delight- 
fully illustrated easy reader. Adventurous mice 
River Site C dam project 
came was a surprise to the 
provincial government; 
Environment Minister Rafe 
Mair said Thursday, 
Malr also said in an in- 
terview he is concerned that 
the Crown utility made its 
announcement when the 
government is planning to 
change its dam site approval 
process. 
overrun a hospital to the amazement of a little boy. Hydro announced this. 
week it is applying for a 
Maritime mysteries by R.H. Sherwood. Nineteen water licenoe to build a 975- 
megawatt dam on the Peace haunting tales from our Atlantic provinces make this River, seven kilometres 
a real thriller, southwest of Fort St. John. 
Galloping wind by Zoltan Malocsay is an adventure "I'm a little concerned 
that Hydro made the an- about a seventeen year old boy who trys to capture a muncement that they did in 
wild stallion. 
the way they did," said Mair. 
. "And I'm quite surprised." 
Under the current Water 
Ross Tweed and the manwhodrew him by Syd Hoff. Act there is no statutory 
A humourous and simply story which describes the 
life of Thomas Nast, cartoonist in the 19th century, 
Homes of Kings by Flavio Conti is a look at palaces 
and castles from China to England. This is a 
beautifully flhmtrated book which will enchant, 
fascinate and instruct. 
Five stories of Ferrara by Giorgio Bassani. Bassani, 
the author of "The garden of the Finzi-Continis" and 
an award winning novelist, has composed stories 
which now stand as classics of Italian literature. 
Direct buying 
upsets growers 
OLIVER, B.C. (CP)--The was eliminated by the NDP 
0kanagan's R0-mlllion.a. when it introduced farm 
year fruit industry is upset income assurance, Growers 
over a move by the Kelly can make direct sales to 
Dougias-Super-Valu stores but if caught can be 
organization to buy apples struck from the ranks of the 
directly from two Oliver 2,200-member B.C. Fruit 
orchardists, bypassing the Growers Association and not 
grower-owned marketing 
firm. 
The industrysees the Kelly 
Douglas move as tbe first 
major threat to the 
marketing network and 
fears other growers will 
return to direct-selling 
methods. 
The wholesaleretall' firm- 
s, both f~ of the ~iani 
Weston nave empire, 
bought an estimated 700,000 
pounds of apples from the 
independents and the apples 
now are on sale in Vancouver 
stores. 
From 1939 until about five 
years ago it was compulsory 
for all growers in the 
Okanagan to sell fresh fruit 
through B.C, Tree Fruits 
Ltd,, a marketing agency set 
up under provincial• 
legislation to put a halt to 
retailers pitting grower 
against grower, 
The eompulsory aspect 
Bruce 
silent, 
case 
dismissed 
NEW WESTMINSTER, 
B.C. (CP) -- A charge of 
aiding an escape laid against 
a penitentiary ~uard was 
dismissed Thursday after 
convicted killer Andy Bruce 
refused to testify. 
Konstantine Pondelieik 
was charged with aiding a 
1978 attempted escape from 
the British Columbia 
Penitential;y, 
Pondelieik was committed 
Thursday for trial on a 
charge of perjury in relation 
to evidence given at the trial 
of two other persons who 
were charged and acquitted 
in connection with the same 
escape attempt. A ban on 
publication of evidence at 
the preliminary hearing was 
ordered. 
Brace, 30, was brought 
here from the Mllilmven 
Penitentiary in Kingston, 
Ont, to testify at Pondelicik's 
preliminary hearing, 
He refused to rise when 
Judge J, K, Shaw entered the 
zPefurOVinelal courtroom, 
sad to be sworn in and 
refused to give evidence. 
"YOU had the opportunity 
to oubpoena me months ago 
and this would have 
irevented my transfer to 
Millhaven," Bruce told 
Crown counsel Mac Norris 
daring a races. "But you 
chose not to do soy 
"I don't like Pondelicik 
and I like you even less." 
He was led away In chains 
and handcuffs, to be 
returned to Milllmven. 
Bruce had participated in 
three hostage-takings at the 
B,C, Pen, including one 
which ended in the death of a 
prison worker. He was 
recently transferred to 
Millhaven after being 
refused permission toma~y 
one of women held hostage m
the week-long drama which 
follewed an escape attempt 
be eligible for assurance 
• benefits. 
The Oliver growers are 
Graem Nelson and Ronald 
Fournier, both with 0.5- 
hectare orchards. 
They formed a company 
called Black Sage Orchards 
which bought apples from 
about 75 growers in the 
Okanagan --  some of them 
coming from executive 
members of the growers' 
association and a few board 
members from packing 
houses. 
"We have shipped~ more 
than three-quarters of a 
million pounds of apples to 
Kelly Douglas as well as 
about 36 truck loads of ap- 
ples outside of B.C. thm 
year," Fournler said. 
The apples have been sold 
as orchard run and are 
unwashed and unwaxed 
unlike apples from Tree 
Fruits. Super.Valu has sold 
them for as tow as 29 centsa 
pound compared with Tree 
Fruit apples at 49. cents ;a 
pound sold by competitors, 
• An official of B.C, Tree 
Fruits said Thursday that 
the value of the applesis 
more than ~00,000, 
"We can't really blame 
Kelly Douglas although it is 
disconcerting when one 
considers that Safeway and 
Woodward's both support the 
normal industry structure," 
said Arnold Pedereen, 
president of B,C. Tree 
Fruits. 
"Really, it is an in-hesse 
industry problem and one 
that we Just can't seem to 
overcome, We have been 
unable to convince the few 
independents that the 
atructure is the best for ev- 
eryone and if we go back to 
the prewar days it would be 
havoc for all growers," 
George Fraser of Osoyoos, 
president of the. growers' 
association, said the present 
industry makeup ensures 
price stability .but ia 
providing an umbrella for 
the independents, 
"We have asked the 
packing houses to cancel 
contracts with these people 
and are still waiting for their 
decision," he said. 
requirement to hold the 
hearings in public. The 
decision is left to Howard 
DeBeck, provincial water 
rights controller. 
Meanwhile, at least 41 
families comprising 157 
people would have to 
relocate their homes if the 
dam ia built, says Thurber 
Consultants Ltd., Of Vietoria, 
in a report prepared for B.C. 
Hydro. 
In the past, forced 
relocation has proved to he 
"a stressful and disruptive 
experience for most in- 
dividuals" while creating 
"apprehension and a sense 
of powerlessness among 
them," says the i'eport, 
Thurber also says 
thousands of hectares of 
farmland and wildlife 
habitat and 64 historical 
sites, would be flooded if the 
project goes ahead. 
'However, it would create 
thousands of construction 
jobs and hundreds of related 
service jobs and inject about 
$70 million into the local 
economy, says the report, 
• The dam wouldcreate a
reservoir covering 9,440 
hectares and stretch about 80 
kilometres along the valley 
floor. The flooded land would 
contain about 2,520 hectares 
of prime farmland or 17 per 
cent of the farmland in the 
Lower Peace River Valley. 
More than half, however, is 
not yet cultivated. 
The potential agriculture 
proddction lo~t at Site C 
would range from $1 million 
to $7.5 million, but enough 
good agricultural land would 
be left to meet the demand 
for vegetables in northern 
B.C., the report says. 
However, the report says 
flooding would result in per- 
manent leas of much wildlife 
habitat, 'meaning 125 to 250. 
m09ge would leave the area 
a l~i~' ,~y~ 0.mule deer, 15 
to 201~,~o10nles and 400 
to 800 squirrels be lost, 
The 64 sites known for his. 
torlc or archeological in. 
terest hat would he flooded 
include fur trading poets 
Rocky Mountain Fort and 
Rocky Mountain Portage 
House and some prehistoric 
sites, 
The relocation ofHighway 
29 and construction at the 
dsmsite would disturb 
another 25 sites during th~ 
eight years the project at t 
transmission li es are und ' 
construction. 
However, the report says 
Site C will become a tourist 
attraction and the dam will 
FEW CALL HOTLINE 
TORONTO (CP) -- 
Hookers' Hotline, a contact 
service for prostitutes which 
offers immediate l gal help 
to women charged with 
soliciting, has suffered 
because of a negative public 
attitude, organizers ay. 
Two non-profit groups which 
run the hotline say the 
service is not receiving as 
many calls as it should 
because there have been 
problems reaching the 
women who need it. 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
ADVISORY RECREATION 
COMHISSIOH APPOIHTN[HT 
The District of Terrace would sppreclate receiving an 
indication from persons Interested In serving on fha 
Terrace Advisory Recreation Commission. 
'The Advisory Recreation Commission Is a voluntary 
Council appointed agency, whose function Is to advise 
the Recreation Commlflee of Council, on such mailers 
concerning ihe broad spectrum of Recreation as may 
from time to time be referred to the Advisory 
Recreation Commission by Council. In some areas, the 
Advisory Recreation Commission msy, on their own 
Initiative, make suggestions for the betterment of 
Recreation within the District, to the Recreation 
Committee of Council. 
All Interested persons are requested to contact Mr. 
Bob Hallsor, Clerk.Adtalnlstrator, District of Terrace, 
either personally at the Municipal Office, or by 
telephoning 635.6311. 
Peace River, opening 
agricultural and mineral 
development to he south and 
g oviding a shorter link tween Fort St. John and 
Chetwnyd. 
Stiffer 
penalties 
asked 
VICTORIA (cP) - -  A 
motor vehicle branch study 
group wants stiffer laws 
against drivers who ignore 
eusions and a lower 
th test rsadlng to get 
off the road, assistant 
Attorney.Ge.neral Nell 
McDlarmid ea'Id Thursday, 
McDisrmid, cha'tKma n of 
the study group, "tsld a 
luncheon that impounding 
suspended rivers' vehicles 
might deter violators. 
Drivers, who knowingly 
violate their suspension,' 
have an attitude of "I don't 
give a damn for any of you," 
he said. 
He also said the group will 
ask Attorney.General Garde 
Gardom to amend the Motor 
Vehicle Act to permit police 
to give 24.hour suspensions 
to anyone caught with a 
blncd-alcohol level greater 
.05 per cent in mobile 
i|~ath test checkpoints. The 
currant level is .08 per cent. 
"The medical profession 
would certainly tellus that a 
person's ability to drive is 
impaired at ,05/' he said, 
"Everybody's Judgment is 
impaired." 
Drinking drivers ' cost  
British Columbia $112 
million last year and took up 
40 per cent of provincial 
court time, he said. 
The videotaping of 
drinking drivers, a suc. 
cessful pilot project in 
Vernon, is probably the best 
device for drinklng'driver 
convictions, he said. 
URANIUM 
PROJECT 
QUERIED 
VANCOUVER (CP) - 
Companies exploring for 
uranium in Bi'itish 
Columbia will he asked to 
answer a detailed 
questionnaire, a royal 
commission inquiry into 
the subject decided 
Thursday. 
Representatives of 26 
companies involved in 
uranium exploration 
attended Thursday's 
hearings to  answer 
questions about their 
projects asked by con- 
servat ion  groups,  
government departments 
and mining companies. 
The  . wr i t ten  
questionnaire, Which the 
companies will have to 
answer as well as par- 
ticipate in cross- 
examination, will be 
based on questions raised 
by the major participants 
in the inquiry. 
It will indude questions 
about how the companies 
are measuring radiation 
near their exploration 
sites, what con- 
eentrations of uranium, 
radium, and other 
radioactive substances 
have been found in 
ground waters before and 
after drilling, and what 
instructions are given to 
workers about dealing 
w i th  rad ia t ion -  
contaminated dust. 
The Mining Association 
of B,C., told the inquiry 
that Canada has more 
than 20 per cent of the 
world's uranium reser- 
ves. It said uranium 
deposits which are 
economic to mine contain 
between .1 and ,4 per cent 
uranium although rare 
deposits in Saskatchewan 
and Australia have 
grades of two to 10 per 
sent. 
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NOT FOR, TV 
• • 
v .cM 18o_..m  Oym! , [ out 
true that the post office shlpa 
mall from Vancouver to as 
far away as Kamloope and 
has to bring back pieces 
destined for Vancouver to 
deliver them. 
But it's not true that the 
post office did this last week 
so television cameramen 
would not ' have a huge 
backlog to record, Fred 
Morley, public relations 
officer for the post office, 
said Thursday in respanse to 
charges by the Canadian 
Union of Postal Workers. 
The latest labor- 
management uproarin the 
president Evert Hangers 
said there was a staffing 
erisls that could lead to a 
major confrontation. 
RCTV asked for per- 
minion to fUm' the mail 
processing work and got  
approval to do =o tlle 
followin~ clay. 
On Tuesday, union official 
Phyills Webb told the Van- 
couver and Dlatriet Labor 
Council that a huge backlog 
that would have supported 
the union charge= about 
manning cutbacks d lsap- .  
pearnd like magic, only to re- 
,appear after the cameramen 
had filmed an ordinary 
operation. 
She Mid that the backlog 
was shipped to the Victoria, 
New Westminster ,  
Kamloups and Kelowna post 
offices to get It out of sight. 
Morley said 128,000 pieces 
of mail. from the United 
Staten wars trucked only to 
the New Westminster poet 
office for sorting, 
CAB8 ACCEPT CREDIT 
MILWAUKEE (AP) - -  
Taxicab users here now have 
the option of putting their 
rides on the plastlc-- if they 
hail a Yellow Cab Co-op 
vehlele. The eompany, which 
has a fleet of about 30 ears 
here, announced recently 
thst it will accept Master 
Charge and VISA credit 
cards as payment for rides. 
shipping it out we san 
that if marl pllm up in the nmxim~ our ~pablliflas. 
Vancouver po~t office it is " I t 'nnorn~lpro~in  
shipped as far away as In- a big operation like thk." 
terior cities if these locations He a4dd that mail carryi~ 
can handle It. Vancouver area a d ~  
"The amount of mall flue- has to be h'ought hack hem 
tutcs," said Morley. "By for delivery. 
m ~ ~ m 
Riverside Aiatp Wrecking. 
-Licensed mechanics available 
to instal! parts 
-U~ed parts & accessories 
-Used cars & trucks 
-Motors & transmissions a t  
reduced prices 
-BCAA affiliate 
24 TMI  
~35".M37 41211 h|stmtlen Read 635-~U 
WOULD YOO BE IHT[IEST[I MHAKHI|' 
All EXTRA THOUSAND OLLARS? 
Pick wild Pine Mushrooms In the woods or on the 
'mountain and sell them to us. 
. We offer from SS.O0 to ~1.00 per lb. dq~mdlng on size 
and quality. 
Please contact the following for furthw Information 
TERRACE PRINCE RUPERT 
Wayside Grocery Ltd. R. S/lllyame 
4711 • Kelth Ave. 1625 india 
635-4575 6244185 
IMPORTANT NEWS 
- ABOUT THE . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  
"CANADA SAVINGS BONDS 
YOU NOW OW i. 
BONUSES DUE ON ISSUES 
DATED BEFORE 1974 
If ~ ou own unmatured Canada Savings Bonds dated prior 
to.Nov;, tuber 1, 1974, you are entitled to a special cash bonus 
p.ayment on November 1, 1979. Here are the eligible Series and 
the amos nts payable per $100 face value: " 
Cash Bonus Payable 
............ "~ Serjys . . . . . . . .  November 1, 1979 
1967/68 ($22) $32.50 
1968/69 ($23) $23.50 
1970/71 ($25) $16.75 
1971/72 ($26) $19.75 
1972/73 ($27) $20.25 
1973/74 ($28) $20.50 
(Holders  o f  the Centenn ia l  Ser ies ,  dated  Nov  1 ,1966and matur ing  on  Nov. 1, 
1979, wil l  receive at matur i ty  a cash bonus  of $30 .75 'per  $100 face va lue . )  
These cash bonuses, which were introduced in 1974, 
! O increase the effective annual yield on the bonds ~ 10/2 ~/o from 
September 1,1974 to October 31, 1979. 
A FINAL BONUS AT MATURITY 
In addition to the November 1, 1979 cash bonus, you will 
also receive a final cash bonus payment, providing you hold 
these bonds to maturity. With the final bonus, yourbonds will 
continue to~,ield 10/.~ /u to theirmaturi date . . . . . . . . .   . . . . . . . . . . .  ty  . 
Final Cash Bonus 
\ Payable at Maturity 
Series . . . . .  Matu_n't ~ Date Per $100 Face Value 
--' i%7/68 ($22) Nov. 1, 1980 $ 4.50 
19(~/69 ($23) Nov. 1, 1982 $11.75 
1970/71 ($25) Nov. 1, 1981 $ 5.50 
1971/72(S=6) Nov. 1, 1980 $ 2.75 
1972/73 ($27) Nov. ~1, 1984 $17.00 
1973/74 ($28) Nov. 1, 1985 $21.50 
HOW TO CLAIM YOUR NOVEMBER 1, 
1979 BONUS 
YIELD INCREASED ON 
LAST RVE ISSUES 
Effective from Noyember 1, 1979 the average annual yield 
to maturity on issues dated November 1,1974 to November 1, 
1978 has been increased to 10%%. 
1974/75,1975/76 AND 1976/77 SERIES 
Holders of these Series will receive the new, higher return 
in the form eta cash bonus payable on the maturity date of the 
bonds. The cash bonus increases the effective annual yield on 
these bonds to 10%% from November  I, 1979 to mature. Here 
are the bonuses payable per $100 face value: 
Cash Bonus Payable 
Series Maturity Date at Maturity 
1974/75 ($29) Nov. 1,1983 $2.50 
1975/76 ($30) Nov. 1,1984 $4.75 
1976/77($31) Nov. 1,1985 $8.00 
To receive your cash bonus, you have to hold your bond 
to maturity. You can however continue to cash y.our 
coupons or interest cheques each year and still be entitled 
'to the cash bonus. 
1977/78 AND 1978/79 SERIES 
Effective from November 1, 1979 these Series will now 
yield 10%% interest for each remaining year to merr i ly.  
With the increased rate of return, holders of Regular 
Interest Bonds of these Series will now receive an annual 
interest payment of $102.50 per $1,000 face value each 
November 1, beginning in 1980, until the bonds mature. 
For Compound Interest Bonds, interest will now 
! O accumulate atthe new rate of 10/4 Yoa year. This interest is 
payable when the bonds are redeemed or at maturity_. Here's 
how the value of a $100 Compound Interest Bond Will 
now grow: 
Simply take your bond to any bank or other ~ [ 
authorizedCanada S vings Bond issuing a£ent. As ~_~ ~/~----a~ [ proof of payment, they'll remove the upper°left k~--~4-__~ =~, .~ hand corner and the bond will then be gwen back ,,... A ]~= " to yOU. Remember, you do not have to redeem ~._ r - :~=~ ~ ~  . your bond or clip any of the interest coupons - ~ ~  ~ = ~  in order to get this cash bonus payment. ~ -~ r 
Starting October 9 you can make advance ~ .  fA--"~ ~-:~11~ 
arrangements to claim your spatial cash bonus. " ' ~ ~  ~ "  
If you act in October, all the paperwork in connection "~"  "--- ~ ' "  
wlth the payment of the cash bonus will be done for __~:~ ~ \  
you immediately and the transfer of funds will take ~ - ~ ]  ~ - ~  
place automatically on November 1. 
1977178 Series 1978/79 Series 
Nov. 1, 1979 $115.81 $109.50 
Nov. 1, 1980 $127.69 $120.72 
Nov. 1, 1981 $140.77 $133.10 
Nov. 1, 1982 $155.20 $146.74 
Nov. 1, 1983 $171.11 $161.78 
Nov. 1, 1984 $188.65 $178.36 
Nov. 1, 1985 $207.9~., $196.65 
Nov. 1, 1986 $229.30 
CANADA SAVINGS BONDS 
A GREAT CHOICE 
New Canada Savings Bonds yield 101/4% every year for 7 years. 
On sa le O ctober 9th. 
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Light - MaJ. Cliff Zecharies of the 
Some people in this southern North Amert~n Atr Defence 
inierior British Columbia Command said in a 
f r  city thought they were telephone interview from not  o m  seeing unidentified f ly ing Colorado that the Russian 
objects this morning -- but rocket bed pushed Martian they weren't, something else into orbit, 
What they saw flashing then moved into orbit itself. landi g Ihrough the night was a piece He said the rocket ¢onlaina 
11 of a Rt~sian rocket as i t  re- no radioactivity, and the 
entered the earth's at- pieces hould burn up before 
i mcsphere, hitting the earth, 
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By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff  WrL~er 
While it's the International Year of the Child, 
youngsters inTerrace aren't being neE~lected in this or 
any other year. The program at the Child Develop- 
ment Centre on Eby Street in Terrace ia proof of that 
fact. • 
The centre eaters I~o children from infancy up to 
school age, who are experiencing motor or speech 
problems. Children referred through their family 
physicians are placed in one of two programs, as 
explained by Executive Director ,.royce K~ause. 
"For those with motor developmeat problems, the 
activity and equipment helps to imtwove the rate of 
their motor development." 
The idea is to get the larger ntusdes of the' 
youngster, usually 3 te 6 years old, w.~rking by using 
balance beams, trampolen.es, and e]imb.~ng ropes, The 
child receives both individual insb.t:c~ion and meets 
with other children to participate it, ~ames. 
The atmosphere atthe centre is sL:~.i!ar to that of a 
idndergarten plenty of toys and ~:~.me~ with bright 
walls covered with artwork, 
"We make it fun and enjoyable fo~. the children," 
says Krause. The youngsters atte,,~dia[, ~he centre on 
a daily basis, usually stay about ~, :):" ~'~ hours. As 
physiotherapist Margaret Dediklk(: explained, the 
treatment for children exper]eacil~, motor 
development delay does itot e.~ there. 
"Basically we have the philosophy 4~tt he parents 
are the co-therapists, •they have the c~,~po~ibility at
home," she said. "That's why we are i:<~vo,ved in the 
teaohing of Ideas to the childz'en ~:~:l. czr~ be taken 
home." 
There is also a speech therapist o ;:~'eat children 
with speech and hearing problems. Sheila Wor- 
thington has the same basle approach-treating the 
children both on a group and ind.ivid.t~.~d basis, 
The children participate in ganies, ~onSs, and any 
type of verbal interaction. The st.~:f whk.h includes 
three persons besides the speciali~, are well 
acquainted with the youngsten~. 
Aside for the children wh come regt,)a;'~y, the centre 
operates an occasional or outl~tient ~ervice. There 
are about 20 children using the f~.ciYty cn eccasional 
basis as opposed to 25 who come e vcr.y <2' y. 
"What we're trying to get across to t;-.,e public is that 
the service and facility are availabk ~for all the 
children in the community," Krause pointed out. 
There has been some stigma attached to such in- 
stitutions in the past--that only retarded cb.iidren eed 
that kind of help, But as I~xause ~:~Ts, most of the 
children are quite normal and of ~,erage intelligence. 
The Child Development Cenb'e i~ f~.mOed in part by 
the Cerebral Palsy As. sociation o~ ;'.C., ~hrough the 
department of he[lt~. That is not the only source of its JO YCE J~ ~:~..,~; u,SE funding. 
....,..............................,.....,.,...... ;......,..............,,,'.,..,,.....','.',....'.', ' . ,  , "  ' ,  . ; ,  ......,..,. ~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.;~'~'~ .'.'.;.:.;.:.:.:,',:,:,:.:,:.:,:,:.:.:. ;,I .:,:. :,:':,~'.<: ',+, ',;.:.:4.:,'.':':':':':';:::;:;:::; 
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Chicken Colonel ' ~ INBC) 
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Country  iyle chicken on a bun. 
You'll go .7,,i,,~ o,..,,~,r ibe. tasle of 1he Colonel's 
Bar B Q Chicken Sandwich. Mouth watering 
chicken marinated in our special Bar B Q Sauce 
and served t'm on a hot bun. They're great for 
lunch and they make a super snack, too. 
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Angels see from afar dai i :y hera ld  o _ _ . _  l~0,¢edonCarew's~'ound-tolefl ,  movin. La .o rdto  • Baltimore Orioles hold a after a double play, and enL When La~fordfollowed, third, Baylor was then- - "  
commandln~ lead in the added four more in the with a run-scoring single, walked intentionally to load 
• American League baseball second, inclu_.dln~., three on Weaver vislied Stsnhouse. the barn for Downing, who 
playoffa, while California Eddie Murray a~* 400.foot "When Earl walked out to bounced to DeCants for the 
Angels face having to make bomc run to rtgh~ the mound, he Just looked at pme-endin8 out. . 
.. an unheard-of comeback a run on a-wa'Ik--~dTw-~ me funny." said Stanhousa. "If you hadn't seen us all 
• with a pitching staff that is aiNiles In the third gave the "I looked down at him and year, you probably thought 
bein~ rapidly depleted.' Orioles ag-I lead. Fknspn,  said, 'Earl, I 'm throwing that endln8 was rather 
The Orioles truck for nins the major league's win- strikes but the ump isn't strange, but that's the way 
• SPORTS ruea in the first three inninP nin~estp/tcherthissessea, eailln~them/" we'vebeen,"naidFinnapn, M 
M 
Thursday, then survived .a was In the mid~t.d retirin~ When Weaver had a winner with relief help 
nerve-rattllns Californna 1S consecutive California rmumed squirmin~ in the from Stanhause for the sixth 
rally to edge the Angels 9.8 batters end the Baltimore -dugout, Ford laced a single time thla year. 
and take a 2-0 lead In the lead seemed ihaurmontable. 
~, ~ best-~-flve s ries, But the Angels scored ence o=.=...=,=..,,. So cs show ' em how 
o a k s  - - for R e d s  ace wbe.ehalrr~emhle,  .ub la  and cameyLan-  ~t~l~l l~ema~l i l r~  L L 1 i - - ,  ~ that of Harpo Marx and  aford's single and 'added CALGARY (CP)--saattle u 
1 1 1 ~ " whose style cn and off the another in the sevanth on S~parsoniea, the defending 
• I l l  [ ]  • ~ mound has earned him the slNiles by Den.Bayler and Nat ional  Basketba l l  (lUn_~ter. 
~ " nidmame, Ston the Man Dowuln~ and a sacrifice fly Association Champions, GuardGus Williams paced 
• said "Welest wo very good Rl lh t -hander  Bert  that brags it never sets too Unusual, pitched into and out by Bobby Grich. edgedthe undermanned San the winners with 30 paints 
~ !  bali's.men (S.3 and ha) So m,,leven 12-5 during the I~  when it wins, or too ~a ba.se~..leaded Jam in ~ Then in. the elihth, Diego Clippers 116-114 in an while six other members cf • " . ,  , me Callfornin reachedFlauspn exhibition game Thursday the Supersonics hit double • down when it looses, nmth inning m move they'~eat US two-- who Is to re$~lar season and Involved " ~.,..,=. ,., ,~= h,l ,~ , t  for three runs, Pinch-ldttor before 6,9~ fans. . i~ .  
uy  we can't ,beat them in 20 m-de~iom, was to . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "~'~'flf~ Merv Bottsn~nand walked, The Clippers, who now Freeman Williams led the 
t i i~?"  . . . . .  Piratce while Cinelm~tl catcher John quafHYin8 for th , start xor the , ummed for World Series In 14 year, first baseman Eddie Murray have completed their Clippers with 33 points and 
MeSamaru elated mat Mike LoCals, 14-8 alter ~B~t.nch~l~_.....,L~ll~l~h. , , . . . ' n  rim,ha In 'my committed an ell'or on preseasonschedolewitha2, teammate  Je rome 
• enub .P~na s ~  the season with an cold.. "We can't afford to kind,." qui pad Stanhause Carew'| ~rounder ' and 6 record, operated without Whitehead grabbed 18 
,.ml ~ m rare up ~o -pine wi~dp s l z~,  " boas hi~e~n~n 'habits ~ rebounds. Carney l.,ansferd alnsled, . . . . . . . . .  ut ei~... _ _ .  P I~_ .. make a mistake because w 8 . the services of guards Lloyd Seattle, now 3-3 in pre- 
come bank and win . alter m=...~=..U " =.,.owl]..tw.u.cmnau Y:'s got me . . . . . . .  nm ~or cmemnau, th-. take advantooee of it, nutting runners on nan scorin~ pinch-numer Dlckie Free, Brian Taylor and Gre~ season play, finishes its 
lusinlPbe first two [lames o~ mtu~. mm ..~en_um.c . . . . . . . . .  Wefve been down before ~efore preserving a Than. • , Lee, forwards Swen Nater enhibltion schedule with a 
the beater-five serlen to __pyoo~_ m.  u~. m nave a La~0m los; some o~ ms ,.~ . . . . . .  ,. . . . . . . . . . .  3 Baltimore vlctm'~ u~usllv Enter Staubouae, who and Marvin Barnes and 
,.m-~ u~ uu-~ ltm-~ ~-  - "  " pair of 8ames asalnst determine the World Series .tIM av~alla.m me.,Nnes, effectiveness after the A l l . .  . . . . .  ver ~ave up a ran-son~ single Centre Bill Walton. Portland TraU Blazers. " "  . . . . . . . . .  a - "er  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  w,  have to win them all drive manager Earl Wea 
reprceentstlves. - _a--|~mu_ura.. .L~M - IKat or~MIL tlC msllnea I~ .... ' into the duaout tusmol for a to Bayler '~nd a u~rlllea fly For Seattle, it was 
unuea Tanner, aimouin was ~ the esme way . . . . . . . .  -'--~.,.. " The Reds lost the flret two confident natUra"v aces . . . .  L . . . . . . .  ,, . . . . .  m" "We've Sot to aet out tm 0'9... ~° .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .t~ese~em: BafUmoie'smdto business as usual with all 
games at home, hath in entre • . _ : : ,  . . . .  ~ • mt  ~t  ~ mw.j=~, ~m~ m~ . . . . . . . . .  ._ _..r -.., ,,,..I. weaver sukym aro--u ~ five of last year's starters 
=,oz~ wire mcz~zmm~. ~ amn in u~n,, r~,r~ ,, , ,  ,,,,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' Pinch-b[ttsr Lerw I-lerlcw _seeing action as we]] as the innings, and mu~t beat the "  two RlUnea ~ttl(l . . . . .  back We have to play hardi ume, mm.ll,,. ,as me ,.~ ,u~%m NICARAGUA LARGEST 
Pirates three strallbt in have gone e l~er  Way, . a#,~ t~ hit the hall then worrya ,Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ,, • beutSaturde ' scored twice m me nmm. walked to opan the ninth and enlytworocklesontbeteam, NlcaraRua is the lar~est of 
Pitisbur~h's Three Rivers Tanner laid. "I'd have ~ ,t . , , , ,~. ~"~, .~' i  can do The closest a team has .wire. the .oases ~.ogue.? was forced at second on a forward James Bailey and the Central American 
Stadium. utt.n.,d ~m a ~mllt" ' ~.':. . . ' , ,"- -"~"~ .- ,,-., ,---~,,,-o~,,-,,a,~.ckfrem followm~ anmmnuenalwa'~ iPmUader by Rick M~ler, guard Vinnie Johusom countries, but the most 
" ~ . . . . . .  I I  n ~,u . .~  .v , , , .u .~  o , .  
_ . . -¢" : :  . . . .  aneat it. tauesa eal~ . . . . . . . . . .  "on Ba"ler Stanhame aOt who later moved to third on Seattle held a slim 66-54 sparsely populated with only Clnolanatl manager John Tanner reeauen me~ me . , t~a i~au~wharathev-  a~Odeflcnwanmxw2,wnen _~y _ : . ,  .:--..':" _% 
McNamara is fully aware ~ Re4!beat the Ptratea throe . . . . . . . .  eanm~ttham or- . . . . . .  ,, Detroit T igers ,  then ~.na~.n uown..u~, me . . . . .  leaeue~_a Willie Davis' double and lead at the half before _2,~90,000 i~abltants. 
the psychological d laa -  atrafl~ht InPittsbmlhdurinll . . . . .  '"' ..,we.,.-- . . . .  '~ ,.71"° .-.,vm"" Martin, m|ra-seaaln~__ _, ._ .,.,_~nstter'...~..[° 
vantage confronting his'  the re~da~ season, o t Oakland ~, , .a  [o um-u ~=.==,=. Toaman, thePiratastrled lest the first tw a . . . . . . . . . . .  
Western Division sham- "I ~n't  prndlet'" replied to maintain the same low- to the A's. The Tigers took _uouILu~ aces, wn? _r~.~ 
l~Ona But ha'a not ready to .Tanner, when asked ff ha key approach to this bi~ the z~xt woat home but lust um Fore comma sown me 
give up. foreaawa three-pmesweep ine as they dicld .u~ng the fifth same, with BOule llne from socend for the final 
"It  doesn't mean that It of the Rnd=. "1 Ju=t want u the~ ch'lve to the ~uzem Jacks~ scoring the wInning ~¢.  . . . . . . .  
can't be done," MeNamara to keep playla~ welL" ' Divtsion title . . . . . . .  ICe a team , , ,  ~ari was rooun8 tar me 
• ' today .., he uenafly d.oean t 
see me pitch," Stannome 
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Who's watchlH 
The Kids 
Billy 
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CmYd 
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National 
Night Final 
P.M. 
Late 
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Wide 
World 
Of 
spert  
News 
Hour 
Cont'd 
ConYd 
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The  h i t  
CmYd 
G~t'd 
~edemy 
Performance 
'Gray Lady 
:Down' 
Cant'd 
Cont'd 
Cant'd 
Cant'd 
A 
Man 
Called 
Slean 
Cw 
~klws 
I.k~r 
Final 
Late 
Show 
'Russian 
i~ta4ts' 
The 
Prisoner 
Cant'd 
Canted 
Gnce Upon 
A Classic 
Newsworld 
Cent'd 
Justice 
And 
Health 
Care 
The Two. 
Ronnlea 
Perrln 
Con~d 
Amer. 
Film 
= Theah'e 
'Rhlnocerea' 
Co~t'd 
Cmt'd 
C~t'd 
Cant'd . 
I 
Big, 
Utile 
Shamus 
CenYd. 
Movie 
'You Can't 
Win 'Era 
NI' 
i 
uid, 
Weaver said he shunned 
the runway heceu~ "eve~. 
timeI we~t here, the Anilem 
did something, so I derided 
to nta¥ in the dugout at the 
end." Besides, the manager 
added, "I still had three 
cigarettes lefL" . 
The loss means that, to win 
the satire in their first Pat- 
season appearance, the 
Angels will have to sweep the 
final three games d the 
series, which resumes 
tonight ~ Anaheim with 
Cafifocnta s Frank Tanana 
i~tcld~ against Baltimore's 
Dennth MarUnez, 
NoAmerican Leagueteam 
has ever accomplished that 
feat, and Calffornts'e uphill 
pennant quest appeared to 
be further hampered by 
attrition on the  pitching 
staff, 
Mana6er Jim Frescei said 
hat reliever Mark Clear, 
who pitched 5 ~--S innings 
Thursday, "has ha(~ some 
arm problems of late.and I 
doubL we'll be able to me 
him the rest of the series." 
In Wednesday nliht's 
series opener, Angels tarter 
Nolan Ryan had to leave 
after seven inuln~s because 
n( calf muscle cramps, and 
his availability for a poselble 
fifth p ine Is u~ertoin. 
Freiloal, however, said the 
AnSela still had a shot at 
winn~ the title. 
"Thin club has battled 
back from a lot of adversity 
all, year and I think th~,ll  do 
It a~ain," he said. "I think 
we'll win three in a row in 
California." 
"As  they had in the first 
Angels took a 
lead on Ford,s 
mY off ~- 
me 'w inner  Mike 
Ford is the first 
ll-yem 
:,,IS 
__]i 
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LACK FANS 
Lion flu better? 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Lahatt's Bt;ewery and the " 
B.C, Lions Fever hasn't Pacific National Exhibition 
swept the West Coast 
sporting fans off their feet 
despite a disco beat and an 
impressive winning record. 
The Lions, 9-2.1, have the 
second.best record in the 
Canadian Football League 
this season, but haven't 
captured the imagination of 
the B.C. sporting public like 
Vancouver Whitecaps did 
last summer, 
The last two home games 
of the Lions attracted crowds 
of 25,819 and 23,964 to Em- 
pire Stadium to see the Lions 
defeat Toronto argonauts 34. 
25 and Winnipeg Blue 
Bombers 22-21. 
Tha Lions, believe itor not, 
have not lost a home game 
since Sept. 30, 1978. Yet in a 
stadium seating more than 
30,.200, they've had only two 
nearcapacity crowds. 
The soccer Whitecaps 
were the darlings of the 
sports public for many 
weeks when they won 20 of 30 
league games and another 
seven of nine North 
American Soccer League 
playoff games in capturing 
Soccer Bowl 1979. 
The Lions, established in
1954, have their beat regular- 
season record so far since 
1964 when B.C. won its only 
Grey Cup championship. But 
something is missing as the 
team attempts to identify 
with the public. 
A disco record called B.C. 
Lions Fever is played on 
local radio stations 
frequently and players make 
numerous public ap- 
pearances in goodwill ges- 
tures. But the fans still don't 
turn out. 
Everyone talks about the 
need for a new sports 
stadium in an area with a 
metro population of about 1.5 
million people• Empire 
Stadium has only 16,000 seats 
between the geal linea, yet 
detractors say the Lions 
haven't proven they can fill 
the seats they already have. 
A winning team hasn't 
overcome the stigma of 
aging stadium facility, 
however, and the future of 
the franchise has become 
clouded. 
"If we get a new stadium 
built in the next three 
yoars," club president Paul 
Higgins said Thursday, 
"we'll be OK financially. 
"But if we don't, after that 
the economics become 
impossible to live with." 
Higgins said the Lions 
must attract "good gates -- 
at least 25,000 people-- in the 
remaining two games here" 
or the team will lose money 
in 1979. 
The Lions loot about 
~85,000 in club operations 
last year, but non-operating 
revenue -- marketing and 
promotional rights 
reduced the loss to about ~,- 
000, said Higgina, 
landlords have helped, the 
Lions ease the financial 
burden in past years, but 
season Hagging Bald ',there 
are no big pockets to help 
bail us out." 
"The last couple of gates 
have been disappointing and 
people seem to he turned ~f 
by the rather uncomfortable 
situation at the stadium," 
Hagging said.."We're hopeful 
that team performance 
get the fans in, but that isn't 
always the case," 
The Lions staged their 
annual fund-raising dinner 
Thursday night, hoping in 
raise'another IN0,000 in non- 
operating revenue by 
charging $12~ a plate to 
people who wanted to talk 
football and mingle with the 
gridiron elite. 
Club directors also know 
that the team must have 
t~0,000 in the coffers by the 
end of the 1981 season to pay 
off a debenture issue which 
was subscribed to in 1977. 
Hlggins said the Lions 
have about 12,500 seasm- 
ticket holders and have to 
average at least 24,000 
paying fans a game to break 
even. 
General manager Bob 
AcHes is hopeful that he two 
remaining regular-seasen 
games here, against Ed. 
monton Eskimos and 
Calgary Stampeders, will be 
a~tractive to the fans. Ed. 
monton currently leads the 
Western Football Con. 
ference by one point over the 
Lions, with Calgary three 
points hack of B.C, with a 
game in hand. 
However, two of the 
team's biggest promotions 
didn't attract sellout crowds, 
The Toronto. game Sept. 
Was Minor Football Night, 
an occasion which usually 
draws huge crowds .of 
youngsters. And, the Sept. 
game against Winnipeg was 
Jim Young Night, a tribute 
to the 13-year veteran. 
Club officials believe both 
games hould have been sold 
out and no one seems to he 
able to put the finger on why 
more people didn't attend. 
"There are so many 
reasons, so many factors, 
that you Just can't blame one 
thing, like poor weather or 
whatever," added Higglns. 
"If it was Just one factor, we 
could work on that am..  ,, 
"But it's so much inore. 
Sure, l 'm disappointed, 
because we've put the 
product on the field. But 
we're not giving up, We're 
always working towards a
bettor future." 
It may take more than the 
proven abilities of Larry 
Key, Leon Bright and even 
rookie Joe Paopao to ~elte 
the fans and make B.C. Lions 
Fever a disco hiton the Wmt 
Coast, A new spt)r~ts stadium 
seems like the ~nly a~W'~l'~ 
to this puzzling situation. 
A bettor's nightmare 
Approaching the National 
Football League schedule 
logically has yielded nothing 
but aggravation for the last 
two weeks. Teams that can't 
lose Come up losers and 
teams that can't win sud- 
denly look like world- 
beaters. 
To combat this strange 
phenomenon, the Pro Picker 
offers an irrational seleeUon 
this week. How about, for an 
Upset Special, winless New 
York Giants over Unbeaten 
Tampa Bay Buccaneers? 
If you don't buy that 
theory, how about tern. 
porary insanity brought on 
by a second straight 7-7 
week? The season's record is 
46-23, for .667. 
The picks: 
NY Giants 17 Tampa Bay 
14: Newcomer Phil Simms at 
quarterback almost wiped 
out a 17-0 deficit at New 
Orleans last week. Maybe he 
can l~d th,,. Giants out of the 
wilderness. 
New England 23 Detroit 
14: The Patriots have too 
many offensive weapons for 
the Lions to handle. 
Kansas City I~ Cincinnati 
10: Now if the Bengain had 
.Bench, Foster and Seaver, 
they might not be winlese, 
Buffalo 2? CMeago ~0: 
Every week, Joe Ferguson's 
pitching makes the Bills look 
better and better. 
Ph i lade lph ia  21 
Washington 10: Still riding 
high after bea'ting the 
Steelers, the Eagles should 
handle the Redskins. 
Pittsburgh 24 Cleveland 
Zl: This won't be easy for the 
Steelers. The Browns are 
always tough at home. 
Atlanta 17 Green Bsy tO: 
Was that a .  Monday night 
mirage or the real Packers? 
For the mo,.,ent, we'll 
choose "mirage. " 
Houstan 31 St, Louis 13: 
The Oilers are roiling and 
they have incentive now that 
Pittsburgh as lost a game. 
Los Angeles |4 New 
Orleans 10: Their shutout of 
the Cardinsk has the Rams' 
defence ready for anythlag 
Archie Manning might hrow 
their way, 
NY Jet8 | l  Baltimore 17: 
Even the return of Bert 
Jones won't be enough to 
straighten out the Colts - -  at 
least not immediately, 
San Diego 30 Denver 14: 
Here's a chance for the 
Chargers to really take 
control in the AFC West. 
They won't miss it, either. 
Dallas 28 Minnesota 10: ff 
Detroit gave the Vikings fits, 
imagine the trouble the Cow- 
boys can cause them. • 
Miami 24 Oakland 17 
(Monday night): Bounce 
back week for the Dol~lns, 
who almost bounced back 
with 17 points in the fourth 
quarter against the Jets lut 
Sunday. 
Commercial Hockey 
practice schedule 
Saturday McEwan & Terrace Hotel 8-9:15 
West End & Skeena 9:45-11 
Monday McEwan 8-8:55 
Terrace Hotel 9:05-9:50 
Ice Clean 9:50-10:10 
West End 10:10-ll ~05 
Skeets 11:05.12 
Thursday Skeana & Terrace H,tel 9-i0 
McEwan & West End 10-11 
I .  " 
I I 
Timberman 
moves along 
DOUG MATHESON 
By .DON SCHAFFER 
Herald Staff Writer 
Doug Matheson used to play for the Tim- 
bermen. He skated here in Terrace for three 
years, but this year he has moved on to what he 
hopes will be bigger and better things in the 
semi-pro Western International Hockey League. 
Matheson was here in Terrace to watch his old 
teammates play the CP Air Bulldogs Wednesday 
night. He was just up for a couple of.days before 
heading back to Kimberley, where he will he 
playing for the WIHL Kimberly Dynamiters. His 
new team's league consists of six teams, 
Spokane, Trail, Nelson, Cranbrook, Fernie and 
Kimberley. 
Matheson has been given a job in Kimberley, 
working for the Mucking Mine, a zinc-mining 
operation outsideof town. He considers the move 
a step up, as the league is two tiers up from the 
PNWHL. 
The wIHL is home to many ex-junier A players 
who didn't make the NHL, as well as ex- 
professional p ayers. The team Matheson will he 
on has an ex-Vancouver Blazer, John Mlgneault 
playing on it, as well as Mike Walton's brother 
Glenn and Allan Fleck, a former New West- 
minister Bi'uin player..  
Matheson will be one of the only B.c. bred' 
layers on' the Dynamiters. According to 
atheson, most of the players on the team are 
either from back east or •from Alberta. 
Mathes0n says that the Dynamitbrs are quite 
different from last year's edition of the Tim- 
bermen. 
"There is a lot more listening, a lot more 
obeying," he said. "We don't fool around as 
much down there, or we get our tails kicked." 
He says it's also a much tougher league, a lot 
more hitting and skating than the PNWHL. "It'l l 
be an adjustment, getting used to the newstyie of 
play," he says. 
' .! 
/ 
Flyers win again 
Philadelphia Flyers ended 
their National Hockey 
League pre-seasen Schedule 
on a winning note Thursday 
night. 
The Flyers nipped New 
York Rangers 54 in one of 
two presenson games. 
Minnesota North Stars 
blanked Winnipeg Jets 6-0 in 
the other game. 
Bobby Clarke scored with 
2:39 remaining in the game 
to give the Flyers their 
.fourth victory against two 
losses and five ties. The 
Rangers dropped to 1-3-3. 
• New York grabbed a 1-0 
lead midway through the 
first period on a goal by Bill 
Lochead but Paul Holmgren 
tied the game 18 seconds 
later with his first of two 
goals. The Flyers took the 
lead Just'before the end of 
gtho~e, riod on Tom Gorence's 
The Rangers grabbed a'3-2 
lead in the second period on 
goals by Claude Larnse and 
top draft-pick Doug 
Sulilman. 
Rick MacLeish tied the 
game and Holmgron's 
second goal sent the Flyers 
ahead going into the third 
period. A power-play goal by 
Laroee tied the score 4-4 
early in the third period, set. 
ring up Clarke's winner. 
Gary Sargent, Brad 
Maxwell, Glen Sharpley, 
Ron" Zanusel, Mike Pollch 
and AI. MacAdam each 
scored once to lead Man. 
nes0ta to its fourth win 
against ~pair of defeats and 
r 
four ties. Winnipeg' record 
dropped to 4-5-O. 
North Stars goalie Gary 
Edwards topped 19 shots to 
"usa the shutout as the Jets 
played wltl~out three regular 
defencemen. 
In related.news, New York 
Islanders ent right winger 
Dusn SuRer, their No. I draft 
pick, to Lethbridge Broncos 
of  .'the Western Hockey 
League, 
An Islanders spokesman 
said gutter, 19, would benefit 
'from more ice time in the 
Junior ranks. • • 
.The Jets purchased the 
contract Of forward Ron 
Wilson from Montreal 
Cauediens. Wilson played 
with Nova See~ Voyaguers 
of the American Hockey 
League last ~eason. 
Vancouver  Canueks 
assigned veteran goalie 
• Gary Bromley to the club's 
Central Hockey League farm 
~ub in Dal las. .  
. Los Angeles Kings 
assigned five players, in. 
eluding veteran cefntre Vie 
Venasky, . to  their 
Binghamton farm club in the 
AmeH.can Hockey League.. 
Also sent down were 
de feneemen ' Dar ry l  
Edesirand, Rick Hampton 
and Brad Selwood and goalie 
Lores Molleken. 
Selwond, acquired' from 
Montreal Just prior to the 
start of training camp, in- 
dicated he may retire rather 
than report to Binghamton. 
maybe it's trying to 
you something. ~ 
Maybe it's sayin 
Should be more 
when you're lifting--tha 
you should make sure th 
load isn't too heavy, and 
that you lift with your leg,, 
instead of your back. 
Maybe it's: complaining 
about the way you twist 
when you turn instead 
of Shifting your feet and 
turning with your whole 
body. 
It mighteven be saying that you 
should take a little time now and 
then to do some simple exercises 
to strengthen your back. 
Think about it. And do something 
about it. For a start, how about 
I getting a copy of the free booklet 
"BACK TALK"Available at your local 
Workers' Compensation Board 
office or mail this coupon. 
- . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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SPECIAL YEAR 
Arts groups nervous 
.By JAMES NELSON are to get special MinSters d culture are 
The Cuadlan Press recognition, generally distracted by other 
, Arts adm/niatrators are as Where tue aru neea governmental duties and, eL 
ampy u nervous colts these great~ recqgnIUon for their course, must compete with 
ys at the mention of 1964. role in society Is among their cabinet colleagues for 
Or you mlsht say they governments and business attention. Even the federal 
would like to look any 8fit leaders and thoae people whe ndnlster, Secretary of State 
horses in the mouth before mould public policy. David MacDonald, doubles 
as minister of com- comllting temealvea to a Whether the mlnleters who munlcatlons in the Clark suggestion by provincial 
culture ministers that 1964 are in charge of the cultural affairs agencies of the 10 government, 
be named anationalyear for provincialgovernments are Ministers wttn atvtaed 
The Henry Moore Sculpture Corn'S, Art OaHary of an eight.part series chronlcUng tim ~ ~ Western the arts. the people to spearhead thla duties cannot devote full 
is a good quegtion The suggestion, endorsed attention to one line Ontario, Is the setting f~ Beethoven's Violin Comcerto Man's musical heritage, debuthqg Wedmmday October by provincial mlnleters at a 
performed by Yehudl Menuldn. The wm'Id.renowned 24 at 9 p.m,, oa BCB-TV. meeting last month in St. - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
Vlolln Virtumo is hoet.narrater t~ The Music of Man, ' Andrews, N.B., ralses more' 
queatlooa than it seems to 
Mr s. Menuhin artist too ,or the arts hotwoen now bl t° happen t° and TERRACE HOTEL 
1H4? Why should is searching for musical talent . recognition ot the arts be put 
By JUDY CREIGHTON War, she was prima where they etlll make their N~Iru suddenly stood on I~ .  Menuhin enid she ~f for five yeats? for the AUGUSTINE ROOM 
CP Family Editor ballerina inthe New Russian home. TORONTO (CP) As Ballet. "We also have a home in his head and instructed de_l~ te in making I~  hw- The year, we are assured 
-- Menuhin to do llkewiae. --- bands life of continual by the promoters of the 
highly strung and vernatile And in Cyril Ritehard and Switzerland and a place in . . . . . . . . . .  ,¢ ~___  
aa one of her husband's Madge Elliott's production the Greek islands which was "At that moment the great '~ve l  easier, project, is totally unrelated @)sS~A.  to George Orwell's book 
violins, the wife of famed . of The Merry Widow, the once our retreat but has doors of the hall whore we She writes letters, does all deoietin~ the future state of 
concert violinist Yehudi yetmg ballerina played the become crowded with were holding the private the ~cking a.nd tries to .keep wee~m~society. But the 
Menuldn is an artist in her role ~ Irrou.Frou for Allied American tourists." visit were flung open and anw.a_urja~ nom.e, en..mj.,on mare fact that 1984 is only 
own right. . : troops in Cairo, Alexandda~ ,~Both ahe and her 83-yenr. there was.Jhe,entlre Indian =~v-.,u u.u -- ©v©. u.u~r, flvA ~m ~wnv n.d ~t,,= For, further information call 
• ~MenuhlnBritieh'b°rngave up herDlana Ni~l~,'Paria nd Br taH~l~.du l  "I abel] never forget the and°Id ]1~bandeat nothlngpract/aebut naturalY°ga onhUSbandand Nehru 8tendi gc°nsreeethe i r  hea s."watching . my cummncea.the most difficult clr'"Vo;~rs" -so-mTde'" l'l~e'a- ~ ' ~ p e r i o d  of time in whic~ to .... i~i;8"i Geeraert at 
career as an actress and day Cyril showed me the foods. "Yehudi must be. ~e," pinna national year of the 635 2231 
ballerina 32 years ago to script of the Merry Wldow," "Yehudi was years ahead ehenaid."Hewever,~,eisthe artsgives the project Or- " 
become Menuhin's wife. she reminisced. "It was of anyenewith t ~ regime," Produces easiest person to live and wellian overtones. 
But in an interview during frightful. I asked him if I she said. "So whenever we travel with. He is not tern. It is to be a national year "~- .~ ~%%~._?~ ~ A ~  ~. .  
the recent aping of a CBC could rewrite the ~ 'of arrive in a new town I hunt new fuel peramental, he's modest, somewhat in the nature of - -  - -  ~ " "  
special featuring her Frou-Frou and he agreed, out the best health-food store . unnaeundn8 and thoroughly the International Year of the a ~  
husband, ehesaldahehadno "I rewrote the French to replenish our supply of TOKYO (Reuter) - -  Japan sflent ahout he thousands of Child, in which the visual 
regrets at leaving the stage maid's part as I really saw nuts, granola, fruits and has produced • a mixed honors that have been and performing arts from 
because She is committed to her-- needless to say it was yogurt." nuclear fuel that avoids the bestowed upon him." handicrafts to grand opera 
support he man who plays in filthy French." She said one of their extraction of pure . .  
at leuttS0concertsayenr Mrs' Menhuin said she h lnnlestexperlenceswaa pluS°alum' which can be i'k~r*************************~ ~ ~ p r i m e  minist r N hru of bombs, the science and 4( - / ' ~  - /~ ,~ - / ~  ~ ~ . ~  ' 
Born Diana Rosamond "The theatre, the ballet-- 
Gould, she is the daughterof they are both full, o/ in- india, technology agency said 4( 
the late G.L.E. Gould and trlsuee, plots, overwork, The prime minister told Tuesday. It saldthonew fuel .k / I . , I  4( ' d ~  
Lady Harcourt. little pay and I helieve they Menuhin that ha had rend has a mixture of uranium : , , . { ~ 4 ~ . . . k "  4( . .~Z~' -  A , , .  ~ , ~  
At nine, she trained for the are professions one must be somewhere that the violinist and plutonium in powder , '4720 .I~ 
ballet with Marie Ramhert ham to." had taken up yoga. form, heated by microwave. 4( LAKELSE AVE. PHONE 638-81 I I 
and Lybia Sokolova, two With this knowledge, she Menuhln said he had found The find could pave the way 4( 
Russian tewSere, at their feebsheiaagoodfoUforhar  book on yoga but didn't for building a nuclear fuel ~ S~"~O~CT AT  8 P .M.  * 
school in London. genius husband, who made think he was very ac- reprocessing plant but more 
She gave her first reeiial his debut at the age of seven compllshed as yet. experiments are required. !.~ 
at 15 and a little later was with the San Francisco 4( 
chosen by the great ballet Symphony Orchestra. OCTOBER 3 - 6 4( 
dancer Anna Pavlova to Join "~ "~ 
her company, AJthowIhsheisMe,~ubin's ~ Bedknobs and Broomsticks ~ RESTAURANT 
"But such an opportunity constant companion, she has ~ .~ 
wu thwarted," she said. also ralsed two sons, Gerard OCTOBER 7 - 13 .k 
"Pavlova died a month and Jeremy, ~ Meatballs 4~]k  ~( 
inter," She is the vlrtuoso', 4( * -FULL  FACIL IT IES-  
Later in her teens, Mrs. seooiM wife and for a time ~ 4( 
Menuhin turned to the the couple's home base was 4( .4( < N ; ~ E  " 
theatre but did not give up in California. 4( ' .~ _ 
her dancing. She performed However, as Menuhln's .k Mat inee  2 p.m. 
with such famed companies calendar of performances '~ .~ I)ANAOIAd FOOD- 
as  Mnsslne'a, Balanchine's grew larger and with Ida ~ 4( 
and Markers-Delia as a wlfe'edeairetohavetheheys OCTOBER6 ~ -AIR CONDITIONED- 
so lo i s t ,  educated in Britain, the , Bedknobs and Broomsticks .1( 
family moved to ]London D~ing the Second World ~ "~ I--DINING LOUH6E- 
F "~ ~"~ "~'~'~ "'~'~ ~ ~ - - 1 i" '7 & 9 p.m. ! ! -BUSINESS LUNCHES- 
I t (~T. 3.~ . ~ Men, to Fri. l lam - 2 pm 
! Lost and Found ~ ~ • , 
• SUN.-THURS. 11 a.m.-12 p.m,i 
I ' " ' ~ 'FR I .&  SAT. l l  a .m. -2a .m.  OCTOBER 7 -13  ~ .~ 
' ~ The Condorde ~ ~ 4643 PARK AVENUE PHONE 636-611i 
******************************* 
Name stars here 
The Terrace area Is pr/vfleged to have the Padmge- 
Deal Theatre series coming to the R,E.M. Lee 
Theatre, br/nging three excellent productions 
Vancouver-based plays at reasonable prices. 
The first presentation will be "Jacques Brel Is:....", 
directed by internationally known director David 
Goldby. 
"Jacques Brel Is..." is one of the most important 
musicals to hit the stage in recent h/story. Not the 
typical stage musical, it k an evening of musical 
entre, rather than a play with music added. It has 
influenced such impor tans works as Hair in its style 
presentation, and the music of Jacques Brel himself is 
the dominant fact o~ the show, 
Names "Jacques Brel is Alive and Well and Living 
in Paris" until Brel died prematurely in 1978 at the age 
eL 48, the play has played constantly since it was first' 
performed. 
The Vancouver east of the play, which will be 
playing here, has been acclaimed even in the tough 
Vancouver press. It stars Erniatine Jackson, Michael 
James, Sh/ela McCarthy and Dan Jackson. The 
d/rector, Derek G01dby, first achieved fame in London 
with Ida original production of Tom Stoppard's 
comedy, "Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead." 
It was choreographed by Judith l~rcuse, musically 
directed by Roger Perkins and designed by Cameron 
Porteow. 
It plays in Terrace one night only, Wednesday, Oct. 
.17. T/ckela are available from Sight & Sound in the 
• $keena Mall in Terrace, or from the Terrace and 
~,f~,~°"~°o~, 624.2621 or 624~3359 I 
k[ 
Knights of Columbus 
[YN e e """! PASSES 
l i " 
paper are two Terraae Bingo Every First Saturday of Each lonth 
phone numbers. $100.00 Door Prize at Each BilBo t IMh Game UO0.OO If won In 50 numbers or lees, decreasing $100,00 • numl~r to $100.00. 
Find them, and if one is yours you've • 
, ~  ~i°nkupyourtlckets at theHerald ~ 8:00 p.m. at Verltas Hall- October  6 th  
.. , . office r 3212 Kalum St. ~ 
~ilOa 10, Tim H~rald, Friday, October 5, 1979 
Your individua| 
Horoscope 
ARIES 
(Mar. i l  to Apr. 19) Td-"-~ 
You may receive an in- 
vitation from someone at 
work. Questions of intimacy 
may strain new romantic 
relattonshlps. Don't expect too 
much. 
~A~us ~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Romantic introductions 
with a future possible now. 
Happiness inlove, hut ideas re 
home improvements may be a 
trifle unrealistic. 
GEMINI M~ 
(May 21 to June 20) H 
Invite co-workers to your 
house for a visit, but keep 
romantic expeetations within 
reasonable limits. Don't go 
overboard. 
CANCER 
.(June 21 to July 22) MMt~ 
Local visits have romantic 
overtones. Watch ex- 
travagance, and don't be 
careless with valuables. Be 
sure of quality before buying. 
LEO 
(J~y 23 to Aug. - )  ~ '  
You should find something 
pretty for the house. Home Is 
• the place for lovers, but a 
eavnlter attitude could turn 
some off. Watch what you say. 
ARn~-q 
(Mar. II to Apr. 19) T~T-~ 
Join children in their ac- 
tivitlee. Don't ignore the 
feelings of romantic cow,- 
puniona nor insist on your 
way, but do enjoy yourself. 
TAUaUS ~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 201 
If someone Is critical about 
~. your housekeeping, you're 
liable to go overboard in 
cleaning up. Avoid hasty 
domestic decisions. 
(May 21 to Jane 20) 
lively talks with friends 
stimulate your thinking. Local 
visits have financial lm- 
plicatinns. Avoid moodiness or 
callow behavior. 
(June 21 to July 22) 
You're not in the mood for 
criticism and are liable to go 
your own way in financial 
matters. Just don't buy 
something on impluae. 
LEO 
(J~y 23 to Aug. 22) ~ 
Find a constructive outlet 
for your energy. A time for 
beginningn, but downpiay ego. 
Don't skim the surface or 
ignore facts, 
Frances Drake 
FOR SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1979 
VIRGO 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22). I~ .  
You could meet someone 
especially attractive now, but 
avoid clandestine In- 
volvements. Attend to clutter 
and dusty corners with 
dispatch. ,, 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) . t J l .~  
Be careful signing papers, 
especially re the purchase of 
~valuables. Career op- 
portunlUes possible, bu[ ac- 
cent subtlety. Don't 
prematurely display your 
hand. 
scoRPio m,~ 
(Oct. 23 to NOv. 21) 
You should be papular in 
your social circle now. Pay 
attention to appearance. In 
business, be wary of financial 
shenanigans. 
sA~rrrARius ~,~y 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Someone may make an 
appeal to your sympathies, 
yet your gesture of help may 
not be fully appreciated. Don't 
be conned by tears. 
CAPRICORN 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Y ~  
You may be invited to a 
fabulous p~y,  but be careful 
you don't get tricked by the. 
glamour of It all. Luck re' 
distant matters. 
AQUARIUS 
(Jan. 20 to Feh. 18) ~.~ 
The favor of superiors 
brings benefits. Be wary Of 
parasites acting as friends. 
Don't let 'career interests 
cause you to neglect close 
o!ies. 
emc= y(~ 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Loved ones want you to 
'share their happiness. Travel 
brings the promise of 
romance, but protect health. 
from overindulgenees. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
beth artistic and practical and 
sometimes, have difficulty In 
reconciling these attributes. 
Often you are attracted to 
business allied with the arts, 
such as antiques, Jewelry, 
interior design, and art 
dealing. It is imporlznt hat 
you like your work -- other- 
wise, "you could become 'lazy. 
You're liable to experiment 
before settling on a career, but 
yOU can succeed in real 
eastate,  engineering, 
achitecture, music and  
sculpture. You'd also make a 
good manager. 
I @ 
• FOR SUNDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1979 
(Aug. 23 to SeL~t. 22) 
Be careful traveling. You're 
prone to impatience now and 
conld let Utile things get to 
you. Slow down for your best 
SUCCesS. 
(Sept. 23 to OCt. ~-) 
Speak up at group functions, 
but not too forcibly. Your 
social life is on the upswing, 
but avoid squabbles about 
money. 
SCORPIO [ I t ,~  
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Direct energy towards 
career advancement, Initiate 
new programs, but don't 
neglect small details or gloss 
over the facts. 
sAorrrARms ~,~y 
(Nov. 22 to Dee. 21) 
You may have second 
thoughts about a course of 
study or a trip, but the time is 
ripe to make future plans. 
• Take action. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
A friends may be somewhat 
critical. Still, you have the go 
ahead to initiate a business 
deal. Seek proper financial 
bucking. 
AQUARIUS ~-~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) ~. ,=~ 
You cannot ride roughshod 
over the obJoctions of others. 
Still, you can make important 
progress through irdtintive. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201" 
Throw yourself into work, 
but avoid an exchange of 
words with co-workers. DO 
your duty, but don't be a know- 
it-all. 
YOU BORN TODAY like 
action but not routine work. 
You like to take chances and 
can succeed as an actor, stock 
broker, or promoter. Your 
thirst for the unusual, carried 
to an intellectual plane, makes 
you an innovator and leader in 
thought. Strongly allied to art, 
you can succeed as a designer, 
poet, playwrlght, or musician. 
Your greatest uccess comes 
with the development of social 
awareness and a sense of 
responsibility owards others. 
Then, you can make a 
valuable contribution i public 
affairs and education. Bit- 
thdate of: e.e. cummings, 
poet; Dwight Eisenhower, 
U.S. president: 
ARIES M =. - -~ 
(Mar; 21 to Apr. 19) -rd-.--~ 
An appointment may be 
unexpectedly canceled. 
Harmony is found in im- 
portant relationships through 
shared good times. Don't 
quibble about costs. 
TAURUS 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) ~ 
• A family member may be in 
a nagging mood. Show your 
willingness to finish household 
duties, and peace will be 
quickly restored. 
GEMINI M I~ 
(May 21 to June 20) 
Watch your tongue at work. 
A devil-may-care attitude 
could lead to friction. Make u 
date with a romantic interest, 
Write letters. 
cANcv~ O~ 
(June 21 to July 22) 
Spend on essanttaln o ly. An 
unexpected expense ...could 
arise in connection with ~n- 
tertainment plans. A date may 
be temperamental. 
LEO 
(July 23 to Aug. 112) OG/~ 
You may be upset by a 
domestic matter. If you speak 
up, you'll obtain more time re 
the payment of a bill. You're 
articulate and convincing. 
FOR MONDAY, OCTOBER 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Be tactful. An offhand 
remark, could offend sensitive 
types. You'll accomplish more 
from behind-the-scenes than 
through direct action. 
ua~ ~.~ 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
Overall social outlook is 
,good, but a small 
dlsagreer~ent could arise 
about money. Take a friend 
into your confidence. 
sco~mo m,~ 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Avoid friction with higher- 
ups. Career progress possible 
ff you'll downpiny ego. An old 
business associate offers help 
in some way. 
SAGI'I~ARIUS ~A 
(Nov. 22 to Dee. 21) 3 ~  
Avoid arguments about 
philosophy or religion. Attend 
a social gathering or cultural 
event, but be careful how you 
express your views. 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 191 
An excellent time for 
business progress, but you'll 
have to avoid stepping on the 
toes of a sensitive type, or you 
won't hear the end of it. 
O 
15, 1979 
AQUARIUS ~=~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Close allies or mates may be 
somewhat edgy. Be attentive, 
and you'll thereby insure 
harmony, l~oliow their lead re 
entertainment plans. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
C.o-workers may be out-of- 
sorts, but if you'll ignore their 
remarks, you'll make 
progress at work. A loved one 
has a calming influence on 
you. 
YOU BORN TODAY are a 
natural critic of society and its 
values. You'd make a fine 
educator and are inclined to a 
philosophic approach to life. 
You have the ability to 
commercialize your artistic 
talents and can succeed as an 
actor, writer, musician, or 
artist. Tough, you can succeed 
in business, but you're more 
inclined to a professional 
career. Law, literature, 
science, medicine, and 
dlplonmcy are some of the 
fields in which you'd find 
happiness. Your greatest 
success comes with a good 
education tn the field of your 
.choice. 
C R ( : i S S W O R D  
ACROSS ~, 
1 Restaurant 
5-- Amin 
8 Pulpy fruit 
12 Ancient 
country 
13 Domestic 
pigeon 
14 Noun 
suffix 
15 Service 
tree 
16 A melee 
18 Mexican 
dish 
20 Pyle and 
Kovaes 
~-1 Cameraneed 
23 Oriental 
coin 
Z4 Opinionated 
28 Take out 
31 Sleeveless 
garment 
32 The sun: 
comb. form 
34 Moray 
35 Haze 
37 Undignified 
poetry 
39 -- Yutang 
41 Chalcedony 
42 Redacted 2 Venezuela 
45 Repay ouPW ' 
49 Kennel center' 
51 Moslem 3 Till the soil 
noble 4 Prepare for 
52 Tennis tar hurled 
53 Insect egg 5Notched 
54 Gum or g A duet 
Morsno ? Britain'a 
55 Baseball "Gloomy 
team Dean" 
.A~mct SWounded 
being 9 Professional 
57 Suppose man 
DOWN 10 Dull 
I Plaster 11Soaks flax 
support 17 Cook in fat 
Avg. solution time: Z7 mln. 
84 
Answer to Sat~y 's  puzzle; 
m ~rJ~l's 
~istor 
ZZ Storage 
bufld~gn 
~i Female 
parent 
Kimono 
Ber~ann 
film 
Z7 Hard to 
give up 
~9 Author: 
Harper-- 
30 House wing 
33 Mythical 
monster 
38 Gives a 
tenth part 
33Akingof 
England 
40 New: comb. 
form 
4Z A cheese 
43 Administer 
medicine 
44 Sand hill 
40 French ' 
~lfrioud 
47 Oeremouy 
40 Small driak 
50 Biblical • • 
wilderness 
2 34  M~ 6. 7 MS 910 I I  
12 ~13 Mt  4 
,, .1"1 ,.. FI =, ......... 
. . . . .  21 W 23 . . . . .  
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CRYPT¢~UIP 
ECNFV E~'ZD PWVCRWJ  DFPWV 
HXHCOZRW DX VCOO NCJE  
Saturday's Cryptoqulp -- TRUE HAPPINESS WILL STEM 
FIP, ST FROM WITHIN OUR HEARTS. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue' F equals I
~ae CoPteqalp is u simple sol~. titutl~, cl...p~r ~ whl~ each 
letter used stands for another, u you max max x equals O, It 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you dues to locating 
vowels. Solution is uccompUsbed bytrial and error. 
the AMAZING SPIDER MAN 
vTt~u iz ' r r /  ~ 
• "HI ,3 i~ A 3",$ ' l'~l~ KINP TO NO" 
~ ~  wd 
n",~ AS ~r~m~r-~:~: . .~  ~ {112~  
~Z~ ~It4/P~r~ P~RKER'~ 
' I 
CATFISH 
I 
~i :~~ TO '/£X~ ~ H~rr~,  " 
, 
the WIZARD OF ID 
-~ I~UH~ HAs 
~Q~4~UNIT'f ~ gviv~-: 
B.C  ....................... 
' t ' 
WHAT-TH-H~ HAm 
BUNs; I~V~R R~Ne F~R 
THe ~IUNITY~'  
~e I 1 
~-~1 
tJ~eA~L ~.//~j 
r - -  ~ m 
,,i'~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ / ~(d~ [ l~l~ I VT~ k~ql~.~vlee~ X~ ~ / 
; A~..~ ~ '¢~.1~,p~¢>.  ~ C IF~ I I' - . : ; :  . . . .  , .  • I . I  H ee. ) 
. . . . .  
DOONESBURY 
i 
SAy 7HAT /PIT ,~P #OT ~.4V 
t~ 7~ ~'~11~,'~" 0  lt~ U,5, 
WTO A ~ ~p~¢~ ~.  
~ MIliIAT/ON, A OALtt,/~:0- I
,~W~y~ 7~VK~ TO mU I ~'~'TD%"~ ~ '  Am I I 
~Z~ ~W~A~a~V/~, ,~ I ~ '~ '~ '~ ~Z~/~X~ I I 
'~ '~"~ ~ ' ~ ~-~,  I I G /  ~ ro ~1 
i i i / \ jl l ~w~:'-A~ ~1 I 
b- . . ,  o i "" 
Girl Gay,. 
Mom Glum 
By Ab iga i l  Van  Buren  
4 .197g by  Ch icago  Tdbuna,N .V ,  News  8ynd,  Inc ,  
DEAR ABBY:  Our 25-year-old aughter (I'11 call her RutM 
is Coming home to visit and wants to bring her girlfriend. 
Last year Ruth told us that she is a lesbian. We are sick 
about it, and are praying it won't last. 
We can't understand how this happened. We raised three 
other children, and they turned out normal. 
We're afraid if we tell Ruth she can't bring her girlfriend 
she might not come home at all. We love her regardless, and 
don't want to drive her away. 
Our problem is what to do about the sleeping ar- 
rangements. If Ruth were normal, we wouldn't put her up 
with her boyfriend because we don't approve of pro-marital. 
sex. But how about Ruth and her girlfriend? We non ~. ap- 
prove of their brand of sex, even though they couldn't marry 
if they wanted to. Please help us. 
CONFUSED IN SEATTLE 
DEAR CONFUSED: !! you love your daughter, moke her 
girlfriend welcome• Put them up in separate beds and don't 
make an issue o[ it. 
I.JI~,AR',~.BBY: I just read the letter in your eu',umn from 
SISTER to bet brother concerning their mother. SISTER 
said her brother wanted to put their invalid mother in a 
home 10 years ago, but she wouldn't do it, then she goes on 
.to list the hardships he's endured caring for their mother 
all these years. 
Abby, I work in a care center, also called a nursing home. 
It's clean, modern and odorless. It has 24-hour nursing care, 
ph~sicai therapy to keep residents as fit as possible,,and 
recreational therapy that includes activities uch as shop- 
ping trips, holiday parties, bowling, crafts, music, Bible 
study, church services, Bingo, movies, etc. 
Our care center is not extraordinary in its services. There 
are set standards that all nursing homes must meet in order 
to be accredited every year. 
A nursing home is nota dungeon-like place where old peo- 
ple are sent to die. It is a place to continue to live when a 
person is unable to live alone or care for himself. 
IOWAN 
DEAR, IOWAN: It sounds like paradise. Please send 
name, location and rates. 
DEAR ABBY: Please don't throw this away thinking it's 
from some nut. I'm serious. I have a dream. I want to be mar- 
ried on ice skates at my favorite skating rink in Washington, 
D.C., on Valentine's Day in 1981. 
My problem is, where do I go from here7 I'm a figure 
skater; that's why I want to get married on skates. 
The best wedding present I could have would be to realize 
my dream, but ! don't know how to go about it. Or do you 
think my dream is too weird? 
DREAMER 
DEAR DREAMER:' Couples'have been married under 
water, in hot air balloons, on motorcycles and on horseback, 
so your dream isn't all that weird. 
Get in touch with your department o!public parks, and see 
if it's possible. If it is, all you need is a good skate to marry 
you. 
CONFIDENTIAL TO "NEEDS IDEAS IN CAbIOEN, 
N.J.": Consider a career in podiatry. Women's hoes today 
are certain to provide the foot doctors of tomorrow with 
mere patients than they can handle. 
~By Stan Lee and John Romita 
". KEEP TINGLING-" 
:r WARNING ME OF 
...... ~ - . .  . . . . . . . .  / 
~ 0  ,,,, ,-, ~"  " ~ !' k j 
Rqger Bollen and Gory Peterman 
:a  ~ ,' ~"~'~ " . . !  t ~,~.~. I  / ~.q  , ~-. ,~ ; . . . .  ~" 
= 
I 1~~ A "C~:~.~-  
.By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
T~LL. HIAI TO C.-~I" ~N HIs K--.NeP..9...THr~ 
~: H:,rJl¢, Friday, October 5, 1979, Page 11 
t~ ,~"~i~ ~, ~',~. ~,M/,~.~ _P_2~I~ ~.'r~ ~ "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  = - -  . 
CHEVY SUBURBAN s:~.~-~.;s up :o :~ir,,e people in comfort, or totes 144 cu. ft. 
of cargo• And with spemat ,a!!,,:rir'.;~ eq,dpment. Suburban moves up to 
15,000 Ibs. o! trailer c t~r~] ;. F;:: ='. " ~' ; rJr~d itself. 
I ,,r :" + ~.:~ =~, ~ k:,~..~ "" "~-~: 
• I 979 BLft:'i~ ESTATE 
4dr .  wagon, 6.6 lt irc (403 .'.'.:.:.i~,.) Vs r:np, h'e, power windows, power door 
locks, power steering, ~o',ver I:,ra k,~s, air  conditioning, f l i t  steering wheel, 
AM.FM stereo radio & top'÷ !;layer, ~'oof luggage carr ler ,  power antenna, 
remote mirrors ,  remote L-,ilga,~ i->ck,. power seat adjusters, t ra i ler  
towing package InchJdlng: wiring . . . .  heavy suspension, platform 
. , ' ," 13,36940 
1979 PONTIAC 
, ~ : :  .=. :-, ~.:~:~,;~,!,.-~ -,,~-, .......... -:,£:.,,,.;./t'~!~,,'.;.~,, . '
B~i : i , :~ , : .  ..... :." :~"*":~" PARISIENNE 
~o,,ver steering, power brakes, 5.7 
~l~~Ec?. : . - -~;~: , : , , :  ..... ~ .~, .~ iHre (as0"cu . ln . )  Vii eng ine ,  ~~1~:~;~. ' ,  '..'~". : : ' . : , ,~ :*e"~:~(~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ , . ' ~ , i  automatic transmission, t i l t  
.,' ~ _  .r.~,~,~, s teer ing whee l ,  roof  luggage 
~ ~ . ~ ~ . , ~ ,  =r r le r ,  AM radio - ii track tape 
~ ~ " ~ ~ * ~ O * ' ~ ~ ' ~ ! ; ' L  player. 10 71 5 
1979 CHEVRCd..E!.i" !i,m ,,.d.A 
4dK wagon, 53 I itrc (3..~'.] c,,}.h',.} r'~,;':: , ,~x~:~ . ~ , , ~ , . . ~  "~J~J~" [~D!  
Vii engine,  aufon',~,'.tic " i ,~ : ,n - , , . , ; . : .~ , t~,~:~~~l l l l  
smisslon, roof., lugg.~ca~ ca*"rbr,. ~. . ,• , ' .~. .~,.~ .. . . . .  
radio, power tailgate, lock, e , , : , . ~ ! ~ q i i , ~ ) ~ ~  
lighting. ~ :, ~ ~;i' ,t,# " ; " i ; ~ : " : ~ ' ~  
%1"3 L' " ALL 
THE Gg:,  
PROTEC ..... AN ii ~: %,'~ :!"~! ~i "~ .:, 
","-;~;--~ ~1,., .... " ....... 
(36  rno',.,~':,~,. ,.,~ .,..,,,,',9:.,',] km , w a r r a n t y )  
1979 
4dr.  wagon, 305 cu,ln: V~,'. ~,:*.~.!~,::, 
automat ic  f ransmlss iom ,-net 
luggage car r ie r ,  steel be~i,,,:i 
rad ia ls ,  AM radto,  F .ov . ' , , r  
steering, power brakes. 
~ '~ '  t "~..~, 
(Demos  t, Company Cars )  
CHF'qt~; , ' t4  '-. ~ a.',~,5,! .~-.~ 1 =~ ... ~ :, . . . . .  ?L.. t '~',~ ~ ' ""z~ ~" i~, ~ '~"~ . . . . . .  ~ ::... , - . :% ' ":" "t ' ,  
' f'~#i~'~'t~','~gt~"~ %-', ~;,~i 
:@~L. 
't978 BUIOK CENTURY 
~~'~C;~Z: . . .  &.'..: 7::'.."~i~,~::~':~.,~ 4 dr. wagon, 305 cu.ln,. V0 engine, 
~!!"~ ~:.~;~,. .,,:t,. ' ' .."., driven by parts manager Gord 
~~C! '~ ' : '  :."' ."j,~i~;~-, EIffel, wood grain panelling, 
- - -~~T4~$i~! ,  ..":~:!~ cuqom vinyl Interior, AM radio, 
' " " " "  ..... " ~ i~!~! ' . ! ' : : f '~{~, . ' .~ '~}:  rear Window defrost. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~...~.---~. =,~',~'~ ....... -~' .,~\~i~.l~l~t/'~,,/. • . vvv  
" " ........... BYiJohnny Hart O~-,,~.,~.¢.;~,- . ,  ' - . . . .  • ~'~" " - ,  ,,, ~, U~."  
I ~ a N  Y'~ e~ uvep  1~' ~ ~ l  ~N AU~F NiNe,.. / m cum~ o~r  ~ A .  ; I  "g~..~'~ '~ '~" . . . . .  ~'~ :' .... ,..~-'~ 
• * ,  * , , , '  . ,  • /~ '~ , , .  ~;~ -. ' r . '~  . .  ~..~ ~.~,~'"~ ! ,,;& 
• Come and  .qct your  .,~,L.:,. /L~',It~£LIP 
. . . _  . . . .  i with  us  & rece ive  a 
C O M P L !~1 EN TA 'XY  ,;,,-,~,~,, 
By Garry Trudeau IGNIT ION ANALY&;: ~'"~'~" 
HEA~NC~ 2 TO TH~ 
~ J ~ , L g Z  ':, :Id~-,~QB~T~ " ' ' ' . . . . . .  
ii 'i~ 
Paga 11, The HeraM~ Frldey, Odohar 5, 1979 . . . .  
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Fort Garyfind 
mean  a ret, ui ld 
WINNIPEG (CP) -- Arch- The Downtown Winnl~ 
eoloi[ieto at Upper Fort Association plans to 10e~n 
Garry say recent ex- rebuilding the palisade on 
cavetlo,s have uncovered each side of the existing 
. the Information they need to gateway to the fort next. 
' begin reconstruction of.the year. 
old-fort wall next.year, ' To the south, i{ is to be 
"We believe we are on the faced by a mural depicting 
..... ' right track," eay.e Parks trading and other activlUea 
Canada archeoloipst Mike inthefort, Plans also call for 
Kelly, the project's leader. 
Century-old phbto~rai~hs 
show a palisade-- orwoouen 
wall -- nearly three metres 
"Ready Ndx Concrete, Sand, Gravel, Top Soil, Drelr I / . . - , .  
Rock, hf lo Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of Cement, I I f ~_ - - . - -~~' - - - , . . ,~a  } construction of an in. 
¼ Yard Concrete Mixer Available for Rent. . I I . / . , . ,~ ,~ ~ ~, terpretivecentre and a scale 
, .  , , . , v ,R .Tu .o .Y '  I I F l i tMB 11BWIm ) antoal'elof"°"ens'thttsai. 
• " PHONE&U-•U i I ~ " "  -- } hlgh, restlngonallmestune Theaseneiatlonhesralned 
F.J.H: READY MIX | | ~" , , . ,~ ~. , ,  , ,~  ~ l ,~ ~ sil l .  tide t int phase, orfgineLiy 
wan built," Kelly nays. All However, t~meransoutstlon 
~ ' with no detail." , plans likely 
Pkmt Off Krumm Road I I I~s'33~,6 Ig~,,~ ~,~ ~;~ ~;? =,  pa.sado was b,,,,~ to~.~e .,e ~o,t o a..t 
' . in the 18~00. Kelly's tcalh 
Thornhlll , I L - .  "" during ex~nelen of the fed $1oo,oo0. 
.took four weeks to unearth a Garry Solar, manager of 
ene to 1½ metres,"deep, recreation, says the city of 
almced regularly every 3.6 Winnipeg may contribute. 
ACIER metres.  137,000 to replace all the 
Kelly believes the pits sup- hewn lumber in the gateway 
4410 LoIioa Avenue In  ' held lop piled hod~ntoliy main observation desk. and minfcreed with packed He says the second phase" 
of the project likely won't earth. i A . .,b "~ Tom., s.c. ! I -~m,,~.~,:,~,~vg;:£,.don,,o.,emen; 
| | ! ~)~;n~;~:ate~l/o~ But detoiis of the wall are begin for un i ter  25 to 35 
for all livestock sketchy. The archeologist years, That work --  acro~. 
I .~ v A Complete Glass andJ I -Pet travelllng cegas msda to measure 3§I0 Kllum 0al~ i / has not found any litoratore publle and private l a n a a b o u t . ~ . s  weuit in Winnipeg.as ,m p Umtde, --whlChwouldCurentlYse  Sthed Velopedrecon- 
L ~ Aluminum Service I 1 3315 Clark St. 635-3867 -ii61| To r i l l  ~otmdmtionKel~'s teem lmencoveredandwalllom of  fort.etrucil°n°fnenrlythee"~e 
Imllding and a number of Upper Fort Garry was 
" ' , artifacts. . called Fort Gibraltor when it 
t Plumbing. Heating - Commercial Servicing The two.storey buildin~ was erected by the North. 
G 10W OPEN, A Residential. Indu,trlel . Specializing. Gas Pal.o, w,.,about lSmetres long ann West Company in 1806. It 
J~ .U end Sheet Metel Shop eiilht metres high with a was rebuilt, twice before 
pbled rod, he .says. . been8 sold and demolished in' B I G  ' ar e ennger • -tf we wore ~ excavam 1882 ao that Winaipog's }~itl. Ch l i  B 1 q & Wq nterprlses htrth., I think we'd be able Streetcouidruninaetreight 
0 PLUMBING & HEATING LTD.  to define the whole line south.to the Assiniheine 
E R 'unique Bathroom Boutique' . MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS' bol ld~." River. 
it 0 . .  ~K~S~ ,w.uE ~ ~ . 
y 2701 South Kale St,, i _ - -  , 
From s a.m. p I1 R.m. T Install & Service Gas, Wood & Oil Furaecn ' 
from Dum Dum 
Wayside Groceries . FREE NORTHWEST PiPE . ,  . , ,  Tollyiunge in rite sou~,  
• CALCUTTA' CReater) -- Work on the project began 
4711-O Keith Ave. TERRACE HOTEL GIFT CERTIFICAT[S ~,o EQUIPMENT LTD, ,hou ,nd ,  of workers, inlO'r~ end now has reaohed 
~. For these Items shipped to the waist, are a feverish pitch, with men 
o . r  I ' r ieqd ly  conven ience  stor{  , k l l l l r  teeth .bear  clews PIPE, PLUMBINGSUPPLIES, PUMPs ,  Ixm'owinganderthestreets and machines digging 
HOURS: '~" w01f teeth . IlOiVOr teeth HOSES, NUTSAND BOLTS, FENCING, of Tndia'S largest city to roads and worsening t~  
WATER SOFTENERS--ANDMORE-- make way for a subway traffic tie-up. . 
system, that should help The city's sprawling reen 
Weekdays ~ 7;30,am :/12:;~0ilq~: . moose or door antlers (slngieor pair) i .... ", ' r  eduCable city's transport has been mostly tom apart, 
. . . . . .  ' Available at the front'deskof the 5239 Keith Avenue - Near B.C. Hydro '~chaos.~ / but authorities assure thet it 
will be restored once the first • The subway, expected to 
w,~d,  10:OO am - 1 l:O0 pm TERUCE HOTEL 635- ' /158  be operational by 1981, wm train trundles through. 
' , " be the first in India and will ' The subway is eagerly 
cover 16.4 kllometres trom awaited by Calvutto's nearly 
Dum Dum in the north to eight million .people. 
, Travelling f()r them at 
IN Cl lrl  Terraoe la i r  Lid, Tour cancelled present is a nightmare of Eleotronio _e,.a._$ ,o~oow {AP)-Anothar congestion.buses groanTr°lleYSunder andthe 
d e ILl,@l lrS SEitVm TERRACE & KITIT WsetamtourbyaSoviet~er. weight of eommutore. R0ade 
C C  C~ P . f~ ip 'ouphanbeencan.  are jammed with cars, 
, i  , e~ '  AUTHORIZED' ' J 'c~'l led. this time guest tramsandri~kshaws. 
. . . . .  : . . . . . .  ,": t ~  • SERVICE performances by McaeGw'e There are about 1,0o0 
__  ___  _ _~t reP I ,Ter r~r~e ]~..~[,. DEPOT $ovremeenlk Theatre in buses and 500 trolley cars 3224 Kalum ~[@~¢~-,./ Phlllps~Magnsvox, Zenith Sweden and Norway, an eapableofcarrytngabout2,9 
Natural'Fends-- Books-- Local Crafts ' Sanyo, Tmhlha . dflelalsaid Tuesday. Gelina million passengers a day. 
ANYONE CAN SHOP AT DELIGHTS... Mon..Sat. - ~ a.m.. 6 p.m. Gogolubova, assistant di- But more than 5.5 million 
retted of the troupe said people want to go from one 
ONLY MEMBERS GET DISCOUNTS Friday -- 9 a.m.. 9 p.m. members received word. place to another. 
453| Llkelle 4354543] Monday that they would not The Calcutta Metropolitan 
depart for Stockholm Development Authority 
" ~  D ( ~  ~ TusedaY morning' She said admits that "despite a 
for the eancallation, there has been no ap- STRRBOARD EA TSIDE 'offleiaishadgivennereasen gigantic traffic build.up, 
preciable improvement in 
GROCERY & LAUNDROMAT Raise prices thecity'sroadsystomforthe 
TOKYO (AP) Nie~n past 100 years." TACK YACHTS OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK " " " ;  The subway, which will Motor Co. announced 
' BILLIARDS & AMUSEMENTS Cushy it will rake the cost 2,500 million rupees q SAN JUAN To Serve You ..................................... • .~.~.~.~.~:...~.~.~.~:~:~.~:~..~.~:~:~:....:.....~...~:~...~:.:.:...:~:.:..~. ' • [rices of all its 1980 exports ($312.5 million) will carry six 
21' to 30' Sailboats WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE & REPAIR ALL YOUR tothaU.S.eaeaptthaDatoun million passengers every 
aAccesser les WEEKOAYS 0-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 .O~n BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. mOZX and ezo modab. A day, pick~,~ them up frem17 
I mpekanman said the price in- stsUons on the mute, 
635-3OOI 4438 Lakelse 635-2104 3213 KALUM STREET ~ Win &Yer~e a~)l~ O~flein ~1 .y  the J(XIDlley 
Ken Honsen" YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE TERRACE, e.c. PHONE 635.2473 tWO per tent, or $120 (U.S.). from Vum ' Dum to .. Lalt week, Toyota Motor Tollygunge will take about 34 
Co,, announced an average minutes on trains running at 
, " ' , " U-per.cant price inereeum, oboutS0km.p.h.Thehusride 
' Indultry~ielakesldHoMn ew takes more than 90 
Motor Co. may follow suit ARE YOU READY FOR ~.~oyo~o.oCo. , . ,aker The design and equipment 
for the subway have been 
OF MaMa care, has said it locally developed ,and the will keep current prices for THE COLD WEATHER?  C & H Industrial Cleaning its x.0~o.,., project financed mestly by 
the railways ministry. 
W E  C L E A N  Alexander Hamilton was being built in Risnt tre~hes 
"WE TRAVEL - -  YOUR HOURS'; killed by Aaron Burr, a just below ground level, 
CHIMNEYS - -  FURNACES -- FIREPLACES Steam Cleaning and Pressure washing , former U,S. vlce-prosldent, in~tasd of in tunnels. 
BOILERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAL in a duel in 1604, Hamilton But this "cut and cover" 
COMPLETE FORCED AIR HEATING SYSTEMS Phbnt 638-1634 or 635-3|45 fellin the same spot that his method is slow because 
I 3212 KALUM PHONE 635-6351J eldestso/l, a youth of 20, had sewer and gas lines, 
fallen in a duel three years telephone and electric cables 
We offw the most efficient way of cleaning your entire ' . .earlier. have to be diverted, 
heating Syltem by using a PRO.VAC Residential. .:.:.:,:.:.:. ~.:.~.~.:~.:~:~:.::.~.:~;.~.~.~..~..:~....~...~.~.~~ 
Commercial and Industrial Nk)blla Power Vacuum ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Unit. A leo Inh'oducln, the new method of Mlllzlng TUNE UP 
¢omprHdalrforposll lveectlon. .k 4soJo,N o , : .  *o . ,o , .  * .oO- . , .  MR BUSINESSMAN! 
WITH ~TH WHEEL '~r BACKFILLING ~ LEVELING S 
"Our lervlce gives I~lt lve and efficient results" i 
Call the PRO-VAC people today and see for yourself. ~t . , ,  notmorelhan 
This opaee  Is Reserved ,0., $..as 
Phone:  Pro.Vac Industr le l  4.,,.o.~ 6 cyl,n0er 8 cylinder 
• For Your Ad, Sar, Vl'cas Division PHONE ANYTIME fgndtonpomts r-'~ ~-~ ' with new Moto,creft plu~ ~ 
m~at 632-2466 Klflmlf.Terrece, B.C. DAVE & ALLAN 635.3505 Cow, denser. Rotor h~-~~m ~, ~ ql 
WlthnewMolorc,811pBrls ~ ~ , - . ~  I ,~  
. . . . . .  ~,' A~.. ~,m,.~..,~,~,o,o.~..~ ~ , ~  ~ \ 
I '~ Check 0,str,butor cap. cooling " ~  I~  " ~ ='~|3  ' ' ~  
I [ - -  spa,k plug wtres, codSystem hoses PCV ~ ~ ; m / / / ' ~ / -  
Pansind labour ,nCludecl ~ ~" , L..I ~ ~ 
qD@ " D ") g dD BD~ W Tlrrul Tnlli Flrd Sails ltd. 
4611 Ke~h Ave.' &lS-4N4 
f':::::;:::;'::~.;::~::;'.;::.:;:::;:;:;';';':':';':';.:....;.:.;.;.;.;.;.;.;,...........v...-.....-..................,........~. 
i ::..~:::~:;.~:.:.;:.~.~.~.~:.~.....:::..::.:::.::.:..:.::.::::...::::~.~.~:.:~:°:~:.:;.`....:::::.:.::~:....f:~:...:.::::.~.;::: 
t 
) (* 
Religion in briefs 
o.,. -..,,= ,...,.,,o. o,: THE L IGHT SIDE 
Priests will no linger turn Hamilton. " .. .: ' ~, before the church will have 
their backs on the ur~,~,,,~,~ ,-~, , , . .  its own facilities aKain. 
wA~c,  s r~. ,~ ~, .~r l  ~ mma 3 Other congregation dur~ com- -- - - Is  don" s . . . . . . . . . .  town church= had 
munl0n, at The Cathedral ,~t~.,., . . . .  ~ ~,=~,,; ~,u =L,~.'.i offered facilities, but it was na ,m~nn,n~ , ~ ,a~'  JESUP, Ga. (AP) - -  A 
r,t.....t. J~,,. ,-., . . . .  a~, tmmmu~m|t . ,~mw,  decld.~, . . . .  =._.,_..~,,. ,~_ ' . . . . . . . .  ,,,,,~,~,,.=. ~,=, ,.,,,m~;, u= of. ,.~'url~e . . . .  n ;, , .  ,, ~u u~.,,,,~© uu w~m [a~ Fnlk, h=,=~,,,..'* ~= .,.,=,^ young man walked into a 
The Anglican church here "=Y: ,,one ,a . ton,  a partitioned gym --- ~-~'-" . . . . . . . . . . . . .  fast.food restaurant, old the • University of Winnipeg "You " vote mr p, one of The Above has a new nave altar that . must heinyour own onOct. ' saleewoman he had a Kunin 
w.=o,, , . . , , , , . . .~..~.._~.. ,  philosophy professor who . t .ee , , .o~an . . . .  ~ . . .  . . . . .  ~7..Hewontbeontbe Ida pucket and demanded 
. .=  =.vw . o  ~t©om ~ lu l . '~  t ie . ,  .ndH,~ n k ,~t , . .~m ~ p , ~ , ~  u~. .=6~ , , .n .m.% = nsuo~ n fu~-  n i l  
the.~eongregation dudng the m., . . .= .a t  h -year-old contraption money. . 
s,-u,s uc . me . " ceremony for the first time. Wal' . . . . . . .  'e hr' . . . .  mber. Well, until I can get She refuses. 
,, , .~, o-P v,~,,v, ,.-,.~, ,, So the would.he thief or- I ts  eyeball to eyeball ,~,t,~,.~,,, , , ,aoo,=,,~,,,~ It IsbdWtt and cheery; Justico, l Junthepethefolks dered two haml0urgers and 
• IP '  ~ "~ '= '8  w ~, , . ,~ .  waN.  , , . ,~  ie  contact, a closer, more ~n,nstto,~fde,th.Whenth=, paop cansaeyou and hear remember to vote for old 
• M v ~ ••  =. mwj  - O ! I . ' relaxed and informal ca. ~ d o , . , , ,~ ,  ,h . , . - - , . . , .  ' Y u, -Van,allen said. Luther Devine Knox for fries. 
chart e"  s . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  " However, he lost hie soul 
_ _g,  aid Very Rev. may be clouded b- illness or" '.~' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  governor, said None of The hofore his order was ready 
urahameB.Baker, tectorof ,~  . ' .  ....... :.~ ORILLIA, Ont. (CP) ,A  Aheve, wholo~tacourtflght and walked out without 
Kings, ton. • "But Walton --' who hna dream is coming trne for the " Wednesday to have hie ge _tth~-- or paying for - -  the 
• It e a return to the sady studied ==*h *nd ,~'-~ ~r  II0 members of a ~'oup ...eaw.:n. y now name placed on food, pollco said Wednesday. 
urch, where communion =h~m,.a~ode., * * . .me,  bulldin~ a school with a me uallot. 
w . . . . . . . .  - - - -~ . . . .  CAMBRIDGE, Ohio (AP) as celebrated in the  . . . . . . .  __ . . . . . . . .  fo rmal  Chr i s t ian  . . . . . .  
, ,  Wl I I I~  l lO~l~&~ ~U I I  Wl IU IU  • " .  • home AUove - -  ~etter Known as --  That Model A Ford Isn t 
' tends to deny death, more curriculum. L D Knox had decided BakerseidAngllcanArch. ', The  Orlilia Christian ' ' -- really ha, king down the 
bishop Thomas Cranmer ~own~lme/rt~lla~ ccepting their 'School Society ie putting the ~l~a~.L.~t~'s..sh~°~l.d have ~ highway. The 1929 auto has 
urgeo nave altars waen he "I find ~'et  there is fa ..... finishing touches on the four- ""..~.L?" '=  ."Y~. , ,w ,  ,,,, been reversed on its chassis 
introduced the summon hotter es,~nse to eourses'U~ . .room building while 95 ~nm~tns .am nave a new to attract attention to the 
prayer bo~kd in 1661, ,oo,.h ~"  Sou I ' ,~,h. ,,,~ ,students have started mate ~caotnotes arawn up. protest of four men who 
"Weaeee ................................. ' believe U,S, energy policies 
. pu~nu loOgK,  OUi; "-nee"* of "seth n--, "--.,.elagsesutere.Tnescnoolwlll . . . . . . . .  
rejected his advice untU ."~ _~:___ _~'~'__'~__~:_;"=_'_' be 0ffielallv m~ned Oct ~o ~o one went mr me men, ere movin~ backward. 
,, U IPA~ was U I lu rnDor  e l  ~ 'PA I I~  ,~ - r -  • . 60  now. ,, . . Knox le l l y  chenKed his The men act off Wed. 
, . . ,, One o f  70 such schools in 
The new altor, donatedby aBel ' .he said .in an ~ Ontorio.itwtllcoetatotalof nemeand~ae~oultt°get, he. nesdaytodrlvethecarlS,000 
Kingston arehitnet Nell "~,~". '  ~ . . . . . . . .  ' _ , '  'I~000~. . . . . . .  new name on the nullot. But kllometrasthrough19aiatoa, 
MacLennan and his wife .. t~nasoecomeqmtec.~ear/, , : District Judge Steve Alford Partieipating in tho tour are 
Jane, IS one of about t4,000 .ma.~young peo~emumve.r- , _ ~ . . . . . .  enid Above qualified as a William McCullough, an 
• .~. .~. , ,~.~. .a , .  , . .= . , .  slues wno nean man ' NORTHBAY, Ont (CP)--  eandidateasL D Knnxnnd independent oil and 8as 
recent service phllcoophy subJ~ts .,arc no... Ray. Caleb Lawrence, 41, of didnt legally chen~e his explorer; David Beckman, a
Baker said ~e 81fts are a xonger as apprenanswe, on • Great Whale River in the name until i twas too late. petroleum geologist and 
Sigh'of renewed community ~e s,ub~__t:~dnstp as may. D.i~e~. of ~e Aro.t.le., was . . . . . . . . .  William Nugent and Jam.  
participation inthe church were a~ me ~e.  ' '  J ' I  ' eec~ea eo-a~jutur-oumop at A=m'~ easa me move oy S. Olden, bmlneesmon whine 
"Previously the churei~ . . . .  , . .  . . . . .  , . /~,'" *:the ~d and SSrd synods of ..Knox. was deceptive nn6 he companies are not 
was an institution m by the ~,a~,~,  ~ ~r=~: ~e .A2nglleanChurchDi .o~ne , emmissedthesult, . petroleum.related. 
- -  • . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' = M nee m MeCullnugh said the ride IS der~' and bishops but today , o=o Tnnmms, ,, , . . , , , o  ,. , i ,o , . ,  . __  wasnt eapeoffn~ to conduet.. Ont ,~*t~ t'.,,,,,~=,u~ ~tt  Tlda whole thlng was Just net oponserod by any la~e 
i~  iva~ 14~ l l~ im& u l  u ~.1/111" . . - - i1 - -  ~ - - .  I k |~ l~ n . l l a~|  • .v3 . - - , l~F•  - - n . ~ . v v  . B  S lm~AI I .  ~ . , , k~£ ** . .  l e - - |  
m.nit.J nf t.alnfad m#t. lm ov.tvl~ In, = w~pi =~uwi- 'enderstudvthecorrentn~h- ~mmm~  wimt e,~ lms=i energy-related companies. 
ot.uln~ a,t, mnN. t . . . . .  stage with borrowed: organ "bkh,,,, Jam,. • we, , ,  yatemhnebecome, Above, "This tour Is Just a way of 
,, and hymm banks when he • W a .Democrat , said. Im. dramatizing my personal other. . . . . . . . .  ha retires In October, 1960. -o ' - -  to a - ! toes nnu t - arrlvM nero m curly. Augnst ~O.U~... pi~.n ~y, belief that the government 
. . . . . . .  ,,, . . . . .  to take'charge us me een. '; ORILL~A, Oat (CP) - - .  uus ~ummmseu.meaes me shooldlcavetheonergyfleld 
,v , ,v , , , v  ~,.~-, - -  ,wv. tur"old Grace United ~'M . . . . . . . . .  ' - - . . .  more oetarmmon man ever tothefreeproductivitynfthe Ted Dave'" of T-ront- 'e a emoers m me unrmuan , . . . .  k . . . . .  a ,a . -  , ,  ~, u u.  ChUrClL . . . . .  ' Fellnw.hl,~ ~- - - , ,  . . . .  - ,  v . . . . .  ~ , . . , , ,~ ; , .  people," he said. 
Kingston Road Unites , " . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  But after the church a "here m;e ~'eedin~ the Third Church says there will he an a d " , ~..~. . . . .  # . . . .  , , . .  interior w s esiroyed in a World e hungry with love 
~'~'="p.~.~'h~'..'~..~-~.='L'~ ". $1-millionflre'ofunknown Ionves_smal leonto lnersW d d i  d 
c;ureh'©':~d '%'~e~;rooke ~..,t~eAu&~l, ,servie~.we~ :madeofatyrcne, Shaped llke e ng costs rappe 
w.t*,~t ,  Rkm.k,~u~= O,,m ~_mu~pu~u ,  ,tin ttym m loavesand filled with dimes, 
"~'..,'~:"..','~"., , -" . '~.'[ ~ .~ uananoque seeonoary  nnartere and dollars ' TORONTO (CP) - -A  Men- there are subsiantlai fees - -  
, ~uw,..- . . . .  m a ~z-weea program, Iroallwomnnhascompiained including 150 fur use of the carloads willmake the e l~t .  "an Allen and his " . . . . . . . .  ~,,~ 4.,,,...,. rmm ~n,~ :. v . . . . . . . . .  muowanlp tammes were to United Church officials church and t25 for the 
"---- " - - '~  . . . . . . . . . . .  ! re male congregat on a mg as asked to put the containers about he coat of weddings in minister. on the weekend of 0ct. 14and .... ,. . . . .  ~,_. f , . . . , .~  . . . . .  
"^ 1~-'  . . . .  e " "ne  will w~m uv=r~ _uuq ! ~...u,~mu., on mmr alnner tables as a Toronto. The couple has waited two 
provide'~ '~"accommodatlnn.~"s" s=-,, howls an colle~tion:~lateiHo -' reminder of the lzogram. It In her day, she says, the years to afford a marriage, 
steel choirs as paw,s. ~., wur~ed, says • Rev. Peter church did not aek for money she says, and the cha~ee 
.. ,~. o~ r ~ K l~td~e~es i than  $1,025 fur weddings, but for her are 
VANCOUVE~[~p)( I .~! Je  ,~ hns~tx, e~reiard, son's upcoming marriage, wren&" 
Pioneer miaeionsrles who"  . . . .  ' _ _  
gave British Columbia dch 
and- lasting history are 
forgotten too often, says 
Archbishop Godfrey Gower. .~ 
"In the mindless confusion 
of society today some people 
have become so sensitized 
that hIstory does not mean 
very  much," the former 
archbIshop of the Anglican 
Diocese of New Westminster 
told. . . . . .  - . . . . .  
sower .pramea enuren 
missionaries for bringing 
educational and medical 
care to native Indians, 
saying forerunners of the 
churches were Roman L . . __  
Catholic chaplains who L~hl  
Cared for the people's ., . . . .  
spiritual needs at fur-trading : 
posts. 
"They, left the safel 
forts and went ou~ 
thest cornen~'# 
t ry . "  
The Protestants formed 
the second wave when 
Methodist missionary " /~orning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Cornelius Bryan went to ~.  . . 
~) H ~r  - 
Zion Baptist C  
':,,,~,~(;,(!rnir Sl~arks and Keith 
1rile I~r~k~ Friday, Odober 5, 1979, Ploe 13 
Catholics must cope 
with divorces now 
Catholic can be a double- 
barrelled liability, especially 
for thn~ who are active in 
the church. 
In a recent Interview, 
members of the S~arated 
and Divorced Catholic Group 
-- started in Toronto in 1973 
and now spreadinll aerose ~ 
Canada -- qp~ed there are 
special problems facing 
s ingle.parent  Csthol lc 
families 
"It 's quite dikers=t,", said 
Ken Coyne, SO, an en~neer 
~ria=t~e. after a ==-year 
,, ge.Cath Bein~ o11o sets you 
apart from the rnst who are 
divurcod and separated, You 
have to rcoign yourself to not 
marrying spin,  I hevo so 
far, but with difficulty," 
As Father Dove aplained, 
the church technically doe~ 
not believe in divorce and 
remarrlNle, 
TORONTO (CP) - -  The 
children sat with their 
fa"her. The mother sat alone. 
The situation wu painful 
to the separated, Roman 
catholic mother ef five who 
accidentally attended the 
same Sunday mua as l~r 
estranged husband who had 
custody of their children. 
The Irish-horn woman, 
who has sines been divorced, 
Is one of s 8rowing number 
of Catholic women faced 
with a problem unheard st in 
their mother's day--  coping 
with family life as a divorced 
parent. 
A l though Canad ian  
stattatles are not available, 
the Cotholie divorce rate 
may be rapidly approachinl~ 
that of the general 
po ties. 
~ l~er  Tom Dove, a 
Paullst pr iest  from the 
Catholic information Centre 
! 
•R 
Roman Catholics can 
remarry within their church 
only ff tbetr first marriage 
has been annulled and it can 
he proven that sometld~ 
wee wrong from 'the 
beOnning. 
"Soma believe," said 
Coyne, "that after you have . ,  
hem marrleda bn8 lime lt ' i  .,.I 
not right to say It wam't 
~<d ~ro~ the beglunin¢'~ 
Divorced Catholics must 
also cope with Ignorance In 
the co ,  rogation. 
They are not ox. 
communicated from the 
church for being divorced 
and still can receive the 
sacraments, such an com. 
re=on, and  lelpata in 
w - -  
~--oyne and other divm'ced 
Cathnlles ay they still feel 
uncomfortable going to ma~ 
by . .~ lve~,  traditionally 
a zenwy activity . . . .  
first time .women are con- 
s ider ing separation and 
divorce," she e a~d. 
The problem l~'eql~cially 
acute because "in many 
~roupa woman's main role 
ia mother and wife." 
"What kind of social 
outlets are available to the 
Portuguese woman once she 
separates?" 
To be divorced end 
of Metropolitan Toronto, 
intimates that one in three ~ O. .  ' ' ']| 
Cath°ll° marriages c°uld M b d e t  ove e in  ma 
Local  social workem have pPop ski | 
reportodaniucrea, inthe sto e spe ng  
number of Immigrant wives 
seeking counselling related WASHINGTON (AP) - Wednesday timt the planned / 
to divorce. Atheist Medalyn Murray mass does not violate the l 
It's a new development for @Hair, defeated lit a lowm: doctrine, and he found that | 
Catholics and a new problem court, asked a g.s. appnal~ the..re.llgiou.s, observance i 
for the derBY, said Mary court today to prwmt Pope .e~..a ne na]u nna~ con: / 
Lassance Parthun, com- John Paul from midst /n= stttuuonai guarantees ox / 
munity' relations co- mass Sunday p n ~'~ fr~..m d religion and as- / 
ordinator fur the Catholic govemment-ow.n~MalL aemoLv. , j 
Family Service Association. Me. O'Hair's lav;ryer, Joel MS. O'Hatr added one new l 
"Chnnges are being felt in Joseph, said that ff the U.S. a 
the ethnic, community, Court of Appeal. turns down 
argument in her appeal " 
today: If the appellate court 
especially the Portuguese the request or faila to act declines to 8rant an in- 
and Italian where for the today, he will seek relief Junction preventing the 
Friday from the U.S. mass, she said, then it could 
Supreme Court. alternatively order the 
Roman Catholic Church to • In legal papers Wed by Jo- 
seph, Ms. O'Ilair repeated 
the uneuccsaeful argument 
she used in lower court: that 
permitting the mass' on 
oVernmont  proper ty  
oiatas the constitutional 
doctrine of separation of' 
church and state. 
Judge Oliver Oasch ruled 
reimburse the government 
for all coats wsodatod with 
the num. 
According to Ms. O'Hair, 
the total cost to the govern. 
merit for the man will be 
between $128,-450 and 
1178,450. 
ATTEND THE CHURCH 
Uplandsh.,orBaptiStBob,.,,k Church'  OF YOUR OHOICE 
635-2807 
Oorner of Halliwell and N. Thomas 
9:45a.m. Bible Teaching 
Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Morn ing  Worship Service 
7:30 p.m. Singing and Bible Study 
Wednesday 8:00 Home Bible Studies• 
"You Are Welcome at Uplands"  
. . . . .  I TH:IS !SUNDAY ',o0-- 
.,,.. ,,~, .~,.~il '  or ohninger ,., ,,, 
' '" ' i % 
• Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
;lee / Christian Reformed Church 
• Sparks Street and Straume Avenue 
,.. Reverend S, Van Daalon 
...... .' Sunda~y S~:hool- Terrace lO:OOa.m. 
Sunday School.  Remo 1:•00 p,m. 
11:00a.m. Worship Service 
~,  ~ ~ ,  ~ ~ ~  5:00p.m. WorshipService 
Victoria in 1656. A ~rant of " " ' ~ ". , ' f ~k 
500 pounds from England . i i  i., • ,. • l 
allowed three others to 8o to . . ' . . ....~ " ' . . . . . .  | | . . . . . .  
theNosewinWl~t,m'ter-Vole. . + .  / . . . ; / i . . , .  " " .... ' i ,. 4726 LazeJie Avenue 635-9019 i . . . . .  1 
HAMILTON (CPJ -- A , . . ":,T: '! , i SundayServ ices . lO:00a.m.  / = 
visitor from Paldstan who ' ' ~ j  . . .  ~ Sunday School. Adults Discussion. ~ '  "~= 
needs surgery to arrest • ' . / '~ '  . . . .  " ~  11:00 a m. -  Holy Communion for the fami ly  ~ " ~ .  '. 
ca~.er ..of ll~...tongue Is ' / i ' " ~  Mtnts ler '  Reverend Lance Sfephens.635.5855 ~ ~ .: ! 
@mug .eanctat neJp xrcm J~ : ' ~ ' / I I . . . . . .  £ I ' l , , , , , : - -A  ~ ' I 
theMuslimeommunltyhere, ~/-~ " . '~-~"  ~"~"~' - "  ~ ' "~"~"~'~% / l ' 1Ot '~(d  UI  I " /~ l~t3  ~,"  "~" ' 
Sotar, abe .t.., of I / , ,,.,,., v 
$4,-000 neeoea lor tne .~  . . . .  ~ . ~ , -  ~ .:'; i 
operation has been rained for • ~. . 3406 Eby Street • ,. : ';: 
MushtagKhnn, who=sheen < 4as0 Straume Avenue,  Terrace 635-2312 . /~  < s ;_ I 
savin., odiner" had -, been  ~: ; ' ;~ '?  !, .J Y s :ooR.~. ...... / . . . .  4637 Walsh.Avenue ~~"~ ~ Educatlon&lnstructio~:.Thurs.7-O:30 / " '" j 
~" "~ ~ ~'~ ~JPu~,~ ~ 11 15a m treated In Karachi but the i :.}'!i!! 2~' . . , , . : ' / " : .  .:~gm.; . . . . '£',-~o: ,,,' -'~'  ~ 7'30: '~ ' ~  : SUNDAY_ ~'x~'T~/~ ~ A class for all ages . , .  ,. 
~er  r~ppeal'ed s~rt~y . . . .  :ov',,..;~:,; ".,"'~'~. I ' P: ' /  9:30a.m. Christ ian Education Ho~ ~ ,,.' ".:' ';' 
C.._d..o,m n . ,.,t,,, ~r .  ) ~ , I , ,.l:uua.m. I-amllyworsnlpbervlce I , ; - ,  ..... ~-:~-_ 
"The people have ' " "  ' ' ' - ' . ' :  I , '  / '.' 7 :30  p.m. Evangl ist ic  Salvation Meeting Welcomes  I ' , -  • ; 
reopondedvery~vellandl'm " '" " ' ' I ~ ' TUESDAY N IGHT .; . I 
sure we will get all of the TOll In  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' I 7:30p,m. Bible Study and Prayer Meeting lO l l  I 0 J . . . .  
WEDNESDAY mad Ashraf, president of the . ~ , - in . .h ln  I 
,- .. I 7:30 p.m. Ladies Home League Fel lowship "v '  ~"'1" I 
" " . ' '- ' ' .~ATURDAY 
I r i fw  l IMIT;  D na.RnH Chris,lian Counselling I 
nszvR.  W,=, , , . .  w . .w  , Emergency Welfare RCH 
I q ~  ~ I / .. n ,  4907 Laze l le  Avenue " ~ 5plr i lua,  Resources / C H R I S T  LUTHERAN C H U R C H ~  . I 
,,n,.,or,o..r.nd,vo,.",. 0o . rS , rk .  Str.o,.nd"rk"--u. \ ,  
~ m.,,= 635 g 14 lyn ~ ~  Reverend Rolf Nosterad 635-5882 / J 
t , I i  .I ' ~ i - 0 .i / ~ Morning Service 1 1 : 0 0 a . m . ~  I 
~ . / _ ~ Church Schoo19:45a.m. ~ | 
.Worship Service 11:00 a.m. / f '~  ~- / ]  J ~ / - ~  f '~ :~ ~'~ ~/ ' )  ~ Sunday School, Conf irmation / , J 
~ Reverend R.L. White / 
. . . .  Sunday School 10:00 a.m ~ .... 
Reverend R.L. While 
~! i~~i ! i i ;~! : !  ! ' "%'~:~L Morn ing Worship 11:00 a.m. 
~.= Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. ~ ' f  
~ r  Service Wednesday 7: 3 0 ~  
; I 14 , " i " I . . . .  " i i'" . .... 
, t , 
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Grace McCarthy spoke of helping 
, J . . . .  
WORKERS' 
COMPENSATION. 
NOT USING IT 
COULD T 
YOUR BUSINESS 
A ;BUNDLE. 
With all the other'prOblems 
of operating a small busihess, it's 
sometimes easy to put off or 
overlook the responsibility of 
ensuring that your business is 
protected by the Workers' 
Compensation Board. 
And that could be one of 
the most expensive omissions ,,-~ 
you ever made. 
Because, if one of your 
workers is involved in an on- 
the-job accident, you would 
be liable for the entire 
cost of his injuries and 
rehabilitationma cost that 
could be many times that of 
compensation coverage. 
Don't risk it. A simple phone 
call or visit to any W.C.B. office will 
give you all the information you 
need about compulsory or elective 
coverage. You'll find that, for a 
small cost, you can buy a big piece 
of "peace of mind". 
EMPLOYEES: if you're not sure ~~ about your coverage, discuss this ad with your employer or call the Assessment Department in your nearest 
W.C.B. office. 
WORKERS' cOmPENSATION BOARD 
.,, OF BRITISH COtUfflBIA 
Skeena resident greets Grace 
Proud day for Jack Cook 
An entire line of solid 10 and 14kt gold chains at 30 percent Savingsl 
Splendid selected lengths and weights in elegant styles for men and 
presented by 
Saks Avenue 
This Mon.& Tues. In Kitimat at the 
Oct. 8 & 9 the gold store in Vancouver Chalet Inn 
at the Lakelse Hotel, Terrace Phone 632.2662 
Phone 638.8141 Wed. & Thurs. 
Hours 11 AM to 8 PM Oct. 10 & 11 
Chargex, Mastercharge 8, persona! cheque's welcome 
b 
~.yT HI [ I  .... II •111 i : J  I I 
The iMral4 Friday, Odoben S, |t79, P~O 11 
11 II III I1! 
. / 
friends for. life 
The Canadian Red Cross Society. 
d l i in l l l i E i l i nmn mnnun inunnnunRin i lnmmuunnnnnnu = 
[ : 
= iun  i ill 
EROS SwOOD . . . . . .  Acozy family home located • 
_1110.69 acres located 30 miles 
~r fh  of Terrace. 1,016 ft. 
~frontago on main arterial 
Woad. An appealing 
~property with small 
~emount of clearing. Listed 
;~ ,ce~.  
• The Hub-  new, tend and 
~._0 nfoct lonary  we l l  tabllshed and centrally located business on main 
t ro l l .  Premises and 
Illll~slness may be purchased 
E~l oparately. For further nformatlon call 635,6361. 
III NEWLY CONSTRUCTED 
n HOME 
BmConvenlently located near 
i~hoola a.~ downtown area 
" ion 41106 Scoff Ave. 1:his 
Iii homo Is C.NLH.C. approved 
l ined carries a New Home 
Five Year Warranty. The 
heating sy!!tem features 
: two  furnaceg~ nature| gas 
l and wood. 'Good" quality wall to wall carpeting. 
Exterior Is stucco and vinyl 
siding. Basement with 
-Ilutll lty hook-up. •Three 
~bedrooms with pocket door 
i f rom master bedroom to 
I l fu l l  beth, Call 635.6361. 
MOBILE HOMES 
ON LOTS 
I)  3807 DOBIE 
I~!  12x70 Brontwood -- 3 
bedrooms, 8x28 addition, 
fireplace,' appliances In. 
eluded, on 80x190 lot. 
Asking price S2S,000. 
2) KALUM LAKE DRIVE 
12x65 Gendell - -  3 
bedroom, I0x22 addition, 
workshop, fenced garden, 
on 1 acre. Asking price 
$25,500. 
3)  ~PLS HAGEN 
'1973 12x~ Parkwood - -  3 
bedrooms, f i rep lace,  
storage shed, most fur- 
nishings, 75x100 fenced 
landscaped lot ,  Asking' 
,price eZS,TS0:., 
4) 3771 PAQUETTE 
1978 14x70 Bendix - -  3 
bedrooms,  F rank l in  
fireplace, built. in china 
cabinet, most furnishings, 
g0x200 fenced lot. Asking 
price $26,500. 
on .91 acres, with large = 
m 
amount of road 'frontage, • 
which has" subdivision • 
potantlnl sublect to ap .n  
proval from the Water • 
Rights Branch. Included in _• 
/his sale Is • wood stove, ." 
electric range and frldge, • 
new bern and greenhouse. • 
Call 635-6361. Listed price • 
INS,O00. • 
I I  
A HOUSE or YOUR HOME? 
When you are selling your property ask yourself 
what the purchaser is buying. Is he buying ahouse, 
or your' homo? 
Your attitude toward the sale of your property can 
be a distinct advantage to you. Once you put your 
home on the market ry to think of it as a purchaser 
would - -  as a house. 
This shoula keep you in an objective frame of 
mind, allowing you to deal with the marketing and 
sale more effectively. . 
On the other hand, it you feel you are selhng your 
home; you might place yourself in the position 
where you can be offended. If upset by the offered 
Price, or some special item requested in the offer, 
it's possible to loose not only your objectivity, but 
also the sale you want. 
A buyer is not likely to Place any value on your 
memories, sentiment or labour of love you have in a 
house. He may not even use it in the same way you 
have used it. 
Your reasons tot selhng can be varied and usually 
easily apparent to you. Your feelings about the 
house at the time a sale is possible, might sneak up 
on you and distract your practical approach to re- 
viewing an 'offer to purchase' Difficult though it 
may sometime be --  when you are selling a house; 
keep and treasure your memories for yourself-- and 
offer for sale - -  A FtOUSE! 
HOME ON ~ ACRE • nn u .v ,m.~uu~ ~s~,a ,  
If you like gardening, this • 
lea properly you ahould be • =' 
considering. Purchase now • .  . ,: .... . 
end opend those cold wlnter • Make s;.Great Entr.nee! 
evenings planning your • : .  
garden for next sprlng. : .  That .al l - important first 
irripres, ion of a home is cre- Cozy 5 year old home o f fe rs .  
ated when your company m three bedrooms, full 
basement wlth partially i
flnlshed re¢ room end • 
double carport. View seen • 
and make your offer to the • _ 
' I L I l tod  price. ~,000. asking price of. ~,S00. 
j . • 
A.E. Le Page Limited Coast ~ Coast Real Estate Service •
I , . ~ _ ' ...... ';::' ,- . ,. .alan Parker • 
l Harry m.h -" 
: 077  090 i  EVENINGS " Jim Duffy 635-6688 II I I  • 
• " 4611 MKELSE AvE. Rlpmeester ..IE • 
tl Laurie Forbes ~. " TERRAOE  B.0. , I ' 
JIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIB_IIlIIlIIIIIllllIIlIIlIIlll 
Put~shea in the reforest of the communily 
by your local Real Estate Board in co. 
operation with ~e Canadian Real Estale 
Associaffon. " " 
f i r s t  s teps  over  Ihe 
threshold, What your foy- 
er'says about you and your 
home is an overwhelming 
s tatemeqt  that comes 
throug h loud and clear. 
And,it'slnot diffictllt. The 
foyer is m iially the smallesi 
and easiest area to redeco~- 
rate. A fresh coat of paint 
for the front door and wood-, 
work, a handsome lighting 
fixture ~ and it need not be 
cosily - -p lus  a new foyer 
mirror and matching con- 
sole, complete the effect• 
PARK AVENUE REALTY LTD. 
4610 PARK AVE. 
171 acres fertile farm on Small country estate. $2:1,000 will buy n well 
Highway 16 E. 20 acres In Many advantages to this cared for 12xlO mobile 
potnfaes, 30 acres oats, nnd we l l . l andscaped at-  home, situatedon a 7|xl00 
10 acres barley. House, tractlvely built home. Iondocapedlet. Properlyis 
barns and various storage Tranquil ity and com. In excellent condition, 
i~lkllnge. May be gem with fortable living will be yours price includes fvrniture, 
or wffho,t Ilvestuck and when you purchase this stove and 'frldga, wired 
equipment. For further well finished home. For metei sforegeshnd. Murlel 
Information, ceil Joy. more details, call Judy. hen the details. MLS. 
Commercial fat in Thor. Attractive family I~me on Good famll l i  home on' 
shill. All reasonable offers quiet street In Uplands Weetvlew Drive. Attrncllve 
on this 7Sx:00 ft. lot on area. Three bedrooms rock fireplace In. living 
Clark Drive will be con. upstairs, firq)lece, patio room, breakfast area off 
aldored. For more In- doors off dining room. kit¢hon, sundnck and lets of 
formation please call Joy. Basement complete ly  privacy In beck yard. Call 
. . . .  finished. Asking $49,500. Chrlethl or Horet Oodllnskl 
Many exeepflonal features For vlewlng cell Chrlslel or for more information on 
are Included In this new Horst Oodllnski. this well kept home. 
four bedroom homo and the 
price has lust been 116s sq. ft., 3.bedroom New ceMn on acreage. 
reduced. Large prlvnfo home with :1 bedroom Located ot USh In n quiet 
Mck yard, laundry room revenue suite In basement, rural esffing. Suitable ae a 
on main floor, four car. Could be converted to wookendhlde-a.wayorase 
paled bedrooms upstairs, single fami ly  dwell ing, permanent residence. Call 
enoulteplumblng, flroplece Asking SOS,000 - -  call Chrlshd or H~"~t Godllnskl 
In living room. Call Murlol Chrletoi or Horet GndUnshl end Rat all the details on 
for more dotallL for v iewing,  this Interesting proNdy.  
LIST WITH REALTY WORLD- THE BUYER FINDERS 
I 
OUR SIGN IS ON LOTS 
OF LAWNS - 
BUT NOT FOR LONG! 
CHRISTEL GODLINSKI 
635-5397 
::!i~ !~i!: ~ 
MURIEL NEALE HORSTGUDLINSKI SKIDr~to:,,'. E JOY DOVER 
~'o;.9o4d 635.5397 6 J5-$691 ' 635-7070 
636-4071 
Opportun i ty  knocksl  
Convonlence store, al l  
fixtures and living quartors 
Included. Land nrua for 
expansion to Include small 
restaur int .  Full details 
available, call Kelly. 
Motel on Highway 14 West, 
six units, duplex unit and 
two bedroom managers 
suite. Located on one acre 
o~ light Industrial end. Full 
detolle available at our 
office. Call Kelly. 
EnloY this flrepleced 
family room that  has 
sliding glens doors, ogenlng 
to the species .beck yard. 
Three bedrooms upstairs 
with an msulM off the 
master bedroom. Just a 
couple of advantages to 
thle lovely large homo. For 
more  Information, call 
Judy. 
~ '~ ;  
KELLY SQUIRES 
Ik15-7616 
JUDITH J E PHSUN 
638-1652 
That room may be underfoot 
That extra room you're Your local lumber dealer tops can be used for a stereo 
looking for could be just a has awideselection fwest- or TV set or as a buffet 
few steps away - -  in the era wood available for. the counter for refreshmcnls. 
basement. Because the project. 
basics are already there, 
finishing a basement can he The walls may need fur- 
a considerably less-expen- ring strips to accommodate 
sire home improvement the wall paneling. Once the 
than either expansion or a paneling is installed, con. 
room addition. Should you sider cabinets along a wall 
decide to handle it as a do-it- for storage space. They can 
yourself project, you can be framed with 2x2 fir or 
save even more money, pine. Built-in benches that 
meet in a corner can be 
Before you go out and buy framed from western lum- 
materials, however, there ber. If they have lift-up 
are two things to check; the seats, they also can be used 
local building code to deter- for storage. This arrange- 
mine whether the furnace ment saves floor space for 
and water heater may re- entertaining. 
quire a special enclosure, 
and the basement itself. For a custom look, use 
Make sure it's dry. Inspect the same cedar or pine 
it after a steady rainfall, board paneling on the door 
and drawers of the cabinets 
• One idea you might con- as on the walls. The counter- 
sider, especially if there are 
children in the family, is 
converting the basement 
into a family room for enter- 
tainment and recreation. 
If the basement is dry and 
in fairly good shape, all you 
• may need is wall paneling, a 
ceiling, some furniture and 
perhaps tile for the floor. 
Ample overhead lighting 
and l ight-coloredceil ing 
tiles and wall paneling will 
make the finished basement 
room appear larger and 
brighter. 
Space Program: 
Are you wasting space in 
your kilchen by havidg the 
shelves too far apart? If so, 
either take them out and re- 
distance them, or add one in 
between shelves as they are 
now. 
You will find that a nar- 
row shelf for cans of spice 
and seasoning built in just 
underneath the cupboard 
above the work table will be 
a great convenience, 
MORTGAGE MONEY 
'UNLOCK.THE EQUITY IN YOUR HOUSE 
WITH A 1st, 2nd OR 3rd MORTGAGE ~ 
FAVORABLE RATES 
CAC REA.LTY LTD. ,1624A GRE IG AVENUE 
PHONE 635.6108 TERRACE 
BOB HAYTER, MANAGER 
II I 
 PRUDEN i OURRIE(,-.LTD. 
• RRAOE'S OONPLETE REAL ESTATE SBVIOE 
4648 Lakoho Avonuo 
u good 
sized lot. Three bedrooms, 
bathroom, large kitchen, 
laundry area with some 
renovations. This could 
make an excellent com. 
fortable home. Priced to 
sell at $g5,000. Call Danny 
Sheridan for more details. 
MOUNTAIN VISTA 
BUILDING LOTS 
Excellent bulldlng lots of 
various slzes In a cholce 
sub-dlvlslon wlth un- 
derground servlces, paved 
mad and a panaramlc vlew 
of mountalns and the 
Skeena Valley. Phone 
Rusty or Bert Llungh. 
BEAUTIFUL 
RESIDENTIAL LOT 
Thls lot Is 132x257 on n 
lovely quiet street In 
Terrace. With almost one 
acre of land thls could be 
developed Into a dream 
property. Call Danny 
Shorldan for details. 
i ,  SOLO ' 
ATTRACTIVE POST & 
BEAM INTERIOR 
1300 sq. ft. of fine living 
space with a large family 
kitchen, excellent quality 
carpeting, two full 
bathroon~, lots of closet 
space and a full basement 
with two finished bedrooms 
and 4 piece bath. Call 
Rusty or Bert Llungh to 
view, 
TWO LOTS ON GRAHAM 
AVENUE 
Each lot I i  ~)xIK, end one 
lot has an older home, 
presently rented. Vendor 
wishes to sell both 
~opartles together. For 
further Information phons 
Bert or Rusty Llungh. 
PRICE REDUCED 
Westvlew Drive. Attractive 
4 bdrm. home In quiet 
resldentla'l area. Thin hems 
features a breakfast nook 
in kitchen, living room 
fireplace, sundeck off 
dining room~ large /rec 
room, sauna, laundry room 
end workshop. To view this 
home cell Dick Evans. 
GOOD HOME - -  WITH 
REVENUE 
Three bedroom home 
across from school in 
Horseshoe area. Nicely 
decorated with laundry 
area end back porch 
leading to garden. Natural 
gas fornnce and hot water 
tank. As a bonus e 2 Ixlrm. 
basement sulhl with out. 
side entrance. Call Danny 
Shorldan for en ap. 
polntment o view. 
THORNHILL 
Located off the Rifle Range 
Road this property has' 
approximately 2 acres 
cleared and gravelled as 
yard space, a quonset hut 
shop 40xg0 ft. Various 
storage sheds, and • 12x~ 
ft. trailer. Property has 
excellent development 
possibilities. For viewing 
phone Rusty or Bert 
1100 sq. ft. home located 
close to school. Large 
80')(200' lot. Brick fireplace 
In living room & basement. 
For appointment o view 
636-6142 
r - OLDER 
HOME . . . .  
Located on South Kalum 
Street this property Is over 
an acre, and has fruit trees, 
garden space and plenty of 
parking space. The house 
MS 2 bedrooms, oll furnace 
heat, and 2 extra bedrooms 
upstairs. For viewing 
contact Rusty or Bert 
Llungh. 
Thornhlll building lot 
DOWNTOWN 
Good home, 3 Ixlrm., full 
bemt. with In.law suite. V2 
acre of land and won. 
derful garden. An ex- 
cellent ~lldlng lot could 
be subdivided off /hie 
property. Give Bob 
Sheridan a call for all the 
details on this Investment 
Hilltop setting on 2.5 acres 
of land Is the sits ~ this 5 
bedroom, complete ly  
finished home. Two storeys 
featuring 2 flreplecsa, 3 
baths, wall to wall car. 
paring, covered |undeck, 
carport and double garage. 
For viewing contact Rusty 
THIRTY.SIX ACRES 
Choice rural acreage close 
to town. Good road access 
on school bus route. This 
could be developed Irdo • 
beautiful rural homestead 
o¢ farm and Is priced to 
1st Ave. - -  1971 Diplomat 
mobile home. 2 bdrm. & 
furnished. Excellent 
condition. 75'x200' lot. 
I I Year round creek, call Dick Evans. sell. Call Danny Sheridan 
S25,000. Call Bob for details. 
,Sheridan. 
I SECLUSION AND VIEW ~. - -  :,~ . . . .  
' Custom built home with 3 ~, :~- ; ,q iN~l~-~Y.~l l  
bedrooms, 2 fireplaces, 2 
baths, sundeck and land- 
MUCH SOUGHT AFTER seeped lot. For viewing 
RESIDENTIAL AREA contact Rusty or Bert QUIET CONVENIENT 
LOCATION 
4809 McConnell Ave. • 1136 
~.  ft. full basement, 3 
carpeted be:~rooms on 
main, entulte off rooster. 
Rac room nearing com. 
pletlon, large tot, natural 
gas heat. Paved drive, 
s ly  S years old. Low 
lixtles call Bob Shorlden. 
Immaculate home com- 
pletely finished. S bdrms., 2 
bathrooms, 2 fireplaces, 
family room plus games 
room. Sundeck overlooking 
lovely fenced yard and 
garden. When you drive by 
4820 Olson you wlU see an 
attractive home. Call Bob 
Sheridan. 
EVENINb 
PHONES 
bdrm. suite In basement. 
Located In Horseshoe area. 
Asking 138R00. Call Dick 
Evans. 
I 
JUST OUT OF TOWN 
A large home on paved 
rd. 1/2 acre. of land, S 
IxlrmL or 4 and a den, 
fireplace In L.R. Ensulte 
plumbing off ask'. bdrm.. 
Roomy kitchen, attached 
garage, twin seal win- 
dows, low taxes. Reduced 
to $50,000. Give Bob 
Sheridan a call. 
HOME 
Overlooking the Skeene 
Valley, everyone will have 
a fine view from this 5 
bedroom home with over 
1800 sq. ft. of living space 
on the main floor, wlth 
large comfortable rooms, 
wall to well carpeting, 
famlly room, large rear 
entrancewlth 3 piece bath, 
plus 3 other bathrooms, 
rumpus room, double 
garage, sundecks on the 
%%:1 
CONNELL I 
Three bedrooms, rear J 
deck, finished rumpus 
room, close to schools.| 
Phone Rusty or Bert | 
Llungh. Price S61,S00. I 
LOCATION 
12441¢1. ft. full bsmt. Large 
living & dining room. 2 
fireplaces, 2 bathroomL 
Rec room has rock 
fireplace with hsateletor. 
Large lot with fenced yard. 
Give Bob Sheridan • c~ll on 
4724 Tuck Ave. 
JOHN CURRIE - 7fll.225a 
6OB SHERIDAN . L15.2144 
DICK EVANS . 13s-7010 
CLOSE TO ALL SCHOOLS 
,i bedroom home In prime 
residential area. At- 
tractively decorated and 
well kept. Acorn fireplace 
In living room, full 
basement with rec room, 
laundry room & workshop. 
For appointment to view 
call Dick Evans. 
m m m * ~ m ~ m  
BERT LJUNOH . 135.S754 
RUSTY LJUNGH • 635-5754 
DANN______Y SHERIDAN . 635-5327 
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I'COMIHG EVENTS 
CLAilIPIED RATRS 
LQCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less 12.00 per in. 
14reign. Over 20 WOrdl 5 centl 
~o r word. 
r more consecutive In~rflono 
11.50 per Insertion. 
RIPUNDS: 
FIr|t Inlertlon chargod for 
whether un or not. 
AMolutely no refunds otter ed 
h41 ~ sol 
CORRICTIDNS: 
Mutt m medo boforo e,cond 
Imortlon. 
Allowance con be mode for only 
~e Incorrect ad, 
l ax  NUMIIRS: 
75 cents pickup, 
$1.75 mallecl. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Retea available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIPIRD 
RATE: 
=2 cents per euate line. 
Minimum cherse 15.00 per In. 
torsion. 
I.RGAL • POLITICAL lad 
TaANSiiNT ADVaETiSiNO! 
03.~0 per column limb, 
EUSINRSS PIRSONALS! 
14.00 per line per month. 
On • 4 month bells only. 
DIADLINI 
DISPLAY! 
i:00 p.m. ldsys  prior to 
Ix)bll¢atlon day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on doy prevloue to day 
of publJcJitlon Monuly to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFI|D ¢ASN WITH 
ORDER other than 
IIUSINIISSES WIYH AN 
I ITA IL I IHED ACCQUNT, 
Sorvlce chirp Of M.M On iii 
N.S.F. chtquel. 
WaDDINg DESCRIPTIONS! 
No chlrge provided neWl Iub. 
mitred w~th/n one month. U.00 
IXOduction chor~e tar wedding 
and-or engagement plcturos. 
Nsws of weddings (writs.ups) 
received one month or more 
after event 010.00 charue, with or 
wllhout picture. Sublect to 
~Ondenlatlon. Payable In ad- 
vance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMRNTS! 
Births 
Engagements 
Nklrrleoel 
Ouths 
. Funerill 
C~r~ls ~r ThanKl . . . . . .  
- Nd,nerlal Notlc~s 
SUESCRIPTION RATIIS 
SUS|¢EIPTION 
RATt l  
Rftoctlve 
October I, !1)71 
Single Copy 20¢ 
By C~rrler mth 3.00 
By Cerrler year 33.00 
3 mth. 15.00 By M|ll 
By Mill a ruth 25,00 
By Mall year 45.00 
Sealer Cltlmn year gO.00 
Brltlsh Commonwealth and 
Unltod States of Amerlc~ one 
ytar ~.00 
6ox 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & DIItrlct 
Th~'nhlll & DIitrlct 
Ph~me 43S.6~7 
KItlmet & Dletrlct 
Phone 4,12.2747 
The Herald r~orves the right 
toclenlfy Idl  under epproprlMe 
headings and to set rates 
thorMore sad to determine poge 
location. 
The Herald reserves the fight 
to revlu, edit, CllUlfy Ot1' relect 
any edvortlmmlnt end to retain 
any enlworl dlroctod to the 
Herald BOX Rq=ly Service,sad to 
repay the cvetomor the sum paid 
the Idvert lsornent aM bOX 
rental. 
Box ropllel on "Hold" In. 
itru,.-tlonlnotplcked Up wll~|n 10 
deys at expiry of ii1 ed- 
vorflNment will be destroyed 
unless milling Instructlonl are 
received. ThOSe enew~rlng Box 
Numbers sre rsclu,t~l not to 
lend orlulnals of documonth to 
OvOid IC~, 
All claims of errors In ed. 
v~rtltemonts must be re¢slved 
by the publisher wllhln 30 days 
Mter the firm puMl¢atlon. 
It li agreed by the edvwf|ser 
requesting space that the 
liability Of tho Herald In the lg montha: at Child Health 
went of failure to pul~llh en 
edvertlsem~mt or In the event of Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
m error sppeorlnO In tho ee- twice monthly. 4V= - $ yrL 
verflJemont es pul~llhod shsll (pre.klndergarten): Spring 
be llmlted to the emount pild by 
• e sdv~tlesr for (X~Iy one In. blitz. Developmental, ylslon, 
correct In~erli~ for the portlon hearing screening "done, 
o(meadvertlslngopeceo¢cupled Please phone for ap- 
by the IncOrrect or amlH~ Item 
rely, sad thee there shell be no mlntmant. 
Ileblllly to any event srelter :VD CLINIC : 
then the smount pefd for such ' Phone for appolntment. 
edvertlslng. 
Advortllem|mtl must comply Treatment avsllable. 
with tho 6rltloh Columbia SANITATION 
Human Right| Act which 
5.50 wohlblto any Idvortlelng that Public health Inapeotore can 
5.50 discriminates seelnsl any assist with eenltetlon 
5.S0 person because of his race, problems, such as food 
5.50 rellulon, lax, color, nltlonallty, 
5.~ imceltry or place of m'Igln, ar polsonlngl and complatntl, 
,s.so because hie ~e Is ~twl ,  n , l l  sewage dilposah private 
5so imc165 yeam,unlo~ the condition water supplies and 
Is Justified by e boa| fide 
PHONE 635.6357 requlremont for the v~rk In. nuisances. 
CIIiolfled Adv~t/llng Dept. Valved. SPEECH end HEARING 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMQUS 
meets Wednesday at e p.m~ 
at St. Maflhew's Angllcer~ 
'Church basement. Phond 
6iS-4417 after 6:30 p.m. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEED HELP? 
Call Birthright for en 
alternative to abortion 
Phone 612.4603 anytime. 
Room 233, Necheko Centre, 
Kitlmet A.A. Conafructlon 
Group In Kltlmat: telephone 
432-3/13. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday - Step MeetlngL 0:30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed. 
Maetlnge 0:30 p,m. Unltod 
Church. 
Frlday~ • Upon Masting| g: 30 
p,m. Skeene Health Unit, 
Kltlmat General Hotpfiah 
N-Anon Msetinga. Tuesday 
• 8 p.m. United Church, 
47. HOMES 
FOR RENT 
PROPERTY 
55i FOR SALE 
Walght Watchera meatlng 
hold every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 16. LOST, 
49. HOMES 
FOR SALE 
Ladles Slim Line aub meets 
Monday evening - -  6:30 p.m. 
- United Church basement, 
Kltlmat 
5KEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2.3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
63.t4,107 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
"rues, 1:30 - 3:50 p.m. Phone 
for appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem., 4th 
"rues. of every month from' 
1:30. 3:30 pro, Phone for 
oppolntment. Babyslflers 
who bring children must 
have parents' wr l t t~ con. 
tent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATIUN 
CLINICS 
Every Mon. and Wed. from 3 
• 4:10 p.m. By appointment 
only. 
PRE-NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout the year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for detail| and 
reglltratlon. 
PRE.NATAL BREATHING 
and RELAXATION 
EXERCISES 
Held avery Mon. afternoon 1 
• 2 p.m. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nurelng care In the home for 
thcee who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE.SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
57'AUTOMOBILES 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Wor klLhop 
for the Hendlceppad ~are 
looking for dooatlona of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, alia any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2235 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m. We will t ry  
to make arrengementl for 
pickup, 
Birthright Office 
Alternative to Abortion 
3.46~1 Lakelse. 635.3907 
Wedneeday I p,m, . 3 p,m. 
and 4 p.m. - S p.m. or phone 
anytime: Lies 630.3164, 
Carol 630.013~. 
CLINIC 
(Held at ,1612 Gral0 Ave. Tel. 
638-1155). The audiologist 
will do hearing testa on 
referral by femlly doctor or 
community health nurse. 
Do you feel you hove a Speech pathologist - 
drinking problem? There le therapist will carry out 
help speech assessments gad 
Avallabiel therapy. 
Rhona~,~;  i .~,~. LOI~IG, TERM CARE 
Al¢olmllca Anonymou# At 205.,1621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
MEETINGS: 63~9196. 
Men. t:30 p.m. United A ,  easmentandplannln0for 
Church. these eligible for Long Term 
Man. | p .m. .  Alenan . Care. 
Skeena Health Unit. AiD TO HANDICAPPED 
Thura.or Sat.8:30p.m. Mills At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
Memorial Hmpltel. 435.9196. 
,64seasment and guldence 
SKEENACENTRE for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
ONCE/~ORE WE UPEN consultant. 
OUR DOORS TO THE 
SENIORS OF THE Women's A.A. Meetings --  
COMMUNITY, Every Tuesday Night at 7:30 
~4711 Lasella Ave. 635.5145. 
We offer 
COF F E E Rape RelIM 
CUNVERSATION Abortion Counselling & 
CRAFTS & Crlsl| Line for. 
In a frlendly Women 
Drup-ln Centre 
. s~nosphere 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION Rehokah Lodge Aonuel Tee 
" & & Bazaar, Sat., Nov. 10 - -  
~rRANS PORTATION Oddfellows Hall, 3222 
As we!! as an area for Munree St. (nc-10N) 
relaxation. For more In- ' 
formation about these and. B.C. Old Penaloners Tea & 
.other activities, please Bazaar will be held Sat., 
phone 4~4CtLt end ask for Nov. 3, 19]/9 at Terrace 
Skeene Centre. See you there Arena Banquet Rm. from 
any time between 0 am and 1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (no. 
3:30 pm Monday thru ,2N) ,, 
Friday. O,O.R.P, 
Annual 
FALL BAZAAR 
INCHES AWAY CLUB & TEA 
Meet avery Tuesday night at November 17, 19/9 
0 In the Skeane Health Unit. (nc,16N) 
For more Intormetlon phone 
635-3747 or 6,15,3023. Sponsor: Kermode Friend. 
ship Centre 
TERRACE Evenh Ladles 8eskatbal/ 
WOMEN'S If you are Interested In 
playlng or learnlng to play CENTRE 
-a aupporflervlce competitive basketball, 811 
for women- you have to do la come to 
4711 Lalelfa Ave. practlsal For more In- 
behind TIIIIcum Theatre formation cell 6354906 (no. 
4~.S!4S, 110) 
The Kltlmat Museum will 
colehrate Its 10th blrthdey 
with the ~enlng of the local 
Annual Adult Art Show on 
Friday, October 5th at 1 pm. 
Refreshments and cur. 
prlsesl The public le cor. 
dally Invlh~dl No admission 
d~erges. 
Mendel, Custodl|m 
.(nc-SO) 
The Angllcen Church Bazaa~ 
wlll be held Set. Nov. 26 
1979. (nc-23N) 
Drop In: 10 am.6 pm ~n. .  
MILLS MEMORIAL Thurs. 10 am.4 pm Friday. 
THRIFT SHOP We offer a comfortable 
Mills Memorial Hospital I relaxed atmosphere to meet 
Ancillary would appreciate and share Ideas. Chlldrer 
any donations ot good, clean are welcom*. 
clothing, any household EVENING PROGRAMS: 
Items, toya etc. for their 7:30pmTueedays.Woman'a 
Thrift Shop. For pickup AA. lstWednesday of month 
eervlce phone 635-&120 or 63& . Status of Women, 2nd 
0233, or leave Donatlona at Wednesday. •Single Parentl 
the Thrift Shop on Lezelle (led by a alngle father), 3rd 
Avenue on Saturdays bet. Wednesday - Men & 
w~em 11 a.m, end 3 p,m Women's Rap, Thurldaya- 
iT hank you. Women's Night Out. 
INTERESTED IN 
BRIDGE? 
Terrace Bridge Oub looking 
for new members. Contact 
Bonnie Shaw at 635.6970 on or 
before Oct. 4. (no-SO) 
The Pacific Northwest Mualc 
Festival will hold It's 
monthly meeting on 
Tuesday, Ootobar 9th at 8:00 
p.m. el 4741 Loun, Anyone 
Interested In attending will: 
be more than welcome. (no. 
9O) 
WANTED FOR OUR 
CONSIGNMENT & SALES 
FLOOR: 
Furn i tu re ,  appl iances; 
power tools, hand eDDie, 
dean wnall cars, motor. 
bikea, boats, motors or any 
olher Items In acceptable 
condition. 
Terrase Auction MRrt 
Corner of Apsley & Lakelea 
or phofla 6354172. (ctfn.2.20. 
79) 
'L,W. 'Sears Auction| every 
Sunday at 2 p,m. Indoors at 
Old Nechako Beverage 
building, Hwy 14 East. 
Consign your go~de now . 
635.7824. Open all day 
Saturday. Watch for antique 
sale soon. 
PDQ 
Cerplt & Flooring 
Installation 
You supply - -  we Install 
4~1.1691 
(sm.1-10-79) 
INSIST ON 
THE BEST 
Concrete septic tanks In 
Wock. Get relief with a 
~ncrete InveMmont. 
k ln l f fy 'a  Excavating 
(am-1-10-79) 
FILTER QUEEN 
sales and mrv l~ 
4,t44 Perk Avenue 
Terrace 
6,15.7249 
(em.l-10Jg) 
COLLIER EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
Fhone £1S-.S,M0after 6:SO pm. 
(am-1-10-79) 
cepted for a possible future 
opening In our Payroll. 
Personnel Section of 
Skeanevlew Lodge. 
Employees In thls peeltlon 
are under eupervlslon and 
are requlred to mslnteln a 
complex payroll system for 
approximately 1SO em. 
ployeea. To compile all 
payro l l -personne l  In- 
formation for statistical 
reports and In preparation of 
computer payroll. Malntaln 
end update a complex set of 
payrolJ-i~mmnnel manuals; 
Follow up dlscropancles 
and make nocemry ed. 
lustments; attend to 
Inquiries that require a 
knowledge of specific 
regulations, statutes and 
col lect ive agreements, 
operate standard Office 
equipment; perform related 
duties as required. 
qUALIF ICATIONS 
REQUIRED:  Secondary 
Schoo l  g raduat ion  ; 
minimum three (3) years 
practical office experience 
with some payroll 
background. Ability to learn 
assigned tasks, good 
judgment; ability to con. 
verse with other ministry 
personnel and fellow 
workere, 
Applications may be 
picked up from the General 
Office or a resume for- 
warded fo Skeenavlew 
Lodge, 4011 Sparks Street, 
Terrace, B.C. (a3.50) 
131e 
DALLY HERALD 
needa 
CARRIERS 
in the following areas: 
ThornMIh 
Cottonwood Street, Empire 
Street, P~tuette Avenue, 
Kofoed - Dealardlnes, 
Kofued - Sharpies, River 
Drive, Burgesl . Laurler 
Avenue, Thornhlll Sheet. 
Te rrKe:  
Highway 16 W., Willow 
Creek Rd., 4900 Block 
Ager, 4700 Block Ager. 
If you are Interested In me 
these routes please 
i~e:  ' "  
630.&107 ': ' 
between 9 a m and 5 pro. 
KJtlmat~ 
(ukon Street, Quail . 
~erllng Streets, Oriole . 
O~orey Streets. 
If Interested-- phone Kelth 
i 
632.2747 
(ctfn.nc) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Was Andrews) BACKHOE 
Backhoe Work for 
Hourly and Contract H IRE  
~S.~479 Phone 
anytime 6NL4404 
(am-1-10-79) 6304757 
(cffn-2.10.79) 
410 John Daere Backhoe for 
hire. Phone 635.40el. (am.S- 
10-791 
Lost from bahlnd Smiling 
Jack's Resteurant.~ 2 suit. 
cam,  1 Uua cai~a,:'wl.~ 
straps. Reward. I:~ c. ~.~490; 
(p~SO) ~, , :  :~ 
CIBC requires stenographer 
P-T position. Houri 10-4 
Monday to Thuredey and 10-6 
on Frlday. Salary ISpar hour 
and up based on experlence. 
Apply In person or ph. 635- 
4231. (c3-50) 
CIBC requires axl~rlenc~d 
teller. Full time peeltlon. 
Salary $9,0~0 and up baaed 
on experience. Apply In 
person or phone 635-6231. 
(C3-SO) 
Wanted. A ahlppar.recatver 
for automotive and In. 
duatrlel parts store. Steady 
employment. Phone 63,5.7167 
from g - S p.m. (C3.100) 
Be a paper 
• currier 
Phone 
635-6357 
TI IIIIACE 
Qual i f ied  carpenter ,  
tradesman fully equipped 
with air tools. Available for 
renovat ions ,  custom 
mblnat|~ arborite-formlce 
Installations. Will consider 
all other type.~ of  finishing 
work. Phone ~,~fter 6 pm. Ask 
for Don. 
635.s;'oe 
(cS.SO) 
Fender reverb vlbrolux 
amplifier twin speakers, 4 
channel Input. Phone 635- 
2~09 after 6 p.m. Also wanted 
to buy 2 vocal column 
speakers. (p3-90) 
Tender "reverb vllrolux 
amplifier twin speaker. 4 
channel Input. Ph. 635.2009 
after 6 pro. Also wanted 1O 
buy 2 local column speakers. 
(p3-SO) 
Danish chairs, S2S each. 
Antique bdrm. suite I~S0. 
Chrome dining suite 035. 2 
frldgea, MOO and $70. Plus 
mlscallanenus items. Phone 
~ .  (ps-10G) 
One 7)(11 foot cedar finished 
sauna with ele£~rlc heater, 
In 4 easy to assemble sac. 
Signs. $7SO. Phone 638.5311. 
(¢2.SO) 
, :-. 
"For Safer Living, Fuel Economy & Cleaner Air" 
o CHIMNEYS BOILERS • 
• AIR DUCTS eFIREPLACES FURNACES • 
PRO-VAC INDUSTRIES 
CANADA LTD. 
Services Division 
Specialists In power-vac cleaning 
96 Starling Street.; 6.~.5292 
Kltlmat, B.C. VSC 11(5 632.2~ 
Electric stove for ~ le -  S~), 
Also one crib and one dresser 
. $400. Spring horse . $30. 
Phone 635.6965. (pS-110) 
For Sale: Avacado Frldga & 
Stove. Frldge 3 months old, 
Phone 635.9448. (pI.SO) 
Garage Sale at 4314 North 
Eby Saturday, Oct. 6, 1979. 
Children and household 
Iteme. Time --' 10 am. (p3. 
SO) 
Forced sale to best offerl 1- 
1976 W200 Dodge 4x4 and one 
complete senyo stereo. Call 
635.6310 between 8:30 &5:00 
for details. (CS-110) , 
Store Fixtures for Sale.' 
Phone during the day. 
6304014 
(cffn.2.10.Tg) 
,5000 while fire bricks. 1000 
red bricks. Used, at 25 cents 
each, or all for Sl000;Phooe 
~,5.5237. (pl.SO) 
3 bdrm. home, 1174 aq. It, 
Complete ly  f in ished 
basement, bedroom, seuna, 
large laundry room, re¢ 
room, fireplace, large lot, 
gas heat. For more datalll or 
to vlow phone ¢lS.~0SS after 
4:30 pm. (ps-100) 
3 BR home with fu l l  
Imsemant on ~ foot lot ~ 
In Thornhllh I,~0 I(I. ft .  
About 8 l~lars old. Asking 
142,000. Ph. 610.90,I0. (plg:, 
110) i 
SUPER BASEMENT & 
CRAFT SALE 
4801 Streume Sat. Oct. 
9.12 
(nc.sO) 
Garage Sale from 10 a.m. 
until 2 p.m, on Oct. 6 at 2348 
Thornhlll St. Misc. household 
Items, (pi.50) 
Mo)orhome for rent. Sleeps 
6. Luxuriously equipped. 
Fully Insured. Book early 
for your winter holiday. 
Available dally, weekly, 
monthly. Phone 632-2430 
(c20,11o) 
1976 Gold Wing 1000. Shaft 
ck'lve, water cooled, new 
fires. Phone 635.2154 or 635- 
7}44. Ask for Mike. (cffn.stf) 
For Sale: 8000 lb. warn 
winch & mountings. Old year 
old. $680 OBO. Ph. 635-2009 
after 6 pro. (p3-50) 
CKC registered male toY 
silky terrier puppy. Top 
quality. $1SO. Write to Box 
1057, Smlthers, B.C. V0J 2N0. 
(pS.lOO) 
I 
For Sale: Registered 
Alaskan Nalamuto puppies. 
Slre& Dam out of Sllver- 
sheen Kennels, Available 
Oct. 19. Phone 630.1996.,(p10- 
160) ' 
2 or 3 BR home with 
basement and fireplace 
preferred but not urgent. 
(:he or 2 etepa to front en. 
trance. Call evenings only 
(colleCt if necessary). 112- 
~67 -,1191. (c20-310) 
We are • young responsible 
family of four seeking to rent 
a 3 BR home In town by Nov. 
1. Please call 630.1029 or 43,5. 
4694 anytime, ice.SO) 
Wanted to Rent: two 
working girls would like to 
rant 1' or 2 bdrm. baeem6nt 
eulte or apartment. Ph. 635. 
9741 or 638-1297. (i)3.50) 
Clark forklift, 20~. cap. 931 WANTED TO BUY-- Did car 
Cat loader on track, new and truck and cat batteries. 
qmglne, 24 Inch breaking Top price paid. Will pick up. 
plow. 1974 Ford a/4 ton Ph 635.4735 anytime. (p20. 
window van, 2 new winter 40) 
tires. 8red sows, Yorkshire, 
landrace cross. Welner pigs. Wanted - Good furniture and Lot for Sale: Excellent large 
Also other pigs, different mlsc ,  ar, t!cles for auction, lot on 4516 Cedar Crescent. 
sizes. Pho~a 635.26%., (pS. • C, elI-J.~/~S~,~_~M~63~.7824 or' Ideal residential are~ with 
110) . . . . . . .  :309:;J I~V~y 1S East'.*(p20.1N) potential View; $21;d06. 
Contact635.7696. (ctfn.2.10. 
20 foot river boat & trailer 
'with SO HP Marc. Jet unit & 
extra leg. Controls & 
steering. 1977 Mustang II 4 
steed trans. Radial tires. 
1979 Suzuki GS 1000. Low 
mileage. Ph. 435 .~.  (p10- 
170) 
LOOKING FOR I :~FUI~- 
NITURE? :"~, "; ' ' L 
Try the Terrace Auction 
/Vlart Sales Floor. New & 
wed furniture at a price 
anyone can afford. We buy 
and sell, Call the Terrace 
Auctim Mart, 4435 Lakelse 
Ave. Phone 635.5172, (ctfn.2- 
23.~) 
CASH" 
Am purchasing BCRIC 
shares. Ph 635.4226. Also 
selling Suzuki dirt bike. US- 
100. 1979 model. Practically 
new, Ph 635-4224. (c20-50) 
3 shelving wall units with 
walnut grain, arborlte finish. 
Like new. Each 31 Inches 
wide, by 16 Inches deep, by 72 
Inches hlgh. Asking t400. 
Phone 638-1401 after S p.m. 
(pl-50) 
8x40 ioey shack, wired end 
finished. For more into 
~one 635-5241. (c5-90) 
I will pay $20 to anyone 
having a spare 1979 Skeena 
Jr. school annual. Phone 635. 
$453 or 635-2391 and ask for 
Frank. (I)3.90) 
Wanted to buy - Old car and 
truck and cat bafferles. Top 
Ix'ice paid. Will pick up. 
Phone 635-4735 anytime. 
I am collecting Canadian 
coins. If you have sliver 
you've wanted to ce;Lh In --  
new's your chance. Also 
birch firewood ~15. Ph. 630. 
1323. (p5.100) 
Motorhome for rent. Sleeps 6 
luxuriously equipped. Fully 
Insured. Book early for your 
winter holiday. Available 
dally, weekly, monthly, 
Phone 632-2420. (c20.110) 
One year old 3 BR house 
available Nov. h 1979 for 
rent or lease In Thornhlll. We 
would like a mature family 
who la willing to maintain. 
Ph, Helmut at 632-6554. (c3- 
5O) 
3 BR home with full 
basement. Approx. 1000 sq. 
ft. Has 29x30 ft. workshop. 
Fenced & landscaped lot. 
Approx. S0xl00. View at 4743 
Slraume or phone 635-9233 
after 5 pro. (p20-300) 
For Sale.by owner. 3 Br 
houae 10 yeara old. Full 
basement, electric furnace 
on 30 acre lot. t40,000, also 
21 cU. In. freezer. Ph. 6311. 
1672 or 435.3107. (p10-170) 
For Sale by owner. 3 BR 
house 10 years old. Full 
basement, electric furnace 
on .78 acre lot. S,lO,000. Also 
21 cu. in. freezer. Ph. 635. 
3187. (p10.170) 
For Sale: 2 storey log home, 
Approximately 1200 sq. ft. on 
main floor. Located on large 
samlc lot on Skeene Street. 
Call 638.1121 between 8.5 pm 
/Wonday to Friday. (c10-90) 
FOR SALE 
BYOWNER 
3 BR. house. Has fireplace. 
m basement. Large lot 
rex210. Close to ~hoola. 
Asking S43,000. For more 
Information please ca~l 
6,11-1294 
(cffn.2.10-79) 
For Rent: 900 eq. ft. on 
second floor. Air con- 
dtJmed. Located at 4623 
Lakelse Avenue. Phone 635. 
2552. (ctfn-2.10-79) 
For Sale: Fully equlppod 
convenience store. With 
living accommodation. Store 
does a good ~ar  round 
turnover. For further In. 
formation please write Box 
1314 or call 635-3971. (ctM.2. 
~79) 
If you have a project or plan 
requiring large capital and 
working partner, reply to 
Box 1323. Terrace Herald. 
(p1.50) 
1969 Chevelle, Good Year 
tires on CON rims. 11 to I 
pistons. 650 Holly earbs. 
New clutch and pressure 
~late. Well maintained wl~h 
many more extree, Phone 
638.1427 or 635-5600 (cl0~o) 
For Sale: 1970 Ford Granada 
ESS. PS, PB, bucket seats, 
radials, low miles. Would 
consider 75.74 vehicle on 
trade. Phone 635.2009 after 6 
p.m. (p3.90) 
1977 Pontiac 4 door. V.6. 
Radial tires. Excellent 
condition. Phone 635-5450. 
(¢S-90) 
1971 Nova Concours. 4 spesd. 
17,000 miles. Ph. 63,5.6707. 
(ps.so) 
Must Sell 1974 Mazda RX.3 
wagon with radials and snow 
tires. Cassette stereo deck. 
brakes. Needs muffler 
and shocks, but runs fine. 
$900 O60. Ph. 638.8,t30. (Ca- 
120) 
1975 Ford Custom 500. 4 door. 
Rebuilt motor. PS, PB, AT. 
S1o100. OBO. Phone 438.1220. 
(cffn-2.10.79) 
WANTED 
spot cash paid 
for your old 
FURNITURE - GUNS 
• JEWELLERY 
- BCRIC SHARES - 
WE BUY • SELL. 
TRADE - DELIVER - 
Tarrace's Moat Unique 
Second Hand 
Antique Store 
Gunsmlthlng 
Quality Workmanship 
Guaranteed 
guy  • gel!  
Good Used Skates 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
~15 Kelum StrHt 
Ph, tN.1413 
atfn-12.9-79) 
21 foot Kit Companion 
trailer. Also approx. 70x200 
footlot In Thornhl/I. Ph. 635. 
3456. (p10.120) 
120,000 BTU forced.air oll 
Coleman fUrnace and an 
Mro model 1000-30 oll hot, 
water heater. $1 SO each. Like 
mw condition. Phone 635- 
2317, (pS-90) 
79) 
i i 
PROPERTY 
FOR SALE 
160 acres In Topley, B.C., 1 
mile off Hwy. 16. Lightly 
treed. 18 miles from 
Houston. 2 miles from 
Sunset Lake. Power, water 
and 3,bdrm.Jraller. Asking 
$51,500. For more In. 
formation contact: 
G.W. Gibson 
P.O. Box 148 
Topley, B.C. 
or 
C.F. Gibson 
Terrace, B.C. 
630.3910 
(nc.sff} 
AUTOMOBILES 
.1W6 Dodge Colt 1600. Motor 
• Auto 2 Ixtra rims with 
idudded tires. 1,600 mllec. 
,One owner. Good motor. 
!aMn condign. 12,700. Call 
'~IS-S0,1S after S pm. (p3-SO) 
:TOUR BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Zipping along a wagon trail MUST SELL IM .  MEDIATELY: 1977 31 foot: WIIdernele travel trailer. 
Asking $8,500, VIIw at Real By Jean MacKenzie Cache is mentioned in a journal 
Inn Motel. Highway 16 West. 
' :~nt  awntr ,  all. electric 
Last trailer on Idt. ' (clfn4- 
10.79) Head north from Hope sad 
:Altantlon Huntoral i977 V.W. you travel the tracks of the 
delivery van for ule. Phone ,One. Blackfoot camper, trailblazers. 
&~12-7711 (Kltlmat). (¢3-SO) :Newly redeca'lted Inllde. Highway 1 up the Frase~ 
" , To view by a l~ntment  Canyon parallels the incredible 
i976 Dodge Moneco wagon,: ~er  ,5 pm phone ~S-30~1, journey of Simon Fraser, the first 
(pS.90) white man to follow the river to 
wi~lO~Wl, tape deck. 13100'. its mouth. 
!lrm.-pho~e IM9.83~7. (pS- 1977 Vanguard motor homo. Take note of the place names 
1:10) GMC chesell. Low ml l~ .  along the way. ,China, Boston and 
-" " PhOml 63&6707. (pS-OO) Kanaka bars each tell of the 
m~lange ofmen who forged awsy 
77 camper and • 69 Dodge .I into the wilderness in the 1858 
ton. Ph. 635-3322. (¢ffn.W-3-. search for gold. 
~4 Dah~n P.U. Magl. 27,000 10-69) Today's blacktop overlaps 
much of the old Cariboo Wagon 
miles. Excallmt condition. 1975" Ranger XL I"  cam'par Road, built by the Royal En, Fh. 635.2037. 630.1443 after 5 
Ira. (c5-50) Ipa¢lal. PS, PB, auto, ~ cu. gineers in the 1860's to transport 
In.englne.43,0B)'mlles. Alia freight to the Barkerville 
'/9 Ford Van E150. 40,000 PB)Vanguard campar. Both goldfields. 
kin. 351 cu.In. 4 spetd unto In good cundltlan. Ph. Pause at Hell's Gate Canyon to 
mlNr lv l .  Sun roof. Cap- ,_d~l#~ after 6 pm. (p3.50) marvel at the mighty Fraser as it 
tsln'a chairs. AM-FMetoreo. thunders--nearly 200 mS!lion 
~,500. Ph. 635,6174 after 6 • litresaminute~through anarrow. 
p'n. (ph-~O) rock chasm. 
For Sal~: 1974 Datlun P.U. Vends • SEEKING GOLD 
Fh. 635-5049. (r.$.100) HI, I'm'Mona - -  your Vends The highway leaves the brown 
Beauty. Counmllor. Ploaes serpentofthcFraseratLyttonand 
q ton crew cab Brand Now .#. oall me for your cusmetlc heads east along the green 
camber" valued at $19,06).~' neede& gifts. Thank you. Thompson River. There are two 
,p~m.lleet offerll3.624.~174takes, Call after 6 '3591.Betwesn(p,HSO)9 am.  2 IOn. 635- provinciaiparks onthis sectionof 
C10.18OI the route, Skihist and Goldpan, 
where campers try their luck at 
1969 Ford, Medel 850. Cab-' panning the sandbars for a left- 
penned in 1859, and the town's 
name likely recalls the secret hole 
where some long-ago trader 
stowed his stores. 
East of Cache Creek, Highway 
1 passes the ruined irrigation 
flumes of Walhachin, an orchard 
community that died when its 
men went o war in 1914. 
"ILL-FATED TRIP 
The first fur trade fort at Kam- 
loops was built back in 1812. 
During the Cariboo gold rush, the 
ill-fated Ovedandcrs arrived at 
the fort after their terrible trip 
through the Rockies and down the 
North Thompson River. 
A visit to the Kamloops 
museums will help to bring this 
period to life for you and your 
family, 
South of Kamloops, Highway 
5 wanders through rolling grass- 
lands and past more than 150 
fishing lakes. In the 1850's this 
. was the route of the fur brig odes. 
'EMPIRE OF GRASS' 
Title: The Trailblazers' Tour 
Estimated length: 600 km 
Estimated time: three days minimum" 
Starting point: Hope 
go  
' i 
He/ IV  
011@ 
Today close to 45,000 head of 
cattle graze the "Empire of 
Grass". The imposing Quilchena 
Hotel near Merritt was built in 
, t  , 
Herald, F.rlday, O~ol~r 5, 1979, Page 17 
Herb Dressing Sparks 
~"k _ _ I _  _ I t l  I I I 
over fuel truck. 4 com- 
partment WIIIock tank. 2li50 
gal. cap. Complete with 
meter, live reel a~d hose. 
New paint, Vancouver city 
tested until May.B). Phone 
• IS-63S/, Room 107. (c3.!00) 
1968 Cbev 3 ton with 17 foot 
fiat deck. Phone 635-5237. 
(pl .SOl 
1975 GMC ouatomlzed van. 
P.S., P.B., lots of ,extras. 
~Muet be men to be .  ap- 
#eclOhKI. Phone &lh-21S4 or 
635-7144. Custom Interior and 
exterior paint lob. Ask for 
Peeture for rent for horses. 
Phone ~18.8~/!. (p&OO) 
l t •o•r t  qu.erter horse, pert rou0hbred ma e In foal to 
Tan Tin. Enjoys gymkhana" 
type events. Doe= wall. Due 
to foal In late A~II  or May. 
~.aay keeper. Foal will be V= 
registered Arab, Call 635, 
304_1 after 4 ~__._.(p5.S~) .. 
'Baby Llamas. Excellent pete 
& pack animals. Well 
• dapted to northern climate. 
Very easy to feed & fence. 
Valuable wool. Balls for $2.00 
~1~.  (nc4ff}: ~ .i~:.~ . . . .  ~.~o .i,~i ' / . ounce. Prices etert at 11500. 
ltS~) Wt l iy |~c~;~d Wrihetb Box 10b'/, Smitbera, 
B.C. V0J :iN0. (p5.100) 
offer ,5 p.m. 635-5389 One Palomino Mere. Phom 
L~J4~9~12O) 635-6782. Ip&12OI ' 
t 
For late: lfrJ Toyota PU. One non.milking cow for 
Long box. In good condition, sale. Phone 635.21156 after 4 
Ph. 4,M-IS~ after S. (pS.100) p.m. or see at 5025 Galr. (p3. 
9O) 
1977 Ford F.1B) Ranger.' 
Light green with white 
canopy. 400 cu. In. motor. 
Auto transmission. 35,000 
:miles. A.C,'. & rdlrpating . . . . . . . .  
Mlchetlnateelbelted.rMlals. ' *:SU~TRADE TENDERS 
PS, PB, tretler hitch & 
wiring. Dual tanks. 15,250. 
Ph. 635.2222. Local 222. (ch- 
100) 
Leaving 'In 3 wlika. Must 
Sell -- 1978 Ford Van FlS0 c- 
W swivel captain chairs. AC, 
headers, summer & winter 
tires. Some customizing. 
Storm etc. Ph. 635.21103 rm.~ 
2, (pl&2,10) ;tI~P~ i' "~. 
1974 GMC Four Wheel 
Drive. 
4 speed transmission 
350 Engine • ~4~.00 
1975 Ford F.250 XLT 
Ranger 
4 q:~KI tranemlulun 390 V- 
O Engine. Two tone.ll4~SA9 
1976' Ford Suporceb F.350 
4 speed trans. Dual gea 
tanks. St~$JH) 
1977 Ford Supercab F.3S0 
~tometlc 400. V.8 engine. 
hog tone. Dual gas teaks. 
Back a t .  Mg~s.N 
Compmtand 
C & B Services 
,~e~2 Highway 16 West 
er Llcense No. 5731 
• x36 two DR modular home 
m 4 foot cement foundation. 
Has 12x12 addition and large 
Patio. Good sized, ful ly 
landscaped lot. Quiet area In 
Copper Mountain Sub- 
dlvleton. Asking $36,000. 
View at ~ Slml~un Cr. or 
Idlone 635-7023. (p5-50) 
74 Monarch Mobile Home. 
Unfurnished, with frldge and 
stove. 12x~1 with 2 lacy 
shacke 10x12, fully finished 
with electric heat. 3 Bdrm, 
wry good condition. Situated 
at 47 Woodland Hgts. Trailer 
Court with fenced.In lot. 
t,~uzt be seen to be ap. 
precloted.. Asking price 
S15,000. Phone 635.5229. (c5- 
Ha) 
For Sole: 19)'0 14x7li Manco 
m0bllt home. Unf.urnl|hed, 
Set up and sklrtsd In Iooal~ 
trailer park. Phone ~lS-973& : 
(cffn-|-10.79) 
W.09.79) 
over speck of gold. 
Legends say that stolen 
Cariboo gold was hidden near 
Cache Creek, but Rivibre de la 
Walhachin: A victim of the First World Wear. 
"1908 by a pioneer cattleman.. It is loops, is  'said to contain 26 'son I.~ke Park is south ofMerritt, l l4  eup red wine vinegar 
still open for guestswho can play varieties of fish. You can camp Otter Lake. Park, near Prince- 4 teaspoons lemon juice 
golf, ridetherangeorenjoywater on the north shore of this ton, is close by the histodc site of l teaspoonsalt 
sports at Nicola Lake. fisherman's paradise at Monck Campement des Femmes. This. 
Nicola Lake, named for an Provincial Park. was the last brigade camp before 
Indian chief who once led a war There are campsites aplenty on the push over the mountains to 
party against he fort at Kam- the last part of the journey. Alli- Fort Hope where the pack ponies 
" : m-  were unloaded and the winter's 
fur bales towed aboard boats for 
the trip to Fort Victoria and the 
voyage to England. 
West of Princeton the road 
follows the old Dewdney ~ll"all, 
which I~ to'the interior goldfields 
at Rock Creek and Wild Horse. 
The peaks, lakes and flowered' 
mountain meadows of Manning 
Park straddle the Cascade Range 
on the road hack to Hope. There 
are six campgrounds-along the 
way, each one a tempting oppor- 
tunity to linger longer on the 
historic trail blazers' route• 
This is a Toudsm B.C.travel 
feature. 
BUMPER TALK 
You Can't Have One 
Without the Other 
Every car must  have elec- 
tricity' to - run;  /rod' y0ur 
are requested by alternator or generator has 
Jeemar Conatructlon Co. the job of producing it. 
Ltd., . ' When you're traveling at 
1B)S7.NAVe., Surrey, B.C. highway speeds, however, 
V3T 4W2 
Phone IIB)-d446, Telex 04. :either one could produce 
365516 more electricity than your 
for car's system can handle• 
Prince Rupert Intormedlats That's why a voltage regu- 
Care Hospital; Prlnca later is also a part of most 
Rupert, B.C. cars. It has the job of regu- 
Cleslng OCt. 9, 1919 lating the aq~ount ofcurrent 
Plans at Prince Rupert, allowed to pass back into 
Terrace, and Prince George the car's electrical system. 
plan rooms, Also A.C.A, It is also responsible fo r  
Vancouver. (A2-,GS,O| returning current to the 
battery where it is stored. 
to  $60 range, depending on The reason for this is that 
the model of your car. a faulty voltage regulator 
Installing it is relatively can cause the alternator or 
:simple, however, if you fol- generator to burn out. If 
'low a logical and systematic you don't install a new one 
procedure. One good trick when you replace your alter- 
is to mark all the wires, nator or generator, it could 
cables, belts and connections burn that one out too and 
Breakdowns . . . . . .  :~,  '~ ~ when you take,them off..witlt~you've just serfs $60 or '  so.' 
, ~ Once ,in,-,a,whil~,--fot a masking tape. That way down the drain. Wh'y risl~'* 
number of different reasons, therc'slittlechanceofmal~ing it when for another $10 or 
your alternator or generator a mistake during the recon- so you can be sure of the 
will break down or burn out. nection. • whole system. It's just not 
When this happens, the The $10 Mistake " sensible.' 
installation ofareplacement One mistake mo§t self- Obviously, it does not 
is the only solution, installers make is in the make sense to install a new 
While replacement is not system replacement pro~:e- alternator or generator every 
a simple task, it is one that dure. The alternator/genera- time the voltage regulator 
you can do yourself. All tar and the voltage regulator goes.' That's being over- 
the parts and tools you'll w~rk together, A voltage cautious. 
need are available at ,your regulptor fdr most North Bumper Talk is a column 
nearest out() par t~ i~t~.  Ar~, ican cars costs around for automotive dO~tF'~our- 
Not Cheap . ' ~ . • -. 
$10 and a standard rule ts "sellers, prepared in associa- 
Neither an alternator nor to never eplace an alternator tion with Bumper to Bumper, 
a generator is cheap. The or generator without the Canada's largest network of  
cost usually runs in the $50 regulator, auto parts 
Great possibilities 
Easy to build timber dining table has simple lines that oomple, meot conteml~l[ar~yl~,, i~I~,~ .~- -  
furnishings. Mirrored wall adds dram~ to d inS_ . ,  ng, expands smalL~:ppac~~.~ I ~":.~.'.".i 
With space at a premium place mirror, nail the next cut four as corner po~ts.'a'~hd~; , SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. H 
in most homes, the dining board and so on across the notch them'tO reeeHt~htifll~ ~:; ;~w~'ql~.~. (TERRACE) , 
room is often squeezed out wall• made of the" samea~l~dW,  ~r.:*~:~,: t . . . .  . 
or too small. You can do If you size the rabbet cuts timbers. '~r"~ ':',:,,,, FI, v ~ ~ I ~.,'i.ln~,~t~ applications for • FULL-TIME Home.Schco 
wonders by adding an un- correctly, the mirrors will I f  finished, 6x6 ti~b~r~ 'A ~,~ j i~netor  for the Kltwenp Elementory.Secundary 
usual decorative touch that be held snugly enough so tu?!Yiem:p~l:e 5~/2up t0s° 
will make dining and enter- they won't shake. :e a " .,' '~":S~P,~X)). Ideally the successful candidate will: 
raining a pleasure, au.ccanfully cofnpleted Grade 12 Another idea for an us- 27-1/2"--good for dining~!~ 
A partition can help de- usual wall treatment is an table height when toppe~ 
fine a regular eating place if irregular pattern of rectan- with plate glass. : ~; 
you don't have a dining glee cut from a beautiful Should you decide to use 
room. Whether you choose prefinlshed plywood panel- corner posts, cut the tim- 
a kitchen/dining room or a ing ,  l i ke  those  f rom bars 28 incheslong. Timbers 
living/dining room will de- Georgia-Pacific. Cutting a may also be purchased 
pond on the degree of for- 4x8' panel into 2x2' squares "rough," which 'means they 
reality you prefer and the and 2x4' rectangles gives are not planed and actually 
size of the room at your. you maximum use of each measure about 6". 
disposal. Whatever you ¢le- panel and offers plenty of 
cide, your eating area design possibilities. You can Bear these dimensions in 
should have style, use a bat ten  moulding to mind when you estimate the 
Nothing helps expand a cover the joints or simply height of a completed table. 
small room like a mirror butt them together if edges Also, have your building 
wall. It need not be a/I are cut smoothly, products dealer plane one 
Most anything in the way of meals, fish, poultry, cheese 
and/or vegetables goes into salads these days -- with 
scrumptious results when properly dressed. You can give 
Pcharacter to an otherwise simple oil and vinegar dressing 
just by adding a dash of curry powder, tarragon, herb 
seasoning, Italian seasoning, basil, oregano, cumin seed 
or chili powder. 
Gently cooked vegetables respond beautifully to this 
herbed dressing--basically an oil and wine vinegar 
mixture with basil and tarragon added. The whole salad 
'is yew simple to make ahead, and if there is any dressing, 
left over, it .can be chilled, covered and used later. For 
fullest flavor, add the dressing to the vegetables while 
they are still warm. 
HERBED VEGETABLESALAD 
2 cups carrots, sliced 1/2.inch thick 
2 cups broccoli flowerettea 
2 cups sliced eauliflowerettes 
2 cups zucchini wedges, cut in 2.inch pieces 
112 cup oil 
1 teaspoon basil leaves, etched 
112 teaspoon tarragon leaves, crushed 
In a large sauce pot of boiling salted water place 
eat-rots. Cook for 5 minutes. Add broccoli and cauliflower; 
cook. for 2 minutes longer. Add zucchini; cook for 3 
minutes longer. Drain vegetables and place in a bowl. 
Combine oil, vinegar, lemon juice, salt, basil and tarragon. 
Pout over vegetables. Cover and refrigerate until chilled, 
about 2. hours. Serve as an appetizer, salad or with meat 
or poultry. Yield: 8 cups. 
I 
British Columbia 
Buildings Corporation 
InvitBtlon to Tender 
Project 0398 - Regional Correctional Centre, Pdnce 
George - Phase It. 
Sealed Tandem are invited for the additional alterations to 
the Regional Correctional Centre complex, located in 
Prince George. 
Tenders will be received by British Columbia Buildings 
Corporation at 2275 Qulnn Street, Pflnce George, B.C• on 
or before Oclober 30,1979 at 1:00 p.m. Tenders available 
at that time will be opened in public at this address. 
Tender documents may be obtained on October 9,1979 by 
General Contractors only from the office of the Architect. 
Stuart C. Ross. 715 Victoria Avenue, Box 1804, Prince 
George. B.C..V2L 4V7. upon receipt of a refundable 
deposit of $50.00 payable to the Corporation. Except in the 
case of the successful contractor, deposits will be 
refunded upon satisfactory return of documents within 
..~n.Q..mpn~,h., o] .tqq,~l: ~to~Ln.g date. A cqo, d ucte~ ~t~-~ 
• m~eting will be held O~lober 24,1979 at 1:30 p.m'. on sde.:. 
Tender documents may be viewed at Amalgamated 
Conslrucllon Association of B.C., 2675 Oak Street. 
Vancouver; Plan Viewing Centre, 3785 Myrtle Street 
Bumaby; Prince George Construction Auoclatlon, 3851- 
181h Avenue, Pdnce George; Tsrrace-Killmat Construe- 
lion Anoclatlon, 4931 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. and the 
Construction Association of Vlctoda 1075 Nston Street, 
Victoria. 
Bid depository for subtrades listed in the Instructions to 
Bidders will close on October 26,1979 at 3:00 p.m. at the 
Construction Association offices in Vancouver and Prince 
George. 
Infor m~t!on regarding bonding is contained in the 
InIJt~"t~;'Bidders. The lewes( or any tender will not 
s ~lecedsa'rily be accepted. Enquiries may be directed to 
Project Administration 387-1309; or the Project Manager 
Mr. Bob Brandle 367-SO88 in Victoria or the Architect 563. 
~ In Prince George. 
ACCOUNTING 
TECHNICIANS 
QUESNEL 
• Rlgsby, Lea, Barr & Co., Chartered Accountants, have 
vacancies In their Q~esnel office for experienced ac. 
counting technicians whose duties will Include writing 
up accounting recorcb, preperatlun at financial' 
etatementa, preparation of Income tax returns and all 
other work Incldentet o our client accounting nrvlce. 
Rornunsratlon offered will be hl'ghor than average and 
will Include nTedlcal and dental plans end group In- 
surance ea well ee assistance In meeting removal expenNa. 
All eppllcetlo~ wil l  be treated In strict confldonca, 
mull Include full details of educational qualifications 
end previous exp,, lance, and should be addressed to: 
Thb Staff PeHn~Tf/nlgsby, Lea, Barr& Co. 
MS St. LA0rent ~venue, 
Quemale B,C. V:lJ :lEt 
i l i i 
I I 
mirrors, however. You can 
alternate strips of mirrors 
'with smooth, kiln-dried 
4. boards. 
Form a rabbet  (an 
L-shaped cut) in the long 
edges of each board to 
create a seat for the mirrors. 
Have the mlrmrs cut so the 
boards, 6" wide or so, can 
be nailed to studs. 
The nailing pattern at the 
boards' midpoint will run 
16" on centers horizontally. 
First, nail a board, then 
surface of timber pieces that 
Your glasses and cptlery will rest on the floor, unless 
need not match your fuel-  you have a husky belt 
turc style, but what you sander and can do the job 
have should be set on an yourself. For these and slog- 
attractive table. You can. la r home improvement 
easily build an elegant able ideas, send for the paper- 
that will be the focal point back, "Great Possibilities 
of your room, using 6x6 fir for Your Home," by writing 
timbers and a 3/8" to to Great Possibilities, Dept. 
1/2"-thick plate-glasa top. NAPS, Georgia-Pacific 
To construct, stack the Corp., 900 S.W, Fifth Ave., 
timbers like Lincoln logs Portland, OR 97204. In- 
without notches (they stm. dude 55¢ for postage ~md 
ply rest on each other). Or, handling. 
y knowledgeable of the Io~1 Indian Culture 
3. be able to relate well to elementary end IHtcundary 
students 
4. be able to effectively communicate nd ccoparatQ 
with teachers, parents, Bend Education Commlflea, 
etc. 
S. be ebl~ to fulfill the tasks outlined In the detailed Job 
description (copy available) 
To aPply, pleam contact 
Mr. M. Boqlame, 
Dtre,,tor of Instructkm 
Box 41e 
Terrace, B.C. V IG 4BS 
Phones 4~S-4t:11 
Application fermi may be oMolned at the ~;ltwange 
Elmn..Sec. School, the Kltwango Band Office or the 
khool Board Office In Terrace. 
DEAOLINE FOR AFPLICATIGNS -- FRIDAY, 
OC'[rO|ER !:1, 197t. 
i I I i f 
School District 92 (Nisgha) 
SECRETARY TREASURER 
TRAINEE 
Appllcetlonl are Invited for the polltton of Secretory 
Trce'lurer Trainee. Applicants must have good 
theoretical experience and Woven ec~nlnlltratlve 
experience together wHh et lealt c0mpletlon or 
aKamptlon of one year of the R.I.A. or C.G.A. 
Applicants will commence employment I t  Terrace 
dflce of the board and must I~ willing to relocate to 
New Alye0sh when raqu InKI to do so by the board. 
Written appllcatluns with supporting documents 
ahouM be sent t¢. 
Mr. John G. McMynn C.A. 
sea'etery Treasurer 
Schod District No. ~ (NIqlbe) 
4840 Likable Avmea 
Tim'ace, E,C VIG IPl 
amlng data for applications Is Ud6ber 15, 1979. 
] i  l i l [  I l l  i l l  / . . . . . . . .  
v 
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'Go considers 
R C.M_P right 
to break the law 
if th]ey report it 
i 
By KITTY McKINBEY brought the Progressive If the government decides 
OTTAWA (CP)-- Thellov. Conservatives topower-- as to go ahead with Clark's 
wnmmt is attil comfl(k¢ing • part of a review of all secur-• iflan, it will be through 
allowlqtbaRCMPmcodtY ltylaws, Cisrk'epreessecro- legislation that can be 
as'vies to break the law tsry, PierretteLucsa, nsidin debated inthe Commona, not 
through cabinet order, she 
"We recognize there are 
ran'at Commom amzmlttoe instances where covert 
ever/ year, ea~.  a 
spekmman for ~'rime 
MlnlatK Clark. 
Solicitor-General Allan 
Lawrence is exploring this 
prope~d -- made by Clark 
the csmpaliP~ for 
May 23 election which 
operations have got to 
proceed," Me, Lucas said. 
Lawrence ts expected to 
being in bills next year to 
revise the Official Secrets 
Act and to establish new 
ground rules for security 
service operations, he said. 
said. 
Campaigning in Regina 
last April, Clark said it 
sometimes i necessary for 
thoee~ responsible for 
national security "to act in 
ways that are not open to the 
ordinary citizen, not open to 
you or me." 
Clark said a Conserve 
I 
f 
government  wou ld  
"establish a legal 
framework so that any such 
extraordinary action by the 
soeudty sorviees of Canada 
must be approved In ad- 
vance by a responsible 
minister of the government 
of Canada." 
The minbtor would then 
report in private to a small 
Commons committee 
compnsed of members o~ all 
parties, including "people 
who can be counted upon to 
guard the civil rlghts of 
Canadian citizens." 
This eommltteewould then 
make an annual report --  
Clark did not say to whom -- 
indicating what actions the 
force eought, what response 
the minister gave and why. 
Ms. Lucae said the idea 
would be "to make It 
practical for the RCMP to 
canduct on occasion certain 
lnvestigatiom, but with the 
control of someone respon. 
elble to Parliament and the 
people ulthuately." 
A federal royal com-[ 
mission looking into RCMP I 
activities has made publle |
documents showing that two I 
Liberal cabinet members| 
were told the law n~lht have i 
to be changed to protectl 
officers who broke the law in I 
the course of their duties. 
There' has been no 
evidence that Liberal 
ministers knew of specille 
allegedly il lqal acts per- 
formed by the security serv- 
ice, such as burning a barn 
and taking dynsmdte. 
1) 
;>." 
SUPER SAVINGS! 
ASSORTED COSY 
LIGHTWEIGHT 
COMFORTERS 
K mart Regular List Price From 16.97 to 34.77 
K mart Special Price From 12.70 to 26.08 Each 
V DI:F 
TIMEX 
WATCHES 
Keep on time with a Timex 
watch in men's, women's 
and children's tyles. 
Timex Suggested List Price 
From 19.95 to 59,95 
K mart Special Price From 
13"[41 ] 
MEN'S SCRUBBIE 
WESTERN JEANS 
Rugged cotton denim jeans 
with 5 pockets. Men's sizes 
only. Blue. 
K mart Regular List Price 23.83 
~e$6 is 
W-ESTERN STYLE 
CORDUROY FLARES 
90% cotton/10% polyester 
cords in asst'd colours. Young 
men's 28-38. 
K mart Regular List Price 21.98 
15s  
BRANDNAME 
BRA SPECIAL 
Choose a quality bra from 
Playtex, Daisy Fresh, Crea- 
tions or Canadian Lady. Asst'd 
styles'and sizes. 
K mart Regular List Price From 4.43 to 13.81 
K mart Special Price From 2.99 to 9.21 o : ,~  
FASHIONABLE 
LONG SLEEVE 
PULLOVERS 
FOR MISSES 
At this low price, you'll 
want more than oneT 
Canadian made pullovers 
in asst'd styles and col- 
ours. S-M-L. 
K mart 
After Sale Price 7.00 
K mart Sale Price 
00 
Each 
OFF 
UNION 
CARBIDE 
KLEENEX® BI 4 L|TRES 
FACIAL PRESTONE 
TISSUES COOLANT 
sues. White only. freeze ups in winter. 
K mart Regular List Price 47¢ I:ach K mart Regular List Price 7.97 0,10o , o .  Special _~ O Special 
Price U R Price 
LOUNGE PILLOW 
Foam filled, corduroy cover. 
Decorative and useful around 
the house, 
,dh i l t  A 
K mart Reg. List Price 4,11 K mart I ! ! ~  
Sale 
£, ,o .  Price 
SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE 4761 LAKELSE AVE.  
40Og MARLBORO 
CABBAGE TOILET  
ROLLS  T ISSUE 
Magic Pantry cabbage rolls Eight roll pack of 1-ply tis- 
with meat in tomato sauce, sue. White or Pink. 
~ ' A 4 1 R s S B s  eta i ,i , i., i ....... e ...... i Price Special K mart K artRegular LIe, Price 1 ,77147 , .0~ Kmer ,  Special , , .  *m'""'° °:3'" ,., o 
m s ~  
OPEN Advert|sed Merchandise Pohcy 
Otthrm,nterlh~n,stohavt'everyadverhsed,tem0nstockonourshelve$ Ifanadverhseddem,s ,~  , i i  I ' | 
not ava,qab P nt purchase d e to any unforeseen reason K marl wdl issue a Rain Check on - ~ _ ~ . r  .:~.~. ~ I 
.~  reques for hemerc'hand,$etobepufchasodallhesaleor,cewheneveravadabteorwdlsellyoua . ~ ' i l ~ l  I WED., THURS. & FRI.. compa,ab.~.oa,,,~ ,,era ,~ co~.pa,~b,e,e., ~,,oo,o p.,oe go. po,,.v ,.,o g,vo °, c.s,o~e.s/~ E I  I 
to 9:30 PM .~ sat,sfact;onalways K mart Canada Limited ~ & I ~  | 
i = rff3 
